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ABSTRACT
Sarra Berrahal. Wireless Body Area Network Systems Supporting Individuals Working in Hazardous
Environments. PhD thesis, Engineering School of Communications (Sup’Com), Networks and
Security Research Lab (CN&S), June 2016. (Under the direction of Pr. Noureddine Boudriga).

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) consists in a collection of smart, low-power, hardwareconstrained, miniaturized and heterogeneous wireless sensor devices attached to (or implanted into) a
moving/fixed body and that cooperate for the benefit of an application. The most important uses of such
a network include the assistance of workers safety in hazardous environments and the surveillance of
critical assets of the surrounding environment. The main objective of this thesis focuses on the
development of a generic WBAN-based system for assisting individuals involved in critical applications
and evolving in hazardous environments. Four main axes have been explored:
The first axis is about defining a WBAN-based system suitable for assisting the navigation of groups of
users (e.g., firefighters, miners, soldiers) in indoor hazardous environments. The system is based on a
Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG) that makes possible a set of functions including the realtime monitoring of surrounding hazards (e.g., fires), the identification of hazards sources, the estimation
of risk aggravation, the tracking of workers, and monitoring their health statuses.
The second axis focuses on proposing a QoS management approach to support heterogeneous traffic
environment in a network of WBANs. The proposed system is intended to provide real-time monitoring
services for mobile users while guaranteeing the constrained end-to-end QoS of the generated traffic.
Proactive and reactive resource management mechanisms are proposed to optimize resource utilization
and minimize transmission blocking.
In the third axis, a set of cooperative sensors networks including a terrestrially deployed WSN, a mobile
WBANs, and aerial unmanned vehicles (UAVs) are integrated together into a hybrid architecture for
large-scale environment monitoring. The set of UAVs cooperates with WSNs and WBANs in order to
provide real-time surveillance, track WBANs’ wearers and moving targets, and detect, investigate and
correct network and communication failures (especially in unreachable areas).
Finally, we proposed to integrate WBANs and cloud computing in order to design distributed sensorcloud databases in infrastructure-less environments. In particular an active querying mechanism is
implemented to allow cooperative answers from the aggregated cloud elements and to support offline
or online analysis of data already stored in cloud servers as well as instantaneous analysis of continuous
streamed data.
1

CHAPTER I. HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS: NEED FOR
SURVEILLANCE AND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

1.1

Introduction

The escalating frequency of the occurrence of disasters, either natural or human-induced, including,
fires, epidemic diseases, terrorist attacks, illegal border intrusions, floods, environmental pollution, and
climate change has a significant impact on public safety, as well as on social and economic well-being.
For instance, according to report published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)1, more
than 1.2 million fires were reported in the United States (US) in 2014. These fires caused 3,275 civilian
deaths, 15,775 civilian injuries and $11.6 billion in property damage [1]. In such circumstances,
governments and first responders’ organizations including firefighting departments, police agencies, and
healthcare organizations should set up intervention tactics in order to lessen the scope of the disaster, to
save many lives, and to minimize damages in the affected area. Unfortunately, the human intervention
in such hazardous environments is, generally, tedious, error-prone, costly, and time-consuming, and
involves a high risk of death or injury. Therefore, it becomes necessary to ensure that first responders
and workers evolving in hazardous areas are properly equipped by systems that assist them during the
performance of their duties and allow to monitor their surrounding environment and keep them healthy
and safe from any risk that could threat their lives.
The recent advancements in wearable and integrated sensing devices, such as Wireless Body Area
Networks (WBANs), have enabled a wide range of pervasive, low cost, advanced and real-time sensing
and monitoring purposes. According to [2], the use of innovative and advanced technologies to provide
remote health monitoring (i.e., delivering a good quality of healthcare to the chronically ill person while
minimizing the frequency of hospital visits and admissions) could allow the UK’s National Health
Service (NHS) to save up to seven billions pounds per year2. Accordingly, we argue that networks of
WBANs can be utilized in mission critical applications and hazardous environment (e.g., burning
structures, borders, roadside, railways, and medical structure) as a system that allows, based on the
collected data, a set of enhanced functions including the prediction of risk occurrence, the management
of hazard and its aggravation, the supervision of workers’ safety, and the monitoring of their health
statuses. In addition, since the communication infrastructure in the damaged area and during the critical

1

Hylton J.G. Haynes. Fire Loss in the United States During 2014. Quincy, MA. National Fire Protection Association.
September 2015. Print
2
Curtis,
S.
Silver
surfers
demand
digital
health
services.
Available
online:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/internet/10631423/Silver-surfers-demand-digitalhealthservices.html? fb (accessed on 16 December 2015).
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application may be overloaded in case of emergency, destroyed by the disaster and even non-existent as
is the case of many rural areas, the use of WBAN systems will facilitate the fast deployment of adhoc/on-the-fly communication networks in which nodes are free to move [2]. The main objective of this
thesis is motivated by these observations and it focuses on the development of a generic WBAN-based
system for hazardous environments monitoring applications. To achieve this goal four complementary
issues have been addressed within the scope of this thesis and detailed in the following chapters. We
mainly focus on providing real-time navigation approaches, supporting heterogeneous communication
environment while providing constraining QoS, developing real-time surveillance and network
maintenance techniques, and designing real-time data querying tactics.
To understand more deeply the scope of this thesis and the targeted applications, this chapter explores
the background information needed to understand the hazardous environment management process and
gives a comprehensive study on the critical applications as well as the specific requirements and
challenges that must be addressed.

1.2

WBANs for Hazardous Environment Monitoring

The technological development of miniaturized sensor devices that can be unobtrusively attached to the
human body or can be part of clothing items and equipment have opened uncountable possibilities of
monitoring a specific target in the hazardous field over extended periods of time. We provide in this
section an overview on WBANs and their associated applications.
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) have provided an unprecedented opportunity for enabling
advanced sensing purposes, without constraining the user’s activities, including ubiquitous real-time
monitoring, tracking and controlling of systems and states. In particular, a WBAN consists of smart,
multi-functional and in-dependent sensor nodes strategically attached to the human body or carried in
the clothing. The most important uses of such a network is to measure different physiological markers
of the person under test (e.g., temperature, electrocardiogram (ECG), blood oxygen level), control the
environment surrounding his body, track his motion behavior and, subsequently, send this data to a
powerful node referred as the main node [7]. The latter will be in charge of forwarding, wirelessly, the
collected data to their remote destination. An illustration of a typical WBAN system is provided in
Figure 1. Several types of sensors and wearable devices are depicted including video and audio devices
attached to accessories (e.g., helmet), physiological sensors (e.g., ECG/EEG sensors, glucometer
sensors, and body temperature sensors), environmental sensors (e.g., ambient temperature sensors, air
quality sensor, pollution detector, and smoke detector), and motion detection sensors (e.g.,
accelerometer, position sensor, and gyroscope).

3
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Figure 1-Wireless Body Area Network Illustration
Remote Destination
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Figure 2- Architecture of WBAN-based system in Hazardous Areas
The small size and the low cost of individual sensors are the key factors for the expanse of WBANs’
applications including the rescue and emergency management in disaster areas, the assistance of mobile
workers operating in hazardous environments (e.g., soldiers, miners, and firefighters), and the
monitoring of patients' health statuses in medical structures. Accordingly, we argue that WBAN systems
can be utilized, during critical missions and in hazardous environment, as ad-hoc mobile sensor
infrastructures to actively collect and monitor a defined set of parameters useful for the supervision of
the target application and the prevention of their performances degradation. The focal area of the
conducted thesis is illustrated in Figure 2 and aims to assist the safety of a group of individuals equipped
with WBAN-based systems and evolving in harsh and hazardous environments and to monitor
4

permanently their surrounding environments. In particular, hazardous areas addressed within the scope
of this thesis are ranging from structurally complex indoor areas (e.g., building on fire) to harsh and
large-scale outdoor areas (e.g., borders). Two main communication scenarios can be experienced in such
applications. The first one is the ordinary case where WBANs are able to transmit their collected
information to the remote destination using the pre-existing communication infrastructure. The second
case is frequently experienced in areas devastated by a particular disaster (e.g., fire, floods, and
earthquakes) where the communication infrastructure is damaged. We summarize in the sequel the most
important WBANs-based applications.

1.2.1 WBAN-based Health monitoring Applications
Initial applications of WBANs are expected to appear primarily in physical medicine, rehabilitation and
healthcare domain in order to improve the quality of life, especially by enabling continuous monitoring
and processing of vital parameters of patients suffering from chronic diseases such as diabetes, asthma
and heart attacks [6]. The first goals of research teams interested by using WBAN technologies for
health monitoring applications focus on using accelerometers [8] or a combination of accelerometers
and electromyography sensors [9] in order to capture movement and muscle activity patterns associated
with a given set of identified physiological tasks, which varies according to the clinical application [10].
Sensors devices used in healthcare can be classified into three main categories (as shown in Figure 3)
including implantable (e.g., neuro-stimulator, pacemakers, and insulin pump), wearable (smart watches,
activity monitoring, and ECG sensors), and handled devices (smart phones). These small sensor nodes
allow greater freedom of movement for patients and allow healthcare providers such as doctors and
nurses to identify first symptoms of a given disease and detect health degradation. In addition, compared
to traditional medical treatment the use of WBAN facilitates and minimizes the workload of doctors in
clinical centers by allowing remote and continuous patient monitoring. For example, a WBAN in place
on a patient with a heart disease can be very helpful to alert doctors to any decline in the patient’s
conditions, even before the occurrence of a heart attack, through measuring changes in their blood
pressure. The physiological data collected by wearable sensor networks can be stored for a long period
of time, and can be used for medical exploration. In this context, it was recently reported that
cardiologists from the Royal Brompton Hospital in the UK have performed the first implant of a
microchip that can monitor a patient's heart condition and that works in cycle with a specially adapted
pillow3. The latter collects wirelessly blood pressure readings from the microchip when patients lie on
the pillow (for a few minutes a day) and then send then to caregivers, who are in charge of analyzing
these information to decide whether any adjustments are required to the patient’s treatment.

3

Helen Johnson. Microchip implant alerts doctors to heart problems in patients. Available online:
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/medicine/heartandlunginstitute/newssum
mary/news_25-8-2015-11-39-50
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Figure 3- Sensor devices for health monitoring applications [10]

1.2.2 WBAN-based Firefighting and Emergency Management
Emergency management application such as firefighting is among the most physically demanding and
exhausting activities that a human body can perform and involves a high risk of death or injury. Indeed,
during a firefighting scenario, teams of firefighters in the field can face various uncertainties and
hazards. Common causes include, but are not limited to, the lack of a-priori knowledge of the people or
assets to be rescued, the absence of real-time information regarding their surrounding environment, the
limited or no visibility, the unavailability of communication infrastructure, the heat and very high
ambient temperatures, and the presence of toxic gases. Firefighters may also come into contact with
poisonous, flammable, or explosive gases, flame, smoke, and chemicals and radioactive materials.
Therefore and as shown in Figure 4, WBANs could be a promising solution and very useful in
firefighting applications by integrating bio-sensors in the firefighter’s uniform to supervise their vital
biological parameters such as the body temperature, the stress level and the blood saturation.
Additionally to the observation of life signs of firefighter workers, the opportunity of tracking human
behavior and hazard phenomena of the surrounding environment using kinetic and environmental
sensors will allow authorities and safety providers to collect accurate and real-time information from
the hazardous environment. The gathered information can be associated to the location and displacement
of firefighters inside the harsh and damaged area (e.g., absolute and/or relative location, speed and
orientation, etc.), the environmental conditions such as toxic gases, fire, heat, and smoke. The gathered
information is useful in order to better anticipate the occurrence of risk, manage rescue operations, will
reduce mistakes and assist life-critical operations. Audio and video devices such as camera sensors may
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optimize the decision making during an emergency management scenario by enabling the capture of
real-time images and video of the affected area.

Figure 4- WBANs for Firefighting and Emergency Management Application [2]

1.2.3 WBAN-based Military Application
The technological advancements in sensing technologies was originally motivated by military
applications including borders and battlefields surveillance [11]. Some of these applications include
monitoring soldiers’ health statuses, tracking their locations and movements, and detecting illegal
border’s crossing activities. In general, military fields are inaccessible and critical regions and the
installation of communication infrastructures in such a hostile environment is not a simple task.
Traditional border surveillance systems are generally tedious, error-prone, costly, and time-consuming
because they are mainly based on intensive human involvement where military troops patrol the
hazardous borderlines and cooperate together to detect illegal intrusions. Therefore, smart, wearable and
low cost sensor devices including, but are not limited to, physiological sensors, cameras, RF and
personal PDAs, and GPS, can be embedded on the soldiers’ uniform. The latter forms a WBAN that is
in charge of connecting these devices, collecting information about their vital functions and positions,
and transporting data to and from the soldier’s wearable computer, which is in charge of sending the
received data periodically to the remote analysis center. Supporting military applications such as border
surveillance requires self-organizing mechanisms that provide robust, continuous and reliable
communication in dynamic situations. Compared to traditional systems, WBANs provide new
opportunities for military application such as the quick setting up of a communication network among
soldiers in hazardous fields and territory without any infrastructure support, which can provide friendly
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forces with a considerable tactical advantage on the battle field. The use of a WBAN-based uniform
may promote the development of a smart border surveillance application where military groups
equipped with wearable sensors in the form of WBANs interact with a pre-existing WSN (fix or mobile
sensors) to provide continuous, up-to-date and reliable monitoring of hazardous areas, enable
information sharing between several military groups, and enhance soldiers safety by supporting
surveillance of their vital signs. Solutions for detecting fatigue conditions on soldiers in batter fields
have been proposed in the literature [31, 60]. WBAN applications for border surveillance can thus save
the lives of patrols (e.g., the body sensors can detect the presence of chemical and nuclear agents) and
can collaborate with pre-existing surveillance systems to form a security perimeter in order to keep
trespassers out of the monitored area (e.g., fixed sensor nodes can be used to detect illegal intrusions
and mobile robots can be designed to enhance tracking capabilities).

1.3

Critical Functions in Hazardous Environment

Identifying the risk is an integral task that should be implemented at the beginning of the assessment
process in order to clearly define the threats associated to the environment of concern and to the target
application. Therefore, properly identifying the hazard can have a significant bearing on the quality of
the overall safety assessment. Within the scope of this thesis the risk is identified as the degradation of
the performance of a given function of interest for a specific application over a short period of time that
may, under particular conditions, pose adverse effects and harmful consequences on individuals as well
as structures. In firefighting application, this could include the fast degradation of health and
environmental conditions. Then risk in this case may be identified when the measurements regarding
either the health statuses of firefighters or the environmental conditions deteriorate, in a short period of
time. Such a degradation, if not assessed, will induce to painful impact on the firefighter’s health
(injuries and even deaths) and impede the success of the navigation and rescue processes. The several
risks that have been addressed in the scope of this thesis are associated to three main domains, namely
the health monitoring application, firefighting, and border surveillance.
The different types of functions that can be endangered in hazardous environment and that have been
addressed in this dissertation are discussed in the following.

1.3.1 Maintaining Continuous and Ubiquitous Communication
Since wireless communications between sensors in a WBAN occurs along and through the human body,
the quality of intra-WBAN communications is therefore directly influenced by the mobility and posture
change of the WBAN’s owner. In addition, due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and the
limited radio spectrum, co-located WBANs may temporarily be exposed to a significant amount of
interference, thus reducing the communication performance of the entire system. On the other hand, the
hazardous environments where WBANs’ users are evolving are structurally complex and unfamiliar
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areas characterized by the presence of physical and chemical hazards (e.g., heat, smoke, flammable
gases, moving objects and radio noise). The evolution, over time, of these hazards throughout of the
target area can change the environment's characteristics by adding some physical obstacles in the field.
Such environments are hostile to the signal propagation by leading to the multiplicity of the radio
transmission paths and by increasing the shadowing phenomenon, which can have adverse effects on
the WBAN’s sensors and hamper communication efficiency [5].

1.3.2 Monitoring of Physiological Information of WBANs’ Wearers
Workers are, continuously, faced during their displacements in hazardous environment to either
chemical or physical risks that have direct or indirect lethal consequences on their health statuses.
Sources of risk in hazardous workplaces may include floors caving in, walls toppling, traffic accidents,
exposure to flame and toxic gases, interaction with radioactive materials, and contact with contaminated
people. The process of monitoring physiological conditions of WBANs’ owners should be able to allow
the total and continuous surveillance of parameters having harmful impacts on their health statuses (such
as temperature, blood saturation, and oxygen level), the generation of alerts, and the real-time evaluation
of the collected health conditions. For example, such a function can be useful in a firefighting application
to indicate whether a person within the monitored area has been injured due to a critical health condition
or an accident. However, several issues associated to the monitored area may impede the effectiveness
of the monitoring process including, but not limited to, the characteristics of the harsh environment that
may influence the sensing and communication capabilities of sensor nodes, the intermittent connectivity
due to interferences and WBANs’ mobility, and the lack of communication infrastructures. For example,
a discontinuous health monitoring of patients with critical conditions can endanger their lives since they
may be diagnosed at an advanced stage (e.g., important transmission delays of induced by repetitive
disconnection of the WBAN system) of his illness or even he may remain undiagnosed and untreated
for a long period, which can lead to his death.

1.3.3 Providing Continuous Localization for WBANs’ Wearers
As WBANs’ users involved in a hazardous mission (e.g., first responders, firefighters, soldiers, and
healthcare providers) are, generally, moving in an unknown area where the hazard variation is
unpredictable and it increase or decrease over time, localization and tracking tactics have to be
implemented. In addition, the high level of mental stress experienced in such application can cause loss
and disorientation of groups of users in the monitored structure. For example, when firefighters progress
in a burned structure they are generally faced to heavy smoke and confronted with low and poor visibility
conditions (due to line-of-sight restrictions), which do not allow them to know and be aware of the
dangerous situation around them in time. If the incident commander has the ability to track the location
of all teams of firefighters inside or outside the monitored structure from the command post, the
efficiency of rescue operations will be greatly improved. Therefore, groups of WBANs’ owners should
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be properly located within the hazardous environment in order to enhance their safety, to track their
locations, and to facilitate their navigation throughout the endangered area. Maintaining continuous
communication is among the primary requirements that should be guaranteed in such circumstances in
order to continuously track WBANs’ positions in a real-time manner. However, it is likely that in critical
missions mobile WBAN nodes may be out-of-coverage and intermittent communications can be
frequently experienced. In addition, the communication ranges of WBANs and the accuracy of location
may be affected by the fast degradation, over time, of the environment conditions and the variation of
climatic and geographical characteristics surrounding them. Furthermore, the use of traditional and
inappropriate localization techniques in such environments can lead to erroneous localization
information and cause stressful situations to all users. For example, the operational indoor environments,
where WBANs’ users perform their duties range from small and simple residential spaces to complex
multi-story commercial buildings (e.g., department stores, hospitals, and malls) with hundreds of squaremeters and subterranean tunnels. The high signal attenuation and scattering through walls in such
environments can cause frequent satellite disconnections and degradation of GPS signals’
measurements.

1.3.4 Detecting and Predicting WBANs’ Environmental Risks
The huge quantity, complexity, dynamicity, and diversity of physical and chemical hazards founded in
the monitored environment has risen the risks that may threaten the human activities, the quality of life,
and economic well-being. In addition, the presence of toxic gases, such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2), and sulfur dioxide (SO2), in indoor and underground structures
such as mine and building in fires poses serious risks on individuals’ health conditions. Therefore, it is
essential to design a WBAN system that is able to collect using appropriate sensor devices a set of
environmental data in order to detect potential risks and to avoid irreparable and serious damage.
Collecting environmental data in hazardous environment is considered a critical task that should be
associated to advanced data processing and estimation mechanisms for many reasons including the
dynamic nature of the hazardous environment and the fast degradation of its vital conditions. In such
circumstances, the estimation of risk deterioration time can be used as effective solution to save human
lives and to avoid stressful situations. The prediction function may use both stored data and real-time
measurements of risk parameters to identify risk aggravation times. However, since the monitored risk
may differ from one application to another (e.g., an epidemic disease in healthcare, a fire spreading in
an indoor area in firefighting applications, and a set of trespassers in border surveillance) the prediction
mechanism should be able to support any type of risk and to guarantee prediction accuracy in order to
properly containing the evolution of the phenomenon.
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1.3.5 Ensuring a Reliable Data Transmission
WBAN nodes can be easily deployed in hazardous environment to collect environment and health
related readings and to transmit them to a remote analysis center. Because of a set of unique constraints
of sensor nodes in terms of strict transmission range and limited power, the communication between
WBANs and their remote analysis center in a large network must be multi-hop to provide a reliable
transmission of the collected information. In addition, frequent node failure can incur due to harsh
environment conditions, WBANs’ mobility, and energy depletion, which can cause significant changes
in network topology and disturb the proper functioning of the transmission protocol. Furthermore,
communication infrastructure in the affected environment may be overloaded such as the case in
emergency situations, destroyed by the disaster, and even non-existent such as the case of many rural
areas. Therefore, to reach the remote analysis center a WBAN node in an infrastructure-less area can
transmit its collected information on a multi-hop communication basis, where data packets are relayed
by a number of intermediate WBANs. However, by increasing the number of hops required to reach the
destination, a significant long transmission delay can result and therefore some real-time traffic will be
useless.

1.3.6 Supporting Data Heterogeneity and Processing
As many safety organizations (e.g., fire departments and healthcare organizations) can be implicated in
large-scale monitoring applications, heterogeneous sensing technologies and surveillance tactics can be
implemented. The WBANs systems may differ from one organization to another in terms of sensing
purposes, functionality and processing, types of sensor nodes, communication and security protocols,
the volume of the generated traffic, and the semantics of the collected data. For example, in a health
monitoring application, the focal target is the surveillance of vital human signs using physiological and
motion sensors, while in a military or firefighting application the surveillance of the dynamic
environment surrounding WBANs’ owners is the main objective. In addition, several types of data
including scalar, text message, and multimedia data can be transmitted by the WBANs in a continuous,
periodic or sporadic manner resulting in a voluminous traffic. The use of a local data server to store
voluminous data is a costly choice that needs the use of back-up and recovery systems to avoid data
loss, requires personnel to manage it, and needs to provide storage scalability to handle the generated
traffic. It comes from these observations that when WBANs are deployed as stand-alone systems in
hazardous areas they are likely to face many challenges in terms of communication range, storage and
processing of the huge amount of data collected. These challenges can be addressed by designing a
system that enables supporting the WBANs heterogeneity and network scalability by designing a storage
area network that offers easy access to the processing and storage infrastructure and facilitates the
collaboration among a community of WBANs’ owners.
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1.4

Monitoring the Risk: Challenging Issues

The monitoring and assessment of risk involves a wide range of actions, each tailored to a particular
form of hazard that may endanger the human lives and the effectiveness of the targeted system. In
addition, monitoring entails the implementation of real-time and continuous measurements to detect any
change in the health or environment and the definition of specified thresholds to identify and recognize
the hazard once it occurs. These measurements can integrate a heterogeneous types of data from a wide
variety of sources. Therefore, to reduce the scope of the occurred risks, the design of efficient
mechanisms for gathering and analyzing different risk-related parameters should be considered.
Moreover, providing effective and reliable communication is among the key factors that needs to be
established during the monitoring process to enhance the system accuracy and to facilitate the
undertaken of necessary actions accordingly [6]. Maintaining pervasive surveillance as well as faithful
communication systems in hazardous environment is necessary to increase both security and health
safety. However, the effectiveness of any risk assessment system and the provision of communication
availability and reliability in hazardous environments may be hampered by a set of challenging aspects
including, but not limited to, the following points:
 The use of conventional and wired communication systems inside the hazardous and dynamic
environment is not effective due to their high installation and maintenance costs. Indeed, a fixed
communication infrastructure, deployed in such applications, may be a subject of repetitive
destructions, which induces to an unnecessary reinstallation.
 The design of wireless solutions may remediate to the previously mentioned problems by enabling
economic and flexible communication in hazardous environment. However, additional problems rise
such as the mobility of users inside the harsh building as well as the presence of obstacles and moving
objects. These problems can have adverse effects on radio signals and may, inevitably, hamper
communication efficiency. Keeping WBAN nodes anytime and anywhere connected is crucial to
avoid loss and disorientation scenarios and to increase the survivability rate.
 The size of the monitored area is a challenging aspect that should be considered during the
implementation of WBAN-based monitoring applications. Such an issue will identify whether multihop communications should be implemented and whether additional technologies should be provided
to cooperate with the WBAN nodes in providing end-to-end transmission and continuous
surveillance service.
 The problems linked to environmental disruptions and the signal attenuation through walls in indoor
environments inhibit the use of some localization technologies that have problems locating in altitude
because they cannot properly receive the satellite signals indoor (e.g., the Global Positioning System
(GPS)). Localization of users inside the monitoring environment is a necessary service that should
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be provided during risk assessment, especially when poor radio communication quality is
experienced.
 The dynamic nature of the monitored phenomenon and the fast variation, over time, of the
environment characteristics should be well studied by determining the type of sensors to be used
(e.g., vibration sensors, motion sensors, temperature sensors, and cameras), the sampling period (e.g.,
periodic, event-driven, or query-driven). In addition, the lack of real-time and up-to-date information
regarding the dynamic and time-dependent physical and health risks surrounding the groups of users
evolving in hazardous areas adds additional threats to the management process.
 The type of the monitored risk is not only limited to the previous challenging issue regarding the
type of sensors and the delivery mode. Additional characteristics and parameters should be also
considered including the implementation of alerting mechanisms to react in case of threshold
exceeding. In fact, the supervision of the set of sensitive information should take into consideration
the comparison of the collected measurements to a predefined threshold, which when exceeded an
alert is automatically generated by the WBAN node. This would be useful to detect potential risks
such as epidemic diseases and border intrusions. While a detected trespasser must be stopped in time,
the detection of an epidemic disease must entail the real-time collection and the reliable transmission
of the collected measurements.
 The mobility of WBANs in hazardous applications is a crucial challenge that should be taken into
consideration so that it does not raise any health or communication problems. Indeed, to their
mobility WBANs may be located in an infrastructure-less or a hazardous area where problems such
as frequent communication disconnection, inter-WBANs interferences, and long transmission delay
may occur. Therefore, since sensitive and real-time information are collected by the WBAN nodes,
the designed system should be able to provide appropriate measure to avoid uncontrolled duration of
discontinuity.
 The limited energy resources is an overarching issue in WBAN-based applications. In most of
hazardous environment monitoring scenarios, the batteries of sensors within the WBAN have to last
for several weeks, months or years and then energy efficiency is one major design goal. However, it
is not possible to connect nodes implanted into a human body or integrated into accessories to an
unlimited power source. To this end, mechanisms for energy harvesting have to be implanted to
improve the lifetime of sensors’ batteries. This is a significant challenge in the case where WBANs’
owners may have to undergo a minor operation to change the battery.

1.5

Hazardous Applications Requirements

As we have seen in the previous section, different applications may be supported by WBANs. These
applications have specific requirements that should be satisfied to make the WBAN-based system useful
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in realistic environments. In this section, we will detail the requirements of WBAN-based hazardous
environment monitoring and the thesis objectives defined, accordingly.
Accountability of the monitored users: The accountability of users is among the first and most important
tasks and requirements that should be provided by any system supporting critical mission such as
firefighting, coal mine production, and border surveillance. For example in a firefighting application
when firefighters start fighting in the fire field, the incident commander and fire department need to get
information regarding all the firefighters in the fire field, one of which is for the accountability of
firefighters in order to complete the accountability task [14]. To this end, we need the knowledge of two
types of information, namely static and dynamic. Static information includes the name, the identification
code (ID), the age, and the specialty. Dynamic information varies with the time and may be either
temporal or spatial information. The dynamic information includes the total time of the firefighting
mission, the building evacuation time, the environmental parameters, the locations of firefighters’ teams,
and the health statuses. The dynamic information are useful to support firefighters’ navigation in
hazardous environment by providing continuous localization and by tracking humans’ behavior. The
different information should be collected by sensors of the WBAN system and reported to the Incident
Commander (IC) in order to be analyzed and evaluated.
Real time monitoring and Quality of Service (QoS) Provisioning: Data collections in dynamic and
frequently changing environments are time dependent and have a temporal validity within which the
information is no longer useful. Data freshness is another issue that should be provided since collections
are made in discrete points in time. Subsequently, as time advances, they become less accurate until they
do not reproduce the current state of the captured phenomenon. For example, in a healthcare application
treatment of a patient experiencing ventricular fibrillation within the first 12 minutes of cardiac arrest
brings a survival rate of within the range [48% - 75%] and drops to 2% after 12 minutes [15]. Therefore,
designing a WBAN system for assisting individuals working in hazardous workplaces requires to cope
with the fast changing environment in a responsive and real-time manner. The real-time monitoring of
data collections should consider different types of services according to the nature of the monitored
phenomenon. To this end, the WBAN system should provide accurate estimation and analysis
mechanisms of the QoS levels of the generated traffic. For example, in healthcare application urgent
data packets provided from a patient with a chronical disease must be served with the required QoS level
so that an immediate and trustable medical assistance is provided. Among different QoS parameters,
real-time data delivery, reliability and mobility support, resource optimization, confidentiality and
privacy are considered the major requirements of any WBAN-based system.
Intelligent scheduling and resource allocation: The quick changing of environment and the happening
of emergent events require that the monitoring of the hazardous field is made in a timely fashion.
However, this is very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve such a challenging task in hazardous
environments. The objective of a typical border surveillance system, for instance, is to continuously
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monitor borderlines in order to alert the military command to targets of interest including illegal border
crossing, moving vehicles, and smugglers. When the information is collected by the surveillance system,
it has to be reported to a remote base station within an acceptable delay to appropriately make decision.
Thus, to improve the speed of response to the changing environment and emergency, we argue that an
intelligent software should be put in place to automatically gather the collected data and to assist
commanders and safety departments to make quick and effective decision on how to combat the detected
incidents (e.g., fighting a fire, tracking trespassers, and evacuating a burning structure) [16]. In addition,
the surveillance tasks (e.g., event detection and data transmission) are efficiently provided as long as the
level of the sensors’ battery is sufficient to supply the energy required by these tasks. However, as the
surveillance missions generally last several months even several years, the sensor nodes may experience
a decline in their activities until being totally inactive. Therefore, intelligent scheduling and network
maintenance schemes are needed to extend the lifetime of the WBAN system and consequently to
maintain network availability for the whole mission.
Guarantee of a Configurable and Flexible Network: At the network level, it is envisioned that the
WBAN solution will be deployed under different environments, topologies, densities, sensing, and
communication capabilities. Therefore, it is essential to design a network that supports a heterogeneous
set of sensors with mobile nodes and guarantees flexible and configurable device that support hazardous
conditions in order to avoid intermittent network, allow network scalability, maintain good monitoring
quality, and accommodate various application scenarios. To efficiently manage mission critical
applications, the WBAN system should provide a high degree of sensitivity in order to detect all
potential hazards that may threat the security of individuals and cause irreparable damages on properties.
This sensitive capability should be correctly adjusted in order to accommodate different kinds of
environment noise and security requirements. In addition, the guarantee of an intermittent network is
one requirement that arises due the fact that high critical missions often take place inside hazardous and
complex structures that are hostile to the signal propagation and may in consequence hamper
communication efficiency. The intermittent network connectivity may delay the transmission of critical
and urgent data, cause the loss of sensor readings, and increase the number of fatalities faced by group
of users in harsh environments.

1.6

Thesis objectives

The aforementioned observations point up the need to develop efficient systems for collecting and
monitoring persons as well as their surrounding environment and sharing useful information among
several groups of users working and living in the hazardous environment. Accordingly, the main
objective of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 5 and it focuses on the development of a generic WBANbased system for the provision of public safety services for individuals involved in critical applications
and evolving in hazardous environments. In addition, dealing with any issue in WBANs is challenging,
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due to many considerations in terms of communication range, extreme resource limitations of sensor
nodes, reliability, security and privacy, storage of the huge amount of processed data, mobility of the
monitored users. The design issues of WBAN-based applications can be extended and described as: (i)
The physical layer: a WBAN requires heterogeneous data to be collected and delivered in a real-time
manner. So there is a need to reduce interference to enable the WBAN to co-exist with other networks,
to handle data rates variability, and to increase the capacity of the data transmission medium in order to
enhance the QoS of the transmitted data; (ii) The MAC layer: since every packet in a single WBAN
does not have the same priority and requirements and interference may be experienced, intelligent
bandwidth assignment and dynamic channel sharing should be provided to avoid high delay, low
throughput, and high loss; (iii) Network/Transport Layer: finding an efficient route is a complex task
because of the mobility of WBAN nodes, the limited bandwidth and the constrained resource of
WBANs. Therefore, efficient routing techniques and traffic regulation mechanisms should be
implemented to optimize QoS provisioning. In addition, real-time and continuous localization of WBAN
nodes as well as the prediction of either network performance degradation or risk aggravation should be
implemented to optimize routing mechanisms and to enhance the safety of WBANs’ owners; and (iv)
Application Layer: for an efficient management of the WBANs, the issues in the application layer are
associated to the application running on the WBAN nodes that may be specific to a particular application
such as traffic management, risk prediction, data processing, and data querying. The different
applications are handled at this level.

Smart cities and environment monitoring
Health monitoring applications

Military applications

Firefighting and Rescue applications
Security applications

Figure 5- An Illustration of the Studied WBAN-based System
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The main use cases addressed within the scope of this thesis focus on public safety provisioning and are
firefighting, health monitoring, and border surveillance. In the following, we provide a description of
the different objectives that highlighted the proposed contributions.
Providing Assisted Navigation and Safety Assistance for Group of Users in Hazardous Indoor
Environments: The first axis is about defining a WBAN-based system suitable for assisting group of
users in critical workplaces such as firefighters and miners in the performance of their daily duties. In
particular, we aim at defining a navigation-assisted WBAN approach for users evolving in indoor
hazardous environment (e.g., burning structures and coal mines). The system is envisioned to make
possible a set of functions including the provision of continuous and real-time monitoring of surrounding
hazards (e.g., fires, moving objects, walls, doors, and flammable materials), supporting risk-awareness
mechanisms, identifying hazards sources, providing continuous localization and tracking of users, and
monitoring their health statuses. Indeed, monitoring workers’ health conditions during their navigation
in the emergency scene will, considerably, improve situational awareness and will facilitates the
intervention and the rescue of personnel who may be injured or in distress.
Ensuring QoS provisioning for the heterogeneous traffic in WBAN networks: WBAN-based
monitoring systems may encompass multiple and autonomous sensor nodes (i.e., wearable, implanted,
and integrated) that differ in sensing and communication capabilities and, in consequence, produce a
heterogeneous traffic environment. Supporting traffic heterogeneity requires the management of each
traffic class based on its respective multi-constrained Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (i.e.,
depend on the context in which the WBAN is used). Consequently, the focus of the second axis consists
in proposing a QoS management approach to support heterogeneous traffic produced by network of
WBANs. The proposed system is intended to provide continuous and real-time health monitoring
services for mobile patients in large medical environment while guaranteeing the constrained end-toend QoS of the generated traffic.
Providing Continuous Maintenance for Large-Scale Monitoring System using WBANs and WSNs:
When WBANs are implemented as stand-alone systems for large-scale monitoring applications, they
are likely to face many limitations and challenges including, but not limited to, communication
capabilities, reliability, and scarcity of wireless network resources (e.g., limited energy). Therefore, the
third objective of this thesis focuses on providing a real-time and cooperative large-scale monitoring
application that addresses the aforementioned limitations. In particular, we intend to define an
environment surveillance solution where several wireless sensing technologies are integrated and
deployed (i.e., using a terrestrially deployed WSN, mobile WBANs, and a network of aerial unmanned
vehicles (UAVs)) to complement each other, to extend network lifetime, and to minimize the need for
human involvement in unreachable and hazardous areas. Such a system is intended to provide a set of
advanced functions including the real-time surveillance and control of borders (e.g., the detection of
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illegal border activities and the tracking of trespassers), the detection and investigation of network
failures, and the maintenance of the network.
Designing and Querying Distributed Databases in Hazardous Environments: Additional limitations
are associated to the deployment of WBANs in structurally complex environment. The sensitive and/or
real-time data collected by mobile users has a temporal validity within which they should be transmitted
to remote command centers (to ensure effective and timely decision making); otherwise it is no longer
useful [17]. However, the communication infrastructure in hazardous areas might be absent, overloaded
(e.g., during emergencies), or damaged. Moreover, a large amount of heterogeneous and real-time data
is continuously produced by the WBAN nodes. The collected data requires effective storage and
querying mechanisms to support real-time and accurate decision making. Therefore, the main objective
here is to provide a configurable platform that offers the ideal environment for integrating
geographically distributed WBANs (with heterogeneous sensing and communication capabilities) and
cloud storage system to provide a sensor-cloud platform. Such a platform should provide continuous
collection of risk-related information and support real-time querying services and continuous evaluation
of the collected data in limited time periods. The querying mechanism should support two main types
of data; namely, data already stored in cloud servers (may have stringent temporal and validity
requirements) and continuous streams of data generated by the distributed WBANs (need an
instantaneous analysis of the received data without being stored).

1.7

Thesis Contributions

It comes from the previous discussions that WBAN for hazardous environment monitoring is evolving
towards challenging trends including, but not limited to, constrained energy, communication and
reliability, data storage and processing, data heterogeneity, and network maintenance. The contributions
that have been explored within the scope of this thesis are based on the objectives identified in the
previous section.

1.7.1 Assisted Navigation and Safety Provision for users in Hazardous
Environments
One can be easily convinced that working in hazardous areas is a dangerous and physically demanding
task that aims at combating risks and natural incidents as well as saving human lives. The indoor
environments, where users evolve and perform their duties are hazardous and dynamic, range from small
and simple residential spaces to complex multi-story commercial buildings (e.g., hospital and offices)
and subterranean tunnels (e.g., coal mines). Considering the threats associated with such a task (e.g., the
limited visibility, the no knowledge of the current situation around them, the high level of uncertainty,
and the lack of real-time information, concerning the location and the health statuses of users) the
opportunity of tracking workers during their missions as well as the assessment of hazard phenomena
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of the surrounding environment will reduce mistakes and save lives. WBAN technology could be a
promising solution and very useful in critical missions by integrating sensors in the worker’s uniform to
supervise their vital parameters such as the body temperature, and the blood saturation. Additionally to
the observation of life signs of workers, the opportunity of tracking human behavior and hazard
phenomena of the surrounding environment promotes the provision of an acceptable level of protection
of the workers and optimize decision making accuracy. Therefore, as a first contribution, we proposed
a WBAN-assisted navigation approach for teams of workers in hazardous environment. The proposal is
based on a novel graph, entitled Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG), where the hazard
conditions are collected and valued in real-time manner. The proposed solution provides real-time
communication between system users, keeps any system user connected to the remote base station,
reports and identifies the risk, provides efficient real-time location of users, and provides user protection
and health parameters monitoring. Besides, through the implementation of an estimating function that
predicts the occurrence of the risk in the graph using specific libraries of estimation models, the possible
isolation moments are predicted, and a path evacuation procedure allowing to a team to track, safely,
through the path less risky is implemented. A communication management module is also provided to
address the mobility of users (e.g., intra-teams and inter-teams communications) and the dynamic nature
of the surrounding environment (e.g., frequent rate of interferences and fast radio connectivity
degradation). The firefighting application is addressed as a use case in order to provide a WBAN-based
navigation system for teams of firefighters in an indoor environment.

1.7.2 QoS-aware Traffic Engineering in Networks of WBANs (NWBANs)
The use of WBANs in hazardous environments should provide cooperative, reliable and real-time
communications while guaranteeing the required quality of services (QoS). In such applications, WBAN
systems are designed to encompass various sensor nodes that differ in sensing and communication
capabilities and generate heterogeneous traffic. These data should be transmitted and received with
acceptable loss rates and in time. The generation of a heterogeneous traffic in the same network requires
a personalized treatment based on the multi-constrained QoS demands, such as timely delivery,
synchronization and scheduling schemes, reliability, and priority awareness. A timely delivery is a
crucial requirement in hazardous environment since the data generated by the body sensors must be realtime delivered to the destination in order to be processed and analyzed before its deadline; otherwise,
the packet will be useless. Such challenges need to be properly addressed not only for the preservation
of the application objective but also for the proper utilization of the limited resources of WBANs.
Accordingly, we put forward a smart traffic management approach for network of WBANs (NWBANs)
capable of guaranteeing critical QoS constraints. The proposal aims to assist mobile users by supervising
continuously and in a real-time manner their vital signs and keeping any system user connected to the
remote base station. Therefore, we proposed an architecture where every WBAN node is capable of
relaying external traffic along with its internal traffic while introducing valuable functionalities for a
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better traffic engineering. The communication within the NWBANs is based on frames having a slightly
variable length that depends on the load of the generated traffic and adjusted according to admission
control decisions. The proposed traffic management functions that have been proposed include: (i) A
QoS-based scheduling to handle the network resources taking into account the QoS and the requirements
of each packet; (ii) A Real Synchronization to logically attach the (context and time dependent) packets
reporting on the same event of interest in a same frame while complying with required QoS; (iii) A QoSbased Admission Control to be implemented as a mechanism to optimize reliability and resource
utilization; (iv) A Traffic Regulation to provide self-node adaptation to the dynamic nature of the
network conditions and to provide better energy-efficiency, high capacity-utilization, and minimal
transmission blocking; and (v) A QoS-based routing that focuses on ensuring the provision of the
constrained end-to-end QoS requirements of the generated traffic by considering both mono-cast and
multi-cast communication scenarios.

1.7.3 Providing Continuous Maintenance for Large-Scale Surveillance
System
Hazardous environments are harsh and geographically complex environments that require effective
monitoring and advanced surveillance capabilities. Several sensors-based solutions including WSNs and
WBANs are provided as heterogeneous systems to assist authorities in monitoring the security of critical
and large-scale environments such as borderlines and forests. However, several limitations are
associated to the deployment of sensors-based system in unreachable and harsh areas including the
appearance of coverage and communication holes, the destruction of some sensor nodes during their
landing, and the depletion of sensor’s battery after an operational period of time. To guarantee a
continuous and pervasive monitoring, to allow a timely response to the detected risk-related events, and
to investigate and repair network failures, an economical and rapid intervention techniques should be
provided. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are very flexible devices that can hover (at lower
altitudes) above a point of interest in the monitored area; especially, in narrow and unreachable areas.
Accordingly, we developed a real-time and cooperative large-scale environment surveillance solution
where several wireless sensing technologies are integrated to complement each other, to minimize the
need for human involvement, and to extend the network lifetime. The contributions of this chapter are
Five-fold. First, a hybrid three-layered network model for the surveillance of hazardous environment is
designed. It integrates three main interacting vectors; namely, a terrestrially deployed WSNs, a network
of mobile WBANs, and a set of quadcopters. The latter is used to interact with the terrestrially deployed
WSN and the mobile WBANs in order to improve the border surveillance, the investigation and
maintenance of network failures in both networks, and the tracking of risk-related events. The WBANs
are used to monitor the vital signs of users, to track their behaviors and the hazardous phenomenon
surrounding them, to interact with the terrestrially deployed WSNs, to investigate and identify network
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problems, to relay data from isolated nodes, and to track the evolution of the identified risk. Second,
through the integration of WISP (a battery-free and wirelessly powered platform for sensing and
computation) to the sensor nodes, and thanks to the use of Dual-port nonvolatile memory (an EEPROM
with RFID and Serial Interfaces), the configuration state of sensor devices can powerlessly be read or
updated by the quadcopters, allowing to investigate several types of failures. Third, green techniques
for the accurate localization of sensor nodes and the investigation of coverage problems by quadcopters
are developed. Fourth, the developed quadcopters behave as enhanced mobile sensors, which cooperate
with the terrestrially deployed sensors to enhance the accuracy of the event detection. They provide an
economical and efficient response tool that allows to quickly respond to various types of incidents in
the borderline including, but not limited to, sensor’s coverage problems, sensors failures, and trespassers
detection. Fifth, a heuristics-based scheduling of tracking tasks is proposed to select the best action that
should be taken by the quadcopter in order to maximize the successful rate of trespassers’ detection.

1.7.4 Designing and Querying Distributed Databases in Hazardous
Environments
Advancements in mobile communication systems as well as wearable and integrated wireless sensing
devices have the potential to significantly improve public safety provisioning through a wide range of
advanced monitoring applications including the assistance and tracking of mobile workers operating in
military and critical infrastructures. The sensors-based solution can rely on a terrestrially deployed
WSNs or a mobile network of WBANs that can be used as an ad-hoc communication infrastructure to
provide collaborative data collection, data sharing, and data transmission to the analysis center.
However, problems associated to the lack of an efficient communication infrastructure in the monitored
hazardous area my lead to insufficient information collection, a discontinuous monitoring of critical
parameters, repetitive disconnections, a poor tracking of rescue teams, and erroneous decision making.
Additional limitations in terms of users’ mobility, storage and processing of the huge amount of data
collected, and data security and privacy may impede the effectiveness of large-scale WBAN-based
monitoring applications. Such limitations can be tackled by exploiting Cloud computing to provide an
integrated cloud-sensor based platform that provides a scalable and distributed storage system in rural
areas. These observations point out the need for designing an efficient system for collecting, storing,
and sharing of the disaster-related information among the safety providers and even the people directly
affected by the disaster. Therefore, we extended the classical concept of WBAN in order to design a
WBAN-Cloud based applications for large-scale public safety provisioning. The proposed system relies
on the integration of WBANs (for data collection and communication) and cloud computing platform
(for data storing and processing) to build distributed public safety databases in infrastructure-less
environment. A cooperative real-time querying approach is proposed in order to offer easy, real-time
and global access to the storage infrastructure, and facilitates the collaboration among several public
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safety providers to track in real-time the evolution of a particular threat (i.e., by allowing cooperative
answers from the aggregated cloud elements).

1.8

Outline of Dissertation

The content of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: describes the background information needed to understand the WBANs and the benefits
behind the development of a WBAN-based application for hazardous environment monitoring. The
important challenges associated with the use of WBAN in hazardous environments as well as the
characteristics in terms of current communication standards, network architecture, and sensing function
are discussed. The state of the art is also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 3: presents a WBAN-based navigation approach in indoor environment. The proposed
navigation model is built on a novel navigation graph, referred to as Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph
(TMWG), which is able of managing the safety of groups evolving in hazardous environment,
integrating the health status of users, predicting the risk occurrence based on a library of estimation
functions, bounding the errors occurring in risk estimation, addressing the mobility of teams of workers,
and providing both, relative and absolute localization. The data collections managed by the proposed
graph are made by a set of WBANs organized into teams. The WBAN encompasses different types of
sensors including physiological, environmental, and kinetic sensors. Using WBANs workers are able to
cooperate by performing intra-team communications, inter-team communications, and extra-team
communications.
Chapter 4: proposes an architecture that is suitable for allowing communication and collaboration
among different networked WBANs and supporting users’ mobility while keeping any system user
connected to the remote base station. In addition, it develops a smart traffic management approach for
a Network of Wireless Body Area Networks (NWBAN) for hazardous environment monitoring capable
of providing constraining QoS. We first propose an architecture where every WBAN is capable of
relaying other WBAN traffics along with its internal traffic while providing real synchronization and
efficient scheduling for those needing synchronization. In addition a QoS-based scheduling scheme is
included in the proposed approach to handle the network resources taking into account the QoS and the
requirements of each packet. The scheduling scheme is based on a smart synchronization function since
it is necessary to logically attach the packets reporting on the same event of interest in a same frame
while complying with required QoS. A QoS-based routing that provides the constrained end-to-end QoS
requirements of the generated traffic is also described.
Chapter 5: introduces a novel hybrid environment surveillance solution, composed of a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) deployed terrestrially to detect and track events and mobile targets, a network of
WBANs to monitor the workers’ health statuses and to assist the WSN in the surveillance process, and
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a set of lightweight unmanned aircraft vehicles in the form of, quad-copters. The Quadcopters interact
with the deployed WSN and/or mobile soldiers equipped with WBANs to improve the border
surveillance, the detection and investigation of network failures, the maintenance of the network, and
the response to hostage situations. In this chapter, together with the design of the electrical and software
architecture of the proposed VTail quad-copter, we propose powerless techniques to accurately localize
terrestrial sensors using RFID technology, compute the optimal positions of the new sensors to drop,
relay data between isolated islands of nodes, and wake up sensors to track intruders.
Chapter 6: addresses the benefits of using WBAN technology and cloud computing platform for data
collection and processing in public safety applications in infrastructure-less environment. Thus we
proposed a storage area system that relies on the integration of both technologies to build distributed
public safety databases that offer easy, real-time and global access to the storage infrastructure, and
eases the collaboration among several public safety providers and users equipped with WBANs with the
cloud framework to track the evolution of a particular public safety threat. In addition, an active querying
approach that takes into consideration the heterogeneity of the generated data and their temporal
requirements (the query can be implemented either to data stored in cloud servers or continuous
streamed data from the WBANs) and enables cooperative answers from the aggregated cloud elements
is proposed.
Chapter 7: concludes the thesis and provides a set of perspectives which have been opened up by the
achieved results.
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Chapter II. THE WIRELESS BODY AREA NETWORKS
(WBANs)

2.1

Introduction

Recent advances in the technology of integrated electronic devices, wireless communications and digital
electronics have enabled the development of small, inexpensive, and low power devices called sensors
that can be incorporated into items, clothing and accessories. They even can be worn comfortably and
easily deployed on the human body [18]. The sensors are networked together to form the so called
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) that offer advanced monitoring applications without
interfering with the daily activities of the wearers [19]. The most important uses of such a network are
applications that measure different parameters of the person, control the environment surrounding his
body and send the collected data to a node referred to as the main node. The main node(s) can send data
to remote location using any available ambient networks (GSM, WIFI, satellite, 3G). In more common
terms, a WBAN can be defined as a self-autonomous network at the human body scale which consists
of a collection of smart, low-power, hardware-constrained, miniaturized and heterogeneous wireless
devices attached to (or implanted into) a moving/fixed body.
The small size and the low cost of individual sensors are the key factors for the expanse of WBAN’s
applications including, but not being limited to, unobtrusive health monitoring, disaster and emergency
management, workers safety in hazardous workplaces (e.g., building workers, firefighters, soldiers,
etc.), and intelligent environmental surveillance. In particular, the opportunity of tracking human
behavior and hazard phenomena monitoring as well as the monitoring of life signs of workers constantly
exposed to variable and unpredictable hazardous conditions will reduce mistakes during decisions
making and save human lives. However, during critical operations and in hazardous areas, the existing
communication infrastructure may get congested, damaged (by a disaster), and even non-operational (in
rural areas) this may handicap the quality of monitoring and delay the transmission of emergency data.
To overcome such a problem, we argue that the use of WBANs and sensing devices will facilitate the
fast deployment of ad-hoc/on-the-fly communication networks in infrastructure-less areas to enable
advanced and real-time sensing and monitoring purposes [14]. To reach its full purpose in hazardous
environment WBAN-based system should guarantee additional requirements such as network
scalability, continuous and improved monitoring, timely investigation and reaction to network failures.
It also need efficient storage and processing of the huge amount of data collected.
This chapter gives a presentation of the background information needed to understand the WBAN issues
along with the important challenges that must be addressed in hazardous and critical applications and
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solved within the scope of this thesis. For this, we present in the next section the major challenges that
should be faced by the engineering tasks in WBANs and we provide a comparison between WSNs and
WBANs. Then, we show the major differences between WBANs and WSNs and we give a comparison
between the characteristics of these two networks. We, also, discuss the two fundamental functions of
all sensor networks which are sensing and communicating. Subsequently the current standards for
WBAN’s communication are presented and compared. In addition, we describe the state of the art
related to the research domains that are addressed within the scope of this thesis.

2.2 Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN): Challenges
Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has been developed mainly as an interdisciplinary area that
allows inexpensive and continuous monitoring applications with real-time updates of sensors records
using any ambient network (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, UMTS, 3G, and 4G). The challenges faced by
WBANs are in many ways similar to those faced by wireless sensor networks (WSNs). However, there
is a consensus among researchers that there are intrinsic differences between the two networks due to
the complexity of human body’s internal environment and the characteristics of the external
environment surrounding the human body, which requires special attention. Some of these differences
and properties are illustrated in Table 1 and summarized in the following.
First of all, the deployment of WSNs allows to monitor large-scale areas while with WBANs only an
area limited to a few meters is used. In fact, due to concerns on health hazards, the transmit power should
be limited and, consequently, the communication and transmission coverage of the WBAN would be
limited. Second, the density and the number of nodes deployed in WSNs is higher than that in WBANs,
where devices’ redundancy are commonly not applied. Third, due to their limited battery life, the body
sensors in a WBAN are constrained by energy requirements. Therefore, they should be small in size to
be comfortably wearable without constraining users’ mobility [14]. In addition, the data generated by
WBANs contains in general medical information having stringent temporal and Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements when compared to WSNs. Fifth, the replacement and charging of implanted and
wearable sensor nodes is generally difficult since it can lead to some human body discomfort. The
monitoring of human body may be achieved by placing heterogeneous wireless devices strategically on
the body. These sensors will be used to monitor either specific human body parameters such as body
temperature, blood saturation, oxygen level and localization or information related to user’s surrounding
environment such as the ambient temperature, the daily exposure to airborne pollutants, and the oxygen
level. The WSN nodes are homogenous and deployed in order to perform similar sensing functions.
Compared to WSNs where the human intervention is, mostly, not possible, in WBAN such a task is
possible rather unavoidable in some cases.
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Challenges
Scale
Number of nodes
Result accuracy
Node tasks

Node size
Network
topology

Wireless Sensor Network
The monitored environment is a largescale area (meters/kilometers)
Many redundant nodes for wide area
coverage
Large number of nodes provide
accuracy
Sensor nodes are homogeneous and
perform a dedicated task (e.g.,
vibration sensors, multimedia sensors,
etc.)
Small is preferred
Very likely to be fixed or static. They
can be also integrated into unmanned
items
Most often homogeneous
Nodes are deployed in tight and
unreachable areas that may not be
easily accessible by maintainers
Several years or months

Body Area Network
The monitored environment is limited
to the human body (centimeters/meters)
Fewer, limited in space
Few nodes, need to be robust and
Accurate
Nodes are heterogeneous and perform
multiple tasks

Small is essential
More variable due to the human body
movement and activity

Most often heterogeneous
Nodes are placed on the human body,
hidden under clothing, or even
implanted
Several years or months, (smaller
Node lifetime
battery
Capacity compared to WSNs)
Accessible and can be replaced easily Inaccessible and difficult to replace if
Power supply
and frequently
sensors are deployed based on an
implantable setting
significant,
may
require
Impact of data Likely to be compensated by More
redundant nodes
additional
measures
to
ensure
loss
constraining QoS and real-time data
delivery
Not possible in most cases
Possible rather inevitable in some cases
Human
intervention
Air, water, on ground, under ground
Air, vicinity/inside human body
Channel
Table 1- Comparison between WBAN and WSN
Data rates
Node
replacement

2.3 Sensing activity
Wireless sensor nodes are, in general, designed to perform specific activities in terms of sensing, data
collection, processing, and wireless transmission. The architecture of a typical wireless sensor node with
its sub-systems is illustrated in Figure 6. A power generator can potentially be used to autonomously
power the sensor node or to harvest energy from the environment surrounding the sensor (e.g., solar
energy).
Sensing is a fundamental task to all sensor networks that mainly consists of sensors and an analog to
digital conversion (ADC) unit that is responsible for converting the physical sensed phenomena into
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digital signal form. The quality of sensing depends heavily on technological advances in signal
conditioning, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), and nano-technology [18]. The sensors
respond to a physical stimuli event (e.g., vibration, high temperature, shortness of breath or decreased
heart rate), gather data on this event, process the data (if necessary) and then report wirelessly this

Power Generator

Analog to Digital Conversion
(ADC)

Power
Unit

Sensors

information to a remote destination.

Sensing Sub-System

Memory

Radio
MCU

Computing Sub-System

Communication Sub-System

Figure 6-Architecture of a Wireless Sensor Node
The sensors used in WBANs are in general physical sensors which capture physical data regarding the
human body functions, body environment, and even objects of interest to the body. These sensors are
organized into three main categories, namely Physiological sensors, Motion (Bio-kinetic) sensors, and
Environmental sensors. Following, the description of these three types is given:
 The physiological sensors: They include temperature sensors, microphones, touch sensors, light
sensors, and biosensors [23]. They are used for measuring the human body’s functions (e.g., blood
pressure, body temperature, electrocardiography (ECG), electroencephalography (EEG), and
electromyography (EMG)).
 The Bio-kinetic / Activity sensors focus on measuring the location, the number of footsteps, the
acceleration, the length of walked distance, and the angular rate of rotation derived from a moving
object or person. Bio-kinetic sensors range from economical devices (e.g., pedometers) to complex
implementations including gyroscopes and accelerometers that are attached on specific parts of the
body (e.g., arm, thigh, ankle, and waist)
 The Environmental / Ambient sensors measure physical phenomena related to their surrounding
environment, such as humidity, vibration, light, sound pressure level, and ambient temperature.
These sensors can be either integrated into items and clothes, or terrestrially deployed (on the ground
or in underground) to detect sudden environmental phenomenon.
The combination of physiological, activity and environmental sensors is of great interest in monitoring
applications to provide a complete protection for both individuals and environments. For example, when
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monitoring first responders and firefighters in their workplaces, one would be interested in using: (i)
environmental sensors to measure the level of toxic gases in the air and the presence of hazards; (ii)
physiological sensors to monitor vital signs and stress levels; and (iii) activity sensors to track motion
and human behaviors. Some of the most widely used ambient and environmental sensors used in smart
environment monitoring applications are summarized in Table 2.
Sensor

Measurements

Data formats

Passive Infrared Motion Sensor Motion
(PIR)

Categorical

Active Infrared

Categorical

Motion / Identification

Radio Frequency Identification Object information
(RFID)

Categorical

Pressure

Pressure on mat, chair, etc.

Numeric

Magnetic Switches

Door/Cabinet
(Opening/Closing)

Categorical

Ultrasonic

Motion

Numeric

Camera

Activity

Image

Microphone

Activity

Sound

Table 2-Ambient Sensors used in Smart Environment Monitoring

2.4 WBAN Architecture
This section explores architectural issues related to WBAN systems. To this end we describe the main
activity of such technology, which is sensing performed by the set of sensors devices attached to the
human body and we explain how communication between those devices is achieved.

2.4.1 Sensor nodes classification
WBANs will facilitate the early identification, monitoring and management of potentially hazardous
phenomena including diseases of many types in healthcare applications, fire detection during a
firefighting mission, loss and disorientation of first responders during a disaster-aid intervention. The
elementary sensor nodes can be further classified into three subcategories; namely, the implanted
medical sensor, wearable medical sensors, and wearable non-medical sensors. These subcategories are
described in the following and some example are provided in Table 3.
The several sensors are elementary devices that communicate with each other through wireless or wired
media and send their readings to the WBAN coordinator node. The latter forwards the data towards sink
nodes to their destination (e.g., the terminal base station). The sink node is considered as a gateway that
enables the relaying of sensors’ readings to other networks such as a WSN and the internet. In some
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applications, the sink is part of the network; whereas in others it is an external element that enquires and
requests information from the network. Figure 7 illustrates a simplified architecture of a WBAN in
which several types of sensor are used including environmental sensors, physiological sensors and
activity sensors.
Sensor Type

Sensor Node

Power

QoS

Consumption

(Stringent Delay)

Privacy

Implanted

Glucose Sensor

Extremely Low

Yes

High

(Medical

Pacemaker

Low

Yes

High

Sensors)

Endoscope Capsule

Low

Yes

Medium

Wearable

ECG

Low

Yes

High

(Medical

SpO2

Low

Yes

High

Sensors)

Blood Pressure

High

Yes

Medium

Wearable (Non-

Music for Headsets

Relatively High

Yes

Low

Medical Sensors)

Forgotten Things

Low

No

Low

Low

No

High

Monitor
Social Networking

Table 3-Characteristics of implanted/wearable sensors

2.4.2 Communication architecture
The WBANs have a particularly hierarchical communication nature. A typical WBAN encompasses
multiple elementary sensor nodes that are deployed on the human body and can be either implanted or
wearable devices. The WBAN also includes a main node (i.e., a coordinator) that is responsible for
controlling the network and collecting all the sensor data from the elementary sensors. The collected
data should then be relayed to its destination (i.e., the network control center) via a gateway in a prompt
and reliable way. The deployed sensors capture continuously large quantities of data, which must be
properly processed to extract the required information. Data processing must be hierarchical to exploit
the asymmetry of resources, preserve system efficiency, and ensure that data is available when needed.
In general, WBANs support three types of communication; namely, intra-WBAN communication, interWBAN communication, extra-WBAN communication. These different levels for communication are
illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
 The Intra-WBAN communications refers to the communication between the different sensors
implanted or attached to the human’s body and/or between body sensors and the WBAN coordinator.
The latter is also attached to the human’s body in order to locally process the collected data and
manage the elementary sensing devices. Often, a WBAN is organized into a star network where
sensors nodes send their collected data to the coordinator WBAN node.
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 The Extra-WBAN communications is used in order to enhance the reliability performance of the
application and the coverage range of the system. To enable prompt and reliable transmission and
relaying of data collected from the WBANs to a remote data center, the WBANs interact with the
external environment through a plethora of technologies, such as a personal digital assistant (PDA)
device or a mobile phone equipped with wireless personal area networking, wireless sensor network
(WSNs), vehicular networks (VANET), wireless local area networking (Wi-Fi) capabilities, or
cellular data services (GPRS, 3G, and 4G) [21],[22].
 The Inter-WBAN communications refers to the communication between two or more WBANs. In
every WBAN, the main node plays the role of a cluster head (CH), which is responsible of collecting
all the data from elementary sensor nodes and forwarding this data to the remote control center,
through any ambient network (e.g., WIFI, 3G, and 4G) [24]. However, due to users’ mobility and
the incomplete availability of communication infrastructure in hazardous environments and rural
areas, relaying the collected data in a reliable way is hard to achieve. Inter-WBAN communication
includes the communication between CHs and exploits cooperative and multi-hop communication to
provide reliable end-to-end data transmission in case of out-of-coverage or unavailable network
infrastructures.
Intra-WBAN Communication

Implanted
Sensors

Wearable Sensor Devices:

Main node
(coordinator)

Physiological Sensors

Extra-WBAN Communication

Internet
GSM
3G/4G
Gateway/Mobile Node

Environmental Sensors

Remote Control Center

Activity Sensors

Figure 7-Intra-WBANs and Extra-WBANs Communication Architecture
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Inter-WBAN
Communication
Implanted
Sensors

Main node
(coordinator)

Figure 8- Inter-WBAN Communication Architecture

2.4.3 Toward the Need of a Cluster-based Network Organization
The deployment of WBANs in large-scale monitoring applications faces many limitations in terms of
data reliability, constrained sensors’ energy, and the users’ mobility. The need for efficient data
collection and aggregation in such circumstances necessitates the organization of a network topology
that enables the extension of the network lifetime. Network clustering approaches has proven to be an
effective solution for organizing energy constrained sensor networks by minimizing the energy
consumption and reducing the communication costs. Clustering techniques aim at gathering data among
groups of elementary sensor nodes, which elect their leaders (the cluster head node) among themselves.
The latter is mainly a powerful node compared to elementary sensors that is in charge of performing
data aggregation and communication to the terminal base station (BS).
A data flow scenario in a clustered network is illustrated in Figure 9. WBAN nodes are partitioned into
groups called clusters. Each cluster has a number of member nodes and a main coordinator, referred to
as a cluster head (CH). WBANs in the same cluster may work independently (i.e., organized in a star
topology) or cooperate together (i.e., organized in an Ad-Hoc network) to collect periodic or streamed
data about the phenomenon of interest. The WBANs (i.e., member nodes) send their collections (e.g.,
temperature and humidity) in a real-time manner to the CH. The CH aggregates the collected data and
sends it to the terminal base station directly or using multi-hop communications.
Since WBANs have limited bandwidth, the performance of the monitoring system may suffer and be
degraded when multiple WBANs coexist in close vicinity and occupy the same channel at the same
time. This also causes received signal strength to decrease reducing channel capacity [25]. In addition,
the WBAN may suffer from severe channel interference that degrades the communication performance
of each WBAN. Consequently, the ratio of the number of incorrectly transferred data packet and referred
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to as packet error rate (PER) increases and the total number of successfully transmitted packets, and
referred to as packet reception ratio (PRR) decreases. Therefore, the coexistence problem increases
packets retransmissions and delay, which decrease the channel utilization rate [26]. Thus, it is important
to implement predictive mechanisms that allow to avoid and minimize the impact of WBAN coexistence
problem.
Base Station

An Elementary
Sensor Node

The Cluster Head Node

A WBAN node

Figure 9- A Cluster-based Network Topology

2.5 Current standards for WBANs Communication
Current candidate technologies for BANs in the field of wireless short-range connectivity include IEEE
802 family of wireless personal area networks (WPANs) and wireless local area networks (WLANs),
Bluetooth, and ZigBee. These technologies are covered and discussed in this section and a comparison
between them in Table 4 is provided. The comparison is built over a set of common criteria, such as:
frequency bands, bandwidth, data rate, Transmission power, communication range, and network cost.
IEEE 802.11 - WLAN/Wi-Fi: is a set of low tier, terrestrial, network technologies for data
communication. The WLAN standards operates at the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz Industrial, Science and
Medical (ISM) frequency bands [20]. The IEEE 802.11 operates on three main bands. A low band that
has a maximum transmission power of 50 mW, the middle with a maximum of 250 mW, and the high
band with a maximum of 1 W. The wireless standards such as 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11ac have
their own pros and cons that make the use of Wi-Fi inadequate to support real-time monitoring and
large-scale BANs. For example, while the 802.11a provides a fast maximum speed and regulated
frequencies to prevent interference from other devices, it is characterized by a high cost and a small
range that can be easily obstructed. Also, although the 802.11b has a low cost and provides a good signal
range, it frequently suffers from interference with WLAN transmissions. The low-power Wi-Fi is
another wireless technology that has been recently investigated in wireless sensors applications. It was
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modified from the original IEEE 802.11 standard in order to include lower cycling operation,
transmission power, and other energy-saving options [26]. The huge number of devices using the Wi-Fi
technology, which are frequently used at home, work, hospitals, smartphones, and enterprises has
promoted the advances in low-power Wi-Fi. A reason for promoting the use of low-power Wi-Fi in
integrated and wearable sensing technologies is to empower the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) [27],
which makes it also a promising technology for WBANs applications [28].
Bluetooth / IEEE802.15.1: The second wireless option is the IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) standard [24].
Bluetooth technology was designed as a short range wireless communication standard, and later widely
used for connecting a variety of individually carried devices to support data and voice applications. It
was mainly adopted in the implementation of healthcare and telemedicine applications [19, 22, and 24].
Bluetooth devices operate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, utilizing frequency hopping among 79 1 MHz
channels at a nominal rate of 1,600 hops/sec to reduce interference [22]. The major drawback of the
Bluetooth technology consists in the fact that its properties including the high bandwidth requirement
and small size networks are not appropriate to support high-speed data transfers, long functioning time
for sensor devices and multi-hop communication. Such a drawback makes Bluetooth standard unsuitable
for WBANs applications. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [31] is a derived option of the Bluetooth
standard. It was introduced as a more suitable solution for WBANs applications where less power
consumption is enabled using low duty cycle operation. Unfortunately, additional challenges are added
when low duty cycle is improperly used to save energy. This makes BLE inappropriate for critical
monitoring applications (i.e., healthcare) that require frequent data reporting.
IEEE802.15.6

ZigBee
IEEE802.15.4
2.4 GHZ

Bluetooth
IEEE802.15.1
2.4 GHz

>500MHz
100-500 Mbps
- 41dBm

2 MHZ
250 kbps
0 dBm

3m
Low

70-100m
Low

Point-to-Point

Ad-hoc, peer-topeer, star or
mesh

1 MHZ
1 Mbps
4 dBm
20 dBm
10m
Medium
Low (for BLE)
Ad-hoc, very
small network

Frequency bands 3-10 GHz
Bandwidth
Data rate
Transmission
power
Coverage
Power
Requirements
Network
topology

WLANs
IEEE802.11 b/g
2.4 GHz and 5
GHz
20 MHZ
11 and 54 Mbps
250 mW
100 m
High
Infrastructure
(point-hub)

Table 4- Comparison of the existing wireless technologies for WBANs
ZigBee / IEEE802.15.4: Currently the most widely used radio standard in WBANs is IEEE 802.15.4
(ZigBee). When compared to Bluetooth, ZigBee standard offers larger coverage area and better
performance under interference. It targets low-data-rate and low-power-consumption applications.
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Specifically, ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 devices can operate in the ISM bands, with data rates from 20 Kbps
to 250 Kbps [20]. ZigBee supports three types of topologies-star, cluster tree and mesh topology. ZigBee
offers some advantages such as supporting different network topologies, providing multi-hop routing in
either a cluster tree topology or a mesh topology. Also it consumes less power, processing and memory
resources. It also provides security services. The maximum speed in ZigBee standard is 250 Kbps at 2.4
GHz to increase the batteries life. In addition it has a low cost due to wide industry acceptance and
adoption. However, the 250 kbps (data rate) is inadequate to support real-time monitoring for largescale WBANs since it causes larger delivery delays [22]. Such a problem is critical in applications
carrying urgent data (e.g., medical and firefighting applications). Also it can suffer from interference
with WLAN transmissions. Therefore, ZigBee is not scalable in terms of power consumption and does
not provide adequate QoS for all WBANs applications.
IEEE802.15.6: Given limitations reported for the aforementioned standards (i.e., WLAN, Bluetooth and
Zigbee), there was a need to develop new standards that match the requirements of WBANs and operate
properly with the targeted applications. In this context, the IEEE 802.15.6 WBAN standard was
proposed as a promising wireless technology for low power WBAN devices. It provides short-range
communications around or inside a human body, nonetheless it is not limited to humans. It also defines
interferences awareness mechanisms what gives an improved coexistence with other wireless
communication standards. The proposed standard uses different frequency bands for data transmission,
namely the Narrowband (NB), the Ultra Wideband (UWB), and the Human Body Communication
(HBC): (i) The NB contains the 400, 800, 900 MHz and the 2.3 and 2.4 GHz bands; (ii) The UWB
implements the 3.1–11.2 GHz; and (iii) The HBC includes the frequencies within the range of 10–50
MHz. The IEEE802.15.6 is applicable in medical applications (Wearable only BAN, Human
performance management, and Implant BAN) and non-medical applications (Real Time Video /audio
Streaming, Data file transfer & Stream transfer, and Entertainment) [24]. The shorter range of UWB
technology, compared to the previously introduced standards proves to be an advantage, as shorter
transmission has lower power requirements, the equipment can be of smaller size and misuse is limited.
In addition, it considers the minimization of the specific absorption rate (SAR) into the human body and
the optimization of the battery life by allowing sensing devices to operate on very low transmit power
for safety. However, some of the supported frequency bands are not suitable for WBANs applications
since they does not support voice or video (e.g., HBC) or their use is only eligible by authorized users
(e.g., UWB). In addition, IEEE 802.15.6 is currently only draft standard and certain details may change
when it is published.

2.6 State of the art: WBAN-based Applications
This section focuses on the review of several studies that have been reported in the literature and that
have focused on the provision of WBANs-based application to support groups of users working in
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hazardous and unhealthy areas. In particular, these works have been classified according to the
contributions described along this thesis. The first application deals with assisting groups of users in
hazardous environment. To this end, we will describe some sensors-based solutions that have been
reported in the literature to support the indoor navigation of first responders. The second application
focuses on providing a traffic engineering for a heterogeneous network of WBANs. The third application
is about providing maintenance solution for a network of sensors including WBANs and WSNs which
is deployed on a large-scale environment in order to detect and investigate network failures and to
efficiently track event related to hazards that could threat the safety of workers and the availability of
the network. In this context, a list of works that addressed border surveillance application are described
in the third sub-section. Finally, as the hazardous environment can be characterized by a poor
communication infrastructure and due to the mobility of users and the voluminous data that may be
generated, a WBAN-cloud platform that enables to enhance network connectivity and scalability,
provides a flexible data storage infrastructure, offers offline and real-time data analysis, and supports
networks heterogeneity.

2.6.1 Assisted Navigation and Safety Provision of Users in Hazardous
Environments
Several research projects based on the use of WBANs or WSNs have targeted the support of navigation
for emergency agents and groups of workforces working in hazardous and harsh conditions, where both
environmental and physical conditions are managed. Nonetheless, they do not address in an efficient
manner the issues presented above as it will be shown in the following.
In [36], a WSN-based navigation approach is proposed. The latter is based on specific WSN-based
techniques that are able to consider the presence of a hazard throughout the monitoring structure (i.e.,
using a predetermined model of the spread of hazardous conditions) and finding exit paths from all
locations (i.e., considering the evacuation’s velocity of persons from the building). The navigation
technique is based on two main weighted graphs, namely the Navigation Graph and the Hazard Graph.
The navigation graph is formed by the human navigable paths between sensors locations. The hazard
graph models the progress of hazard (e.g., a fire) in the building. Accordingly, while the weight of edges
in the hazard graph is expressed as a function of the fastest time taken by a hazard to traverse the edge,
the weights on the navigation edges are equal to the lowest time taken by firefighters to move between
two sensor locations. An extension of [36] is discussed in [37] by redefining hazard and safety concepts
as dynamic parameters using dynamic graphs. The dynamic safety function then provides the safety
evacuation path which represents the path on which one can navigate safely.
The Fire Information and Rescue Equipment (FIRE) project [38] consists of a fixed wireless sensor
network, called “SmokeNet”, deployed throughout the building and used to track firefighters inside large
buildings during fire rescue operations. To perform localization, sensor nodes are deployed in each
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room, approximately every 10 meters along the building’s corridors, provide room-scale location
accuracy, with additional sensor nodes monitoring smoke and temperature and relaying data back to the
command post. Other sensors called “Color-coded LEDs” show occupants which escape routes are safe.
Firefighters are also equipped with a small “Head Amounted” display that can show global information
including floor layouts and short warning messages to alert them about danger. The SmokeNet system
is based on a preexisting and fixed infrastructure which makes it sensitive to the various changes in the
environment and may degrade the monitoring performance over time. This degradation can lead to
mapping imperfections and limitations.
The solutions in [36, 37] and [38] use sensor networks that are pre-installed inside the building to provide
assisted navigation during emergencies. Even though such solutions are mandatory in newly built
building, they remain uninstalled in most buildings. In addition, some of these solutions can be
characterized by a high cost installation and hard maintenance. The maintenance is rarely made in a realtime fashion, so that many sensors can go down between two maintenance operations and generate
inaccurate sensors’ readings and so lead to the inaccuracy of the related map when an incident (e.g.,
fire) happens. The use of wearable sensing technologies such as WBANs could be a promising
technology to overcome these shortcomings. In this context, several projects have targeted the
combination of both WBANs and WSNs. Among the main works, one can mention the following two
solutions.
LifeNet project [39] is a solution that provides the functionality of traditional lifelines. It is composed
of sensor nodes that provide relative positioning and a wearable system that manages some specific data
collected from the sensor network to help a navigational guidance using a head-mounted display
transported by the firefighters. Each sensor node acts as a way point to guide the firefighter when he
navigates in the area of the incident. The different sensors deployed by the firefighters will help them in
build escape routes. After being deployed the LifeNet sensors collect information on the temperature
and the air quality around firefighters and also on whether they have been moving [40]. The LifeNet
project does not aim to reconstruct the indoor structure of the building; rather, it aims at supporting a
real-time firefighting management based on a representation showing a circle, referring to the
surrounding area, with a center corresponding to the firefighter location.
Landmarke project [41] is another system in which a set of nodes called “Landmarke nodes” is deployed
either in an automatic way or completely by the firefighters themselves to provide navigational
assistance. They act as way points with special capabilities to find the closest exit, to detect a lost
firefighter, to tag important places, or to collect information regarding the progress of the firefighting
mission. They allow recognizing areas under very harsh conditions and enabling navigation under
circumstances in which this would be normally not possible. Landmarke nodes could also be used to
generate building maps. Landmarke system monitors spatial data like position of the firefighter in
relation to the landmarke nodes. A body area network, BAN, acts as interactive clothes, on the
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firefighters, calls their attention and allows them to interact with the landmarks. Sensors carried by the
firefighters and the landmarks exchange information, building a layer of information that provides a
perception of the environment.
All the aforementioned works were basically built to provide services to applications dealing with
navigation assistance, where a set of sensors is deployed to provide mapping and real-time localization
services. In [39, 40] and [41] a wearable WBAN has been integrated to either monitor in real-time the
users’ health statuses or to interact with the set of sensors. Even though these works are not based entirely
on a fixed infrastructure, the limitations linked to these solutions outcome from the possible destruction
of the deployed sensors under very harsh conditions, the degradation over time of systems’ conditions
due to energy exhaustion (the limited power of the deployed sensors) or to direct effects of fire or any
other hazard. These problems can lead to mapping imperfections and erroneous information. In addition,
the support of inter-WBANs communication is an important issue that should be highlighted in any
hazardous environment monitoring scenario in order to optimize radio communication efficiency and to
provide cooperative surveillance of the monitored phenomenon. For example, in a firefighting scenario,
radio communication between firefighters (using their WBANs) should be provided both within the
members of the same team or between teams via leaders’ WBANs systems. But, in the aforementioned
solutions, a firefighter’s WBAN communicates only with the deployed sensors in order to store and
update information. Since the monitored area is subject to dynamic and unpredictable changes, the
estimation of the time of hazard detection and risk deterioration is another challenging task that should
be addressed but it was not supported. Indeed, the hazard detection over these works is only done in the
time when the incident occurs. Such a solution is unpractical in real scenario since the exit route that
should be taken by the WBANs’ wearers can be blocked at that time.

2.6.2 QoS-aware Traffic Engineering in Networks of WBANs (NWBANs)
The coexistence of multiple WBANs that cooperate and communicate with each other has enabled the
emergence of a new paradigm referred to as Body-to-Body Network that empowered the remote
monitoring of users carrying integrated and worn sensor nodes. Indeed, WBANs in close vicinity may
need to relay each other’s data packet up to the remote intervention center. As mentioned in the previous
section, the deployment of multiple WBANs in hazardous areas leads to the generation of different and
heterogeneous types of traffic with different priorities. The management of traffic heterogeneity is a
challenging issue that requires special attention, since each traffic type has its own requirements in terms
of Quality of Service (QoS). Hereafter, we present some studies that have been reported in the literature
to provide a traffic management approach for WBANs.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [42] was intended as a specification for low-cost and low-powered
networks with no critical concerns about throughput and latency. It is typically adopted by Wireless
Sensor Networks and monitoring applications operating using license-free ISM bands [43]. It provides
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real-time guaranteed services by allocating the Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS) on a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) basis. The super-frame structure (shown in Figure 10) consists of 16 equally sized slots. Each
super-frame is bounded by network beacons that are broadcast periodically by a given coordinator
device. Despite the differentiation of the traffic into different service classes; IEEE 802.15.4 does not
provide a flexible solution to handle WBAN application efficiently (i.e., is typically restricted to perform
in a WBAN with single-hop star topology). In fact, the use of FIFO scheduling method fails to meet the
delay requirements of real time traffic and leads to GTS scarcity. In addition, since IEEE 802.15.4 does
not have any traffic prioritization mechanism that could support diverse traffic types based on their QoS
demands it does not provide an optimized solution for heterogeneous devices (i.e., there is no guarantee
for urgent transmissions). Therefore, low priority data can block the transmission of higher priority
traffics resulting in high latency and network overhead. Besides, this protocol is not adaptive to wireless
channel quality variation and does not provide any energy awareness mechanism, which seems to be an
essential challenge for very-low power technologies, especially for WBANs.

Figure 10- IEEE 802.15.4 Superframe Structure [42]
The PNP-MAC protocol [44] is another solution that has been proposed in order to improve the
shortcoming of 802.15.4 regarding the latency problem for higher-priority traffic. It modifies the superframe structure of 802.15.4 standard by defining special slots, called Preemptive data transmission slots
(DTS) allocation and Non-preemptive emergency transmission slots (ETS), within the intervals of GTSs
for providing a QoS MAC protocol. It provides QoS constraints in accordance with the priority of the
generated traffic. Moreover, it handles the QoS requirements through fast, preemptive slot allocation,
non-preemptive transmission, and super-frame adjustments to support high-priority data [39]. Although
PNP-MAC achieves a much better performance than the 802.15.4 standard with regard to latency, the
delay is increased when traffic load is larger than the fixed number of GTS slots. In addition, latency
problems may result for the reason that PNP-MAC does not provide balancing mechanisms between the
priority consideration and traffic load of sensor nodes. As some low priority streams might have a higher
traffic load, shorter delivery delays, and greater back-off, they might not be able to send most of their
data and might drop the unsent data, which may not guarantee immediate transmission of emergent
traffic [46]. Such a limitation seems to constitute a problem in health and hazardous environment
monitoring.
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The Q-MAC protocol presented in [45] is a traffic management solution that was proposed to conserve
energy in multi-hop wireless sensor networks. It considers a traffic management solution that involves
both intra-node and inter-node scheduling and provides differentiated services, while using low energy
consumption (i.e., by increasing the amount of sleep intervals) and providing traffic prioritization based
on their QoS. The intra-node packet scheduling is based on a multiple queuing architecture that classifies
data packets originating from different sensor nodes, according to the multiple first-in-first-out (FIFO)
queuing system, into priority levels that reflect their transmission urgency. The transmission urgency of
a packet by a node using Q-MAC protocol depends on the packet criticality, the traversed hop count of
the packet, the remaining energy of the sensor node, and the queue's load [45]. Although Q-MAC
protocol employs a dynamic priority assignment that provides robustness against changing conditions
of the sensor network and decreases the collision rate, one can say that its scheduling method, based on
First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) scheme, fails to meet the delay requirements of real time traffic and it
induces a complex calculation of the transmission urgency degree of the node. Indeed, during extreme
traffic conditions the WBAN network may suffer due to transmission latency.
PLA-MAC [46] implements a dynamic super-frame structure (i.e., a modified version of the super-frame
proposed by IEEE 802.15.4) that depends on the variation of traffic loads and ensures minimal power
consumption. The super-frame is assumed to contain a fixed contention access period of 20 slots, and
the length of the super-frame is equal to 128 slots. The number of contention free period slots is varying
according to the generated traffic. During a low traffic load, the length of the active part can be slightly
adjusted to (a little) more than 20. In case of a huge traffic load, the active part length can be near to the
length of the super-frame (i.e., 128). PLA-Mac is a priority-based load aware MAC protocol for BAN
where the sensed data packets are classified according to their QoS requirements, their priorities, and
the back-off values it computes for them. Four priority classes are supported by PLA-MAC protocol,
namely the Ordinary data packets, the Delay-driven data packets, Reliability-driven data packets, and
the Critical data packets. The Ordinary data packets do not have reliability or delay constraints and they
mainly include periodic and regular physiological measurements that have low data generation rate and
small packet size. The Delay-driven data packets have stringent temporal requirements and they tolerate
a controllable packet loss (e.g., video streaming). Reliability-driven data packets should be delivered
without any data loss and may tolerate transmission delays. The Critical data packets have stringent
delay and reliability requirements. Compared to the previous classes, critical data packets require high
data generation rate and significant packet size. Based on the determined priorities, the packets will be
scheduled and served. However, although PLA-MAC supports packets’ priority level and provides a
traffic regulation solution that allows dropping packets when their deadline is missed or when the node
buffer over flows, it still suffers from its inability to deal with traffic heterogeneity, traffic load
variability, and flow synchronization.
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IEEE 802.15.6 is a standard for short-range communication and low-power consumption WBANs.
Compared to IEEE 802.15.4, this standard specifies a medium access that provides diverse access modes
with their corresponding access phases: (i) a beacon mode with beacon period super-frame boundaries;
(ii) a non-beacon mode with super-frame boundaries; and (iii) a non-beacon mode without super-frame
boundaries [48]. This standard supports four major access periods for different priority traffic classes
which are exclusive access phases (EAP1 and EAP2) used to transfer high-priority and emergence
traffic, random access phases (RAP1 and RAP2) and contention access phase (CAP) used for
nonrecurring traffic, and a Managed Access Phase (MAP) that is used for scheduled and unscheduled
bi-link allocations, scheduled uplink and downlink allocations, and type-I/II access phases [46].
Nevertheless, treating each traffic class based on its multi-constrained QoS demand is ignored in this
standard. Furthermore, short EAP and RAP phases lead to inefficient use of WBAN bandwidth; in
particular, slots at the end of EAP phases are wasted since there is not enough time for completing a
frame transmission. In addition, using CSMA/CA mechanism is not very efficient in utilizing the
medium. In particular, small contention window sizes for all priorities lead to early saturation by
increasing the collision probability under medium to high network traffic volume. Furthermore, most of
the work using the IEEE 802.15.6 standard are assuming that the characteristics of the communication
channel are ideal and stable, which is rarely the case during real-case deployment, especially in
hazardous environments.
In [48] a MAC protocol with multi-constrained QoS provisioning (McMAC) for different classes of
traffic in WBANs is proposed. The McMAC considers the energy constraint of WBANs and classifies
the generated traffic based on their multi-constrained QoS requirements and proposes a super-frame
structure based on the Transmit-whenever-appropriate principle. The latter allows, according to the QoS
demands, diverse periods for different classes of traffic. The traffic classification proposed by McMAC
considers five main classes, which are Type 0 for emergency traffic possessing hard QoS requirements
in terms of delay and reliability, Type 1 for traffic requiring stringent reliability and delay requirements
(i.e., the QoS requirement are soft compared to type 0), Type 2 refers to traffic having strict reliability
constrained and tolerating delay, Type 3 defines the traffic with strict delay requirement and tolerable
packet losses, and Type 4 that does not have any strict delay or reliability requirements. Furthermore, a
handling mechanism for emergency traffic is proposed in order to guarantee packet delivery with a
minimized delay and a maximized reliability. Although, the proposed solution is energy-efficient, and
provides a QoS classification of the WBAN traffic, it only considers star topology (i.e., single-hop
communication). However, in hazardous environment monitoring application, inter-WBAN
communications is needed, therefore Multi-hop communications should be considered. In the other
hand, the network proposed within this work is infrastructure-based, whereas in a WBAN-to-WBAN
network, the communication model is completely distributed. Furthermore, no specific traffic regulation
schemes was considered to detect network congestion or predict communication link failures [49].
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None of the proposed techniques address neither flow synchronization aiming to coordinate the
transmission of context-dependent packets nor mobility management strategies to allow users to freely
move in their environment. Since applications based on WBAN systems generate heterogeneous traffic
with different QoS requirements, the main motivation of almost all the proposed MAC protocols is either
priority-awareness or energy awareness. However, there is a crucial necessity to provide additional
functions to handle efficient QoS-awareness such as synchronization of dependent packets in a given
flow and traffic load regulation scheme. The observation on the shortcomings of the existing WBAN
traffic management protocol has encouraged us to develop a novel, generic and diversified traffics'
management solution for a network of WBANs to cope with several QoS challenges including:
supporting a heterogeneous traffic environment, allowing cooperative inter-WBAN communication and
relaying external traffic, providing flow synchronization, and finally optimizing network resources such
as network bandwidth or energy consumption. In addition, managing patients’ mobility in their
respective environments raises significant challenges for the targeted monitoring application. For
instance, the mobility management issue of WBAN users has been underestimated in many of the
available implementations. Therefore, it is equally important to provide routing mechanism considering
both end-to-end QoS requirements and multi-WBANs coexistence, while promising communication
availability. In addition, due to the limited network resource (i.e., network bandwidth) even a small
increase of the WBAN traffic load can cause bottleneck problems and in consequence network
congestion, which causes extremely bad influence on the network performances such as the increase of
transmission delays and packets loss. Consequently, preventive and proactive congestion avoidance
mechanisms, namely admission control and traffic regulation are needed to be implemented in order to
optimize resource utilization and to overcome network instability.

2.6.3 Providing Continuous Maintenance for Large-Scale Surveillance
System
Wireless sensing technologies may be designed to work in hostile, large-scale, dynamic and remote
environment to assist authorities and safety organizations in monitoring the security of critical areas
(e.g., borders). In such applications, sensors may be either deployed in underground or on the ground
creating WSNs or integrated into items and clothes to form a WBAN. The deployed system should be a
robust and precise system in order to transmit all the collected data to the control center without errors.
However, several issues are facing the use of these networks including, but not limited to, the limited
energy of sensor nodes, the appearance of communication and sensing holes, the destruction of sensor
nodes during their deployment, and the detection of moving objects crossing the monitored area.
Therefore, an economical and rapid intervention of the network administrator should be possible to
detect and investigate failures in the network and timely repair them (e.g., by dropping new sensors at
precise locations), to maintain network reliability, and to optimize the security of groups of users.
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Several large-scale surveillance applications were proposed in the literature to deal with such a problem.
Some of these applications are introduced in the following and are mainly focusing on border
surveillance scenario. The selection of these works was motivated by the ability of border surveillance
applications to properly and globally identify the major challenges and problems faced by sensors
networks in large-scale hazardous environments.
The works proposed in [50-58] are principally based on a terrestrially deployed WSN. In [50] and [52]
military surveillance and reconnaissance applications were proposed by deploying a flat and a
homogeneous WSN is deployed along the monitored borderline. All nodes in the WSN have the same
physical capabilities and are in charge of sensing the surrounding environment to detect
vibration/seismic activity or magnetic anomaly, which indicates that intruders are crossing the border.
In [58] Self-healing Autonomous Sensor Network (SASNet) is proposed. The latter is a tiered WSNbased architecture for military surveillance applications that is built using a set of (short range) sensor
nodes terrestrially deployed and wireless gateways. The sensor nodes are equipped with on board
transducers (e.g., acoustic, seismic, magnetic and piezo-electric, and passive infra-red (PIR)) in order to
perform basic operations and provide extended monitoring coverage. The sensor nodes transmit/receive
data packets to/from their neighbor nodes and form an ad hoc network on the fly. The gateway nodes
define the second level of the hierarchy and act as intermediary between the sensor nodes and the remote
command station and uses beyond line-of-sight (BLOS) communication in order to bridge the sensed
data and alarms to a remote user. In [59] a border surveillance approach using a stationary WSN as a
Sensor Fence was proposed. These sensors are in charge of detecting and tracking multiple targets
traversing across the border based on fusion-driven decentralized sensor scheduling scheme. The latter
aims to provide an energy-efficient track estimation by enabling dynamic space-time clustering of
powerful sensing nodes around the estimated positions of several moving targets. A Probabilistic Finite
State Automata (PFSA) approach is run on each sensor node to control the communication and sensing
devices in an energy-efficient manner. These works are entirely based on a terrestrially deployed and
homogeneous WSN. However, the only use of such a WSN, where sensor nodes with same sensing
capability are employed, does not allow a fast investigation and intervention in the case of warnings.
Indeed, due to the limited and inaccurate information collected by sensors, false alerts are likely to be
generated, due to animal crossing or environmental impact. In addition, repetitive nodes failures is
among the major problem that may be frequently experienced in such environments where the human
intervention and network maintenance are hard tasks to achieve.
BorderSense is a three-layer hybrid network architecture for border surveillance that was proposed in
[51]. The latter considers that the provision of real-time and accuracy border surveillance multiple
surveillance technologies would be used to minimize the need for human support and to complement
each other. BorderSense uses a heterogeneous and hybrid WSN that consists of wireless multimedia
sensor networks (WMSNs), wireless underground sensor networks (WUSNs), and mobile sensor nodes.
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The wireless multimedia sensor nodes are equipped with video cameras or night vision scopes and
attached to surveillance towers. The mobile sensor nodes roam throughout the monitored border on the
surface or in air. The underground scalar sensors (e.g., vibration sensors) are deployed in underground
or on the ground. These sensor nodes are randomly deployed along the border. A process could be used
with a predefined spatial density. However, although [51] provides several advantages in terms of
minimization of the human involvements and improvement of the detection accuracy of the border
surveillance systems by minimizing false alerts, it does not provide mechanisms to either rapidly detect
and investigate nodes failures, or to minimize the cost associated to the repair of failures, the
redeployment of damaged nodes and the reconfiguration of the network.
The use of aerial systems, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), has enabled to improve border security
performance. They offer unique capabilities and are very flexible devices in terms of the advantageous
tasks they can perform including hovering (at lower altitudes) above a point of interest in the monitored
area (especially in narrow and unreachable areas). In [54] a quadcopter UAV is designed to monitor the
border area and locate and track intruders (using GPS), to guide military troops, and to shoot videos of
the occurred events from a long distance. The collected data will be received by the processor and
transmitted to the controller via ZigBee. The controller monitors the quad-copter device via remote IR
and controls its flying. The multimedia data is transmitted via a Wireless camera to be analyzed and
recorded. The designed quad-copter would facilitate the intervention in unreachable areas to minimize
the risk of losing human lives. However, the only use of quad-copters to survey very long borders makes
the solution unscalable and unable to provide a continuous surveillance, unless a high number of long
distance quadcopters are used simultaneously all the time. This would make the surveillance unpractical
and highly expensive.
As the surveillance of high critical environments such as the case of borders requires not only the
monitoring of environmental conditions (i.e., the detection of intruders or an approaching hazard) but
also the supervision of the group of users involved in the surveillance mission, some works ([60] and
[31]) have discussed the design of a wearable system in order to monitor a predefined set of biological
parameters of soldiers. In [60] a Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks (WBASN) for measuring fatigue
of soldiers was proposed. It includes three sensors attached to soldier’s body that monitor specific
parameter, especially, the body temperature, the blood glucose level, and heart rate. In [31] a WBANs
for monitoring the physiological conditions of military soldiers was proposed. The proposed WBAN is
similar to the prior previous work and is composed of a coordinator node and five elementary sensors
which measure the blood pressure (BP), the pulse oximeter, the body temperature, the electrocardiogram
(ECG), and the electroencephalography (EEG). However, these two works only focus on the monitoring
of soldiers ‘health statuses while in hazardous areas (i.e., battlefield and borders) the tracking of soldiers’
behavior (e.g., location, speed, and direction) as well as the surveillance of the evolution of surrounding
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risks (e.g., presence of explosives and moving objects) are among the major requirements that should
be guaranteed in any surveillance mission.
The proposed solutions are showing either the use of Unmanned Aircraft Vehicles, terrestrial Wireless
Sensor Networks, or WBAN but not a cooperation between them. Accordingly, many limitations may
be observed. First, the sensors either terrestrially deployed or attached to the human body may be
destroyed or inoperable after an operational period of time due to energy limitations and so they will
require the implementation of maintenance techniques, which has been ignored by all works. Traditional
maintenance approaches are principally based on an intensive human involvement and therefore they
may be error-prone and unpractical in harsh environments such as borders where some zones could be
unreachable. In addition, the use of either WSN or UAVs as a stand-alone surveillance system could be
impractical in some circumstances such as the existence of simultaneous intrusions (need of multiple
simultaneous tracking tasks). In the other hand, the assistance of patrol groups’ safety is a challenging
issue that has been not properly treated. Indeed, the proposed works only focused on the surveillance of
soldiers’ health statuses (in particular stress and fatigue level) without addressing neither their
localization in the monitored area nor the status of their surrounding environment. The WBAN may be
also able to interact with existing surveillance infrastructures such as the deployed sensors and the UAVs
to optimize border surveillance. Consequently, these existing solutions remain unable to guarantee
neither a continuous and improved monitoring of both borders and patrol groups security, nor a timely
investigation, maintenance, and reaction to network failures.

2.6.4 WBAN-cloud based platform and public safety provisioning
The large amount of data expected to be produced by a community of users equipped with WBANs
requires a scalable and efficient processing and storage solution. Such requirements can be met by an
integrated platform based on Cloud computing infrastructure that enables unprecedented opportunities
including, but not limited to, the scalability and flexibility of data storage and processing infrastructure
to perform different kinds of analysis (i.e., offline and online analysis), the ability to utilize
heterogeneous sensors that differ in semantics and functionalities, the provision of global access to the
processing and storage infrastructure, and the facility of sharing collected data between different users
and applications [11]. Although the research effort to produce WBAN-cloud based platforms is still in
its infancy, several solutions and research works based on cloud computing have recently been proposed
in the literature. Most of these works were basically built to provide services to applications dealing
with health monitoring, where a cloud-based systems can be implemented to monitor in real-time the
patients’ health statuses.
In [113], the authors proposed a cloud computing solution to enhance patient’s data collection in health
care institutions. The main idea of the proposed solution is to automate this process by using sensor
devices attached to existing medical equipment that are inter-connected to provide services. These
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services are integrated to the institution’s computing network infrastructure. A set of sensors loaded
with software is implemented at the patient's bedside in order to collect and to wirelessly transmit data
to be stored in the cloud from where it can be processed by expert systems and/or distributed to medical
staff to intervene in case of emergency. To this end, an Exchange Service is defined (is similar to a
broker between remote and local services), to collect data from sensor nodes and to dispatch it to
appropriate storage service.
In [61], a cloud-based real-time remote health monitoring system is proposed and it aims to track the
health status of non-hospitalized patients while performing their daily activities. Particularly, the
proposed cloud system is divided into local and global clouds. While the local cloud includes the set of
monitored patients equipped with WBANs and the local medical staff, the global cloud includes the
outer world. Nevertheless, this work only focuses on effectively routing the messages generated by the
WBANs according to their quality of service (QoS) through networked routers and computers without
referring to any cloud or NIST characteristics [62].
The solution in [62], proposes a cloudlet-based data collection mechanism for large scale WBANs. The
proposed architecture consists of a group of WBAN users clustered around one cloudlet server, which
is representing cloud computing capabilities in a small scale. The cloudlet system is composed of a set
of physical servers with many cores and a massive storage system. To provide scalable and reliable
environment for storing large data size, different cloudlets may be connected with each other via wired
or wireless communication links. Each one of these cloudlets is directly connected to a private enterprise
cloud system.
In [63], a real-time query processing optimization mechanism for cloud-based WBANs is presented.
The proposed architecture combines a WBAN that uses cloud services with statistical modeling
techniques in order to efficiently extract and store patient’s health status information and provide to
nearby or remote users and medical personnel a real-time diagnosis. The proposed statistical model
allows to approximate answers to queries with a given probabilistic confidence. In addition, through the
combination of the statistical model with the cloud-WBAN a query processing algorithm is performed
according to specified execution criterions (e.g., the probabilistic confidence interval and the error
tolerance). Although, the proposed algorithm aimed to optimize data querying and to provide a secure
storage infrastructure, it only processed data that is already stored in the cloud server.
BodyCloud [64] is a novel cloud-enabled system architecture that integrates WBANs services with a
cloud computing infrastructure. In particular, the proposed system is implemented as a Software as a
Service (SaaS) approach that supports the storage and the management of sensor data streams and the
processing of the stored data using software services hosted in the Cloud. The main purpose consists at
enabling large-scale data sharing and collaborations among users and applications in the cloud platform.
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It provides mechanisms for receiving and managing sensor data collections from a body sensor network
in a seamless way.
Most of these works are dependent on a pre-existed communication infrastructure to relay the sensors’
readings to the cloud storage service. However, since we are dealing in this thesis with applications in
hazardous environments where communication infrastructure may be non-operational and the quality of
wireless links has a tendency to frequently fluctuate, the solutions proposed by these works may be not
appropriate for public safety provisioning. In addition, the proposed solutions were basically built to
provide services to applications dealing with health monitoring, where a cloud-based systems can be
implemented to monitor in real-time the patients’ health statuses. Furthermore, the mobility of users
equipped with wearable sensors in these works is considered stable and/or restricted to the area within
the communication ranges of the network. On the other hand, although, a querying mechanism that
aimed to minimize energy and query latency has been proposed in [63], it only considers the real-time
processing of data already stored in the cloud servers. Nevertheless, in mission-critical applications
WBAN users may need to deliver continuous data streams at defined time intervals. These streams may
reflect emergency situations and have to be processed in real-time manner as data arrives. In addition,
since the deployed WBANs can have the ability to establish an ad-hoc communication infrastructure
and are capable of storing temporarily the generated data in a local database, they may be considered as
a distribute storage area network. The latter requires the implementation of an active real-time querying
approach that supports the provision of a cooperative data answers involving the cloud storage platform
and the distributed WBAN nodes.

2.7 Design Challenges for WBAN-based Critical Systems
To implement a successful WBAN-based system for critical applications we need to develop
applications that address the variety of new challenges including, but not limited to, reliability,
interoperability, users’ mobility, data processing and storage, security and privacy, sensors’ validation
and maintenance, and communication coverage. Indeed, traditional WBAN solutions that was mainly
designed as closed systems for health monitoring purposes that may be eventually connected to the
outside world using pre-existing network infrastructures. The specific context of critical applications, in
comparison to traditional WBAN-based systems, announces several emerged research challenges and
design constraints, as shown in Table 5 [32].
First, the WBAN system should ensure the safety of mobile workers (e.g., firefighters and first
responders) in presence of hazardous and unhealthy conditions. Second, effective communication
between WBAN users in the operation field and real-time transmission of the collected information (i.e.,
especially sensitive and real-time) to their remote command center should be provided for appropriate
decisions making and proper management and scheduling of workforces. In addition, network
infrastructures (e.g., WiFi, LTE, 3G, and 4G) in the hazardous environment might be absent as is the
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case of rural areas, damaged by the managed disaster (e.g., major fire) or even overloaded in case of
emergencies and in high populated areas. Fourth, several uncertainties and hazards may be experienced
by workers including, but not limited to, presence and emanation of toxic and flammable materials, high
temperatures, very limited visual conditions, the no a-priori knowledge of the environment layout (i.e.,
they do not have at their disposal real-time maps to identify damaged and changed areas). Finally, it
comes out from the previous constraints that the deployment of WBANs in highly dynamic and
hazardous environments should consider scalability and inter-technologies cooperation for a reliable
end-to-end monitoring solution.

Comparison Criteria
Deployment Environment
Operation Conditions
Communication
Infrastructure
Intra-WBAN
Communications
Inter-WBAN
Communications
Extra-WBAN
Communications
WBAN Mobility
Coexistence

WBAN Applications
Traditional WBAN Applications Critical WBAN Applications
Controlled and Static
Hazardous and Dynamic
Controlled and healthy
Presence of hazards and
uncertainties
Present
Damaged, Absent, or
Overloaded
High
Low
N/A

High

High

High

Low/Static
Non-collaborative (mostly)

High
Hybrid (collaborative/noncollaborative)

Table 5- Design Challenges for WBAN-based Critical Applications
Protecting the safety of mobile workers such as firefighters, first responders, and soldiers in hazardous
and highly dynamic workplaces requires the implementation of a WBAN-based application that should:
(i) be self-organizing, large-scale, energy efficient, and autonomous; (ii) be robust to environmental
changes and hazards; (iii) support heterogeneous data types (e.g., real-time traffic, best-effort traffic,
urgent traffic, and multimedia traffic); (iv) guarantee reliable data transmission and real-time
communications; (v) provide constraining QoS and security levels; and (vi) enable cooperative and
scalable surveillance techniques. In the following some challenges that should be addressed are
described.
 Heterogeneous traffic environment: Smart mobile users (i.e., equipped with WBAN systems)
have enabled the implementation of genuine advanced monitoring applications and the guaranteeing
of anytime and anywhere connectivity. In particular, the WBAN system encompasses several devices
that are able to carry out multiple sensing and communication functions depending on the application
purpose. These devices range from simple elementary sensors to more advanced devices like
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actuators. The elementary sensors are used for simple sensing tasks including the observation of
external parameters (e.g., motion, and environmental information) or the monitoring of internal vital
signs (e.g., heart rate, brain activity, and body temperature). The actuator is a powerful node capable
of performing specific tasks such as data aggregation and elementary sensors’ administration. The
different types of data supported by such a WBAN include, but are not limited to, plain messages,
continuous waveform signals (such as Electrocardiogram (ECG) and Electromyography (EMG)),
and real-time multimedia (audio, image and video) contents. Indeed, multimedia devices can be also
integrated in the WBAN system in order to capture real-time images of the monitored area or to send
audio messages from the WBAN’s wearer. For example, in an underground mining application,
miners may be equipped by different types of sensors including physiological sensors to measure
their health statuses, activity sensors to track them in their environment where limited visibility is a
main feature, and with night vision cameras to capture real-time videos of the monitored area. The
generation of such a heterogeneous traffic environment adds another challenge to the design issues.
Therefore, special mechanisms should be implemented to handle traffic heterogeneity without
affecting the monitoring operation.
 Quality of Service (QoS): It comes from the previous design issue as well as from a set of additional
problems including the dynamic topology, the presence of hazards, the mobility of users, the limited
sensors’ battery life, and the time varying wireless channel of traffic generated that providing QoS
requirements for hazardous environment monitoring application is a complex task. The traffic
generated from WBANs can be classified into two main classes of traffic, namely real time traffic
(having stringent temporal requirements) and non-real time traffic (that tolerates delays and requires
reliable delivery). For example, in a healthcare application some ECG sensor nodes (such as
streaming of ECG signals) may generate urgent and time critical data packets that should be timely
delivered to the remote medical center with guaranteed reliability (as it tolerates a certain percentage
of packet losses but the delivery delay is negligible). On the other hand, the coexistence of multiple
WBANs that cooperate and communicate with each other has enabled the emergence of a new
paradigm referred to as Body-to-Body Network. The co-located WBANs may have similar or
different sensing and communication capabilities as well as they may emphasize additional
requirements concerning the priority of the exchanged traffic. Therefore, it is important to ensure
that these classes are properly classified and prioritized to match the required QoS. Providing a
priority-based approach should take into consideration the QoS requirements of each class while
ensuring fairness (e.g., prioritizing real-time data flows should not cause the failure of best-effort
flows) and service offering in a relatively short time.
 Communication Availability and Data Reliability: each user in the monitored area will be fitted
with a set of physiological and environmental wearable/implanted wireless sensor devices that
collects and transmits sensitive data to the remote control center. However, the variation, over time,
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of the radio signal strength due to WBANs’ mobility, to constraints on communication bandwidth,
and to multi-path propagation effects (e.g., caused by the presence of obstacles and moving objects)
leads to frequent temporary failures and disconnections of the established communication links. In
addition, since WBANs support short-range communication up to a few meters from the human
body, multi-hop and inter-WBANs communications are required to guarantee data end-to-end
reliability. The latter is a crucial issue that should be addressed in the design of WBAN-based
monitoring system since the nodes are producing sensitive real-time information (e.g., health-related
data) that has a temporal validity and should be delivered to its destination within a specified
deadline; otherwise the information therein contained is no longer useful. The non-guarantee of endto-end reliability may affect directly the network's performance, and in worst-case, may impede the
undertaken of a well-coordinated decision, which can lead to painful consequences on the monitored
peoples ‘lives. Consequently, cooperative inter-WBAN communications is required in order to
guarantee the end-to-end network connectivity and to improve the communication reliability in case
of unstable propagation conditions. Besides, as frequent disconnections of WBANs can be
experienced the disconnection period time should be controllable in order to enable seamless
connection (respectively, disconnection) of WBANs and to maintain an available monitoring service.
 Security, Safety and Privacy: Although the unprecedented opportunities provided by WBANs and
integrated sensing devices to improve the overall quality of environmental surveillance and health
care assistance, these benefits must be balanced with the security, safety, and privacy concerns of the
user. Indeed, since the WBANs are in charge of collecting critical and confidential information
including patient’s health and personnel information, the location of military groups in battle fields,
and private records of critical missions and first responders, ensuring data privacy and security are
emerged among the major concerns with regard to public safety applications. In the other hand,
sending, wirelessly, sensitive data out from the WBAN can increase the danger of compromising the
system and poses serious threats to the privacy of individuals and the security of critical applications.
Data security includes confidentiality and integrity measurements against attacks such as Jamming,
Fingerprint and Timing-based Snooping (FATS), eavesdropping, replay, and repeated access
attempts [33]. The WBAN system would be able to integrate identification services to verify and
authenticate the identity of the WBAN wearer, to protect the wearer’s confidentiality, to establish
and maintain secure communication links, to maintain the integrity of sensor data during the entire
monitoring process (i.e., from initial acquisition to final storage), and to protect access to stored
and/or streamed data.
 Interoperability between heterogeneous WBAN systems and need for data storage: The
collaboration and interoperability among several WBAN-based systems from one or more safety
organizations (e.g., firefighting, medical centers, and police forces) can be implemented in order to
provide effective protective tactics and to maintain survivability and rescue efficiency in a harsh
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environment. Therefore, the WBAN system would have to ensure seamless and continuous data
transmission, to support network scalability, promote information sharing between several
organizations with an uninterrupted connectivity. The WBAN-based system can differ from on
organization to another in terms of sensors’ functioning, data semantics, and application’s
requirements. The interoperability between the heterogeneous applications requires the provision of
a real-time processing and an efficient storage of the heterogeneous and voluminous data. As the
communication infrastructure in many hazardous environments where WBANs are deployed is poor
a discontinuous data transmission process from the source nodes to the storage center can be made
at irregular points of time. Therefore, the implementation of a data storage module should provide a
more powerful computing capability and a scalable storage approach for offline and online data
analysis [34]. The design of a platform that support data exchange among a group of users equipped
with heterogeneous WBANs (for large-scale monitoring applications) could be motivated by the
rapid growth of cloud-computing market. The latter is a paradigm that has been evolved to provide
configurable platform to support large-scale data sharing and collaborative services provisioning
among different users and applications [35].

2.8 Conclusion
This chapter provides a comprehensive overview on the background information needed to understand
the WBAN and the specificity of hazardous applications. In particular, the important features in terms
of the challenges of WBANs in comparison with WSNs, the characteristics of the sensing activity, the
architecture of WBAN including the classification of sensor nodes according to their placement, and the
three-layered

communication

architecture

(intra-WBAN,

inter-WBAN,

and

extra-WBAN

communications). The need of a cluster-based architecture for either inter-WBAN communications or
intra-WBAN communications was introduced in this chapter. In addition, the current wireless standards
was discussed and a comparison between them over a set of common criteria was provided. Besides, the
design challenges for WBANs with respect to high critical applications was summarized. Finally, the
major research works that addressed the axes solved within the scope and of this thesis and discussed in
the next chapters was highlighted and their limitations was analyzed. Particularly, this chapter unlocks
a path to the next chapter focusing on proposing an assisted navigation solution for firefighters in indoor
hazardous environment using a WBAN-based approach.
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CHAPTER III. ASSISTED INDOOR NAVIGATION FOR
TEAMS OF USERS IN HAZARDOUS AREAS: A WBAN-BASED
APPROACH

3.1

Introduction

The rising number of fatalities among individuals working in hazardous workplaces (e.g., firefighters,
and miners) caused by the presence of toxic and hazardous materials puts pressure on every mission and
threats on human lives. Critical operations aim at combating risks and natural incidents and save human
lives [16], while providing an acceptable level of protection of the involved staff [17]. For example,
firefighters should be able to perform indoor navigation in hazardous environments, and should be
capable of leaving endangered areas before they are isolated. Indeed, one can be easily convinced that
working in highly dynamic and harsh environments remains a dangerous and physically demanding task
and requires the development of advanced and innovative techniques to cope with risk management and
to improve workers’ safety. The threats associated with such a task are the result of a number of factors
including, but not limited to: (a) the lack of information regarding the workers (e.g., location and health
state); (b) the ignorance of the environment where the workers evolve (e.g., map and damaged areas);
(c) the poor visibility conditions in the monitored environment (e.g., a mine) and the lack of knowledge
of the real-time situation around them; and (d) the high level of uncertainty of the value related to the
parameters needed for the indoor navigation (e.g., spread of the fire and surrounding temperature),
especially in a burning building. For example, uncertainty and lack of real-time information during a
rescue operation can lead to lethal consequences for both teams of firefighters and the building’s
occupants.
Indoor navigation is a promising area for the deployment of Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs,
[32, 74]), which became essential and very attractive to use in Security and Emergency works. Indoor
navigation in hazardous workplaces (e.g., coal mines, underground tunnels, and firefighting
environments) deals with safely guiding groups of users (e.g., firefighters) while avoiding obstacles and
critical regions. The related works that have addressed navigation in hazardous environments have
shared the fact that the following assumptions must be taken into account and resolved when needed:


The indoor environments where critical operations take place are structurally complex and
unfamiliar, and characterized by the presence of physical and chemical hazards including heat,
smoke, moving objects, flammable gases, and radio noise. This environment witnesses rapid
variation and degradation of vital parameters.
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The high mobility of workers inside the harsh building as well as the presence of obstacles and
moving objects can also have adverse effects on radio signals and may, inevitably, hamper
communication efficiency.



The environmental disruptions and the signal attenuation through walls in indoor environments
inhibit the use of some localization technologies; the Global Positioning System (GPS) has
problems locating in altitude because it cannot receive the satellite signals indoor properly.



The involved groups of users, generally, do not have at their disposal real-time maps when they are
moving in the hazardous structure. In addition, a lack of real-time information regarding their
surrounding environment might be experienced during their critical operations.

Due to all these issues, it remains essential to connect, control, locate, and protect workers during their
missions and analyze their environment in a real time manner. Thus, the proposed system should provide
real-time mapping management system that supports tasks such as navigation, localization, health and
body protection, environment monitoring, and hazard estimation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the limitations of existed works
and defines the contributions of this chapter. Section 3.3 reviews the different issues of critical missions
and presents the major requirements. The definition and design of the real-time graph for indoor
navigation and rescues operations will be done in Section 3.4. In this section, we will study the semantics
of this graph and the specific functions it integrates. Section 3.5 gives an explanation of how use the
proposed graph can be used to provide smart navigation in hazardous environments, manage risk, track
safe paths. In Section 3.6, we discuss the system features, then, we present the simulation results in
Section 3.7. The last section concludes the work.

3.2

Contributions

Several research projects based on Wireless Sensor Networks and Body Area Networks have targeted
the navigation and localization services for emergency agents and groups working in very hazardous
and harsh conditions. The solutions presented in [36], [37] and [38] use sensor networks that are preinstalled inside the building. Even though such solutions are mandatory in newly built building, they
remain uninstalled in most buildings. In addition, some of these solutions can be characterized by a high
cost installation and hard maintenance. The maintenance is rarely made in a real-time fashion, so that
many sensors can go down between two maintenance operations and generate inaccuracy of the related
map when an incident (e.g., a fire) happens. The use of wearable sensing such as WBANs could be a
promising technology to overcome these shortcomings. In fact, several navigation researches have
targeted the combination of both WBANs and WSNs. Among the main works in this context, one can
mention the solutions presented in [39, 40] and [41]. However, even though these works are not based
entirely on a fixed infrastructure, the limitations outcome from the possible destruction of the deployed
sensors under very harsh conditions, the degradation over time of systems’ conditions due to exhaustion
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(limitation power of the deployed sensors) or to direct effects of the hazard. These problems can lead to
mapping imperfections and erroneous information. In addition, the support of inter-teams
communications is an important issue that should be highlighted in any critical mission in order to
optimize radio communication efficiency and to provide cooperative surveillance of the monitored
phenomenon. But, despite their use of WBANs systems, inter-teams communication in the proposed
solutions is not supported. In fact, the WBAN system described by these works in only able to
communicate with the deployed sensors nodes in order to store and update information. On the other
hand, since the monitored area is subject to dynamic and unpredictable changes, the estimation of the
time of hazard detection and risk deterioration is another challenging task that should be addressed but
it was not supported. Indeed, the hazard detection over these works is only done in the time when the
incident occurs. Such a solution is unpractical in real scenario since the exit route that should be taken
by the WBANs’ wearers can be blocked at that time.
The objective of this chapter is to provide solutions for the aforementioned tasks and issues. Our
solutions assume that WBAN systems be part of the indoor navigation system. Typically, the WBANs
will gather and evaluate information regarding the current situation and location of the workers and the
indoor environment. The collected data will be sent to the incident commander station (ICS) for analysis
and decision making. The major contributions of this chapter are listed in the following:


Build and manage a real-time graph, called Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG), to support
the navigation of teams of workers working in indoor hazardous environments and to help them in
the performance of their duties (e.g., a rescue operation during an emergency). The services
provided by the TMWG are based on the management of a set of measurements collected and
updated by the WBANs on the monitored teams of users.



Predict the possible isolation moments of teams of workers in the indoor hazardous environment
based on an estimating function that predicts the risk in the graph using specific libraries of
estimation models. Through the implementation of estimation functions the possible isolation
moments of workers are predicted and a path evacuation procedure allowing to a team to navigate,
safely, through the path less risky is applied.



Propose the integration of a communication management module that addresses the mobility of
teams of workers and the dynamic nature of the surrounding environment (e.g., frequent rate of
interferences and fast radio connectivity degradation) in order to adjust dynamically the maximum
communication radius between WBANs.



Propose a WBAN-based navigation approach to build an indoor firefighting application. In this
chapter, the firefighting application is considered as a case study in order to validate the several
functions described by our proposal including the building of the TMWG, the estimation of the risk
deterioration time, and the selection of shortest safe route.
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3.3

Critical Professions and Navigation Requirements

The most stressful and critical professions are those related to public safety provision, such as
firefighters, miners, and construction workers, where people are employed in highly dynamic
environment and are facing dangerous situations in every changing conditions. Day-to-day accidents
can be experienced during such professions as they are among the most physically demanding and
exhausting activities a human body can perform [67]. Common causes include floors caving in, walls
toppling, traffic accidents, and exposure to flame and smoke. During critical missions, workers can also
come into contact with poisonous, flammable, or explosive gases, chemicals and radioactive materials,
and contaminated people or species. For example, Figure 11 shows statistics studies that summarize the
fatalities among firefighters during firefighting duties in 2012 at the United States. The dangers
associated with this profession are the result of a number of factors such as a lack of information
regarding firefighters (location and state of health) and the environment surrounding him (size and
spread of the fire and temperature).

Figure 11- Fatalities by Cause of Fatal Injury (2012): U.S. Fire Administration
According to these statistics deaths among firefighters can be experienced due to many reasons
including: (a) Stress or Overexertion due to extreme thermal exposure (i.e., refers to deaths related to
cardiac or cerebrovascular problems such as heart attacks); (b) Vehicle Collision; (c) Structural
Collapses; and (c) Caught or trapped inside the monitored area (i.e., such a situation occurs when fire
conditions changed rapidly and the fire overcame his position). Therefore, based on these statistics it
seems logical that we should focus on the areas where most of the fatalities occur and where the biggest
reductions can be made that it’s to refer stress and overexertion (44.1%). This doesn’t mean that we will
neglect the other areas such firefighters’ loss and disorientation. Loss and disorientation situations can
be experienced by firefighters evolving in hazardous areas by becoming caught or trapped, which could
decrease the survivability rate of firefighters. Firefighter may be unable to safely escape the endangered
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area due to poor visibility conditions, rapid fire progression and the byproducts of heat, smoke, flame,
and toxic gas [14].
Accordingly, we argue that the use of WBANs may be one way of decreasing the risks faced by teams
of users and assisting them in their navigation through complex and hazardous structures and in the
process of rapid extinguishment of the incident that they are managing. Accordingly, a set of wearable
and integrated sensing devices can be attached to the workers’ body or integrated in their equipment and
accessories. These networked sensors form a WBAN system that encompasses tiny and smart sensing
devices used to collect the vital health signs and parameters associated to the monitored environment.
The requirements for a WBAN-based navigation system in indoor environment are listed in the
following:
 The surveillance of proximity of the monitored WBAN’s user to danger. Such a requirement should
guarantee the provision of an estimation of the distance separating the current position of the WBAN
from the danger’s location. This information serves to locate the area of danger in order to be treated.
 The monitoring of the workers’ health statuses. As we have seen in this chapter the rapid variation
of the monitored environment where workers evolve and the presence of hazardous materials pose
lethal consequences on their health statuses. In addition, disorientation and loss due to poor
environment conditions and overexertion can increase the rate of deaths and injuries.
 The guarantee of acceptable radio communication quality. Due to the harsh conditions and the high
rate of hazard in the monitored environment, providing a good radio communication became an
important challenge. In particular, issues such as environmental disruptions and the high signal
attenuation and scattering through walls can have adverse effects on radio signals and may,
inevitably, hamper communication efficiency. Indeed, the WBANs are generate sensitive and
heterogeneous information (e.g., scalar, text, or multimedia data) that should be transmitted to the
remote control center in a real-time way and with high reliability. Therefore, the acceptable
communication quality should ensure both data sharing between the different teams involved in the
operation as well as the guarantee of end-to-end transmission of the collected data.
 The continuous tracking of workers’ locations inside the monitored area. Estimating the location of
the different teams in the monitored structure is vital in order to facilitate the success of the whole
operation. Knowing the current location of a WBAN’s user is especially helpful in case of poor radio
communication quality to ensure its safety. Since, in this chapter the proposed solution deals with
indoor environment, we consider that reliable estimation of WBAN’s location should be provided
per meter. This estimation should provide a good level accuracy.
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 The development of cost-effective sensing devices. The integrated sensor nodes should be small in
size and lightweight (~1 kg), energy-efficient (~12 h) and low-cost sensors. Indeed, the integrated
sensors should be small and lightweight in order to not compromise the activity of workers.

3.4

Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph for Hazard management

The objective of this section is to provide the formal definition of a graph that smartly supports the
navigation of teams working in hazardous environments. The graph is maintained continuously by
updating the information that it collects every time a team moves inside a confined area (such as a
building). The collected information includes risk related parameters, collected in a real-time manner
while team’s members are progressing. The risk is identified when the collected measurements regarding
either worker’s health status or environmental conditions deteriorate, in a short period of time, and reach
a threshold value predefined by the system. The exceeding of the threshold value will have harmful
impact on the worker’s health. We assume that each team is assigned a team leader (or a reference point);
the leader’s motion will define the entire group’s motion behavior including location and direction.
Then, teams are mobile entities (or nodes) moving in indoor space and the different information derived
from the collected data by the mobile nodes are used to monitor and estimate worker health status and
risk related to the variation of environment conditions and damage evolution. More formally, workers
equipped with WBANs are in charge of collecting and transmitting the collected information including
health and environmental measurements to the corresponding team leader who is in charge of collecting
information from the team members and coordinating their actions. The team leader should always be
aware of all the sensitive information regarding the members of his team and should achieve decision
making in coordination with the incident commander system. For this to be performed, a continuous
communication should be established between the team leader and the incident commander to transmit
only important parameters For example, there is no need to repeat sending parameters that remain
unchanged during an observation period.
The building model is represented as a set of edges E, a set of nodes N, and a set of communication links
C defining a Graph G(t) = (N, E, C), named Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG), where:
N is a composite node that counts the number of Places, in the building, that Teams have visited at a
given time and where they have collected information about particular event of interest of a given
application. However, many teams can pass through the same place at different instants. Then, more
specifically, N defines the history of collections made by the list of teams passing through a given
location at a given instant t. Therefore, is defined by:

𝑛 = (𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒, (𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑚, 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜)+ ), 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁
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where (𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑚, 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜)+ is a non-empty data structure list reporting on the history
collected by the teams during the successive visits made by teams at a given geographic position in the
building and the time instances where the collections are done.
E represents the edges between two neighbor nodes and is referring to real paths followed by a team
between two successive collections of information. These paths are effective movements that teams
perform between a place, where their reference points are found at time t and the place where the same
′
reference points, are found at instant t+1. Therefore, we formally define a link e by: 𝑒 = (𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒 , 𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒′
)

where nPlace and n′Place′ are close places that a team has following the physical way {nPlace , n′ Place′ }
between instant t and instant t + 1.
Finally, C is a set of communication links between two terminal nodes (in the graph). In particular, the
presence of communication link indicates that the leaders of two or more different teams are able to
establish direct communication. Such an information would be useful to optimize work load scheduling
between teams and to ensure communication availability in the indoor environment. Teams can be able
to cooperate in the indoor environment by relaying each other packets using leaders’ WBAN systems.
In addition, in case of poor radio communication quality, a team may need to transmit the collected data
to the incident commander using multi-hop communications.

3.4.1 Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph: Modeling
When modeling teams of workers using TMWG, each node in the graph will define a set of data
structures built at every slot of time and reporting on historical information including the slot of time of
collection, the place where the reference point is located and information related to risk in the
surrounding environment.
Typically, the information collection made by a team at a node n is a data structure that defines three
parts: local information, health information and collected information. This data structure is represented
by:

𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜,𝑖 = (𝑇𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑟, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑖), ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑖), 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑖))+ , 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁
where:
-

r is the maximum distance between the WBANs in the same team should not exceed to guarantee
direct visibility between them and their team leader. This distance can vary over time.

-

i is the rank of the information in the history on node n, and 𝑡𝑖 is the time of collection.

-

locinf(t,i) defines the localization of all WBANs belonging to team 𝑇𝑖 relatively to their leader at
instant ti.
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-

healthinf(t,i) is a set of metrics regarding the health status of the workers composing the team. In
fact, every worker in the team is assumed to carry a WBAN system that will locate him and report
on his body’s features (e.g., temperature, blood saturation, heartbeats, and oxygen level).

-

collectinf(t,i) is a set of data referring to the environmental information collected at moment 𝑡𝑖 by
the WBANs in the team 𝑇𝑖 . The complexity of the data varies significantly from one environment
to another.

Typically, the collected data includes environmental parameters having a direct impact on the worker’s
health status such as surrounding temperature, humidity, smoke density, and toxicity level and on the
success of the assisted operation. These parameters will be analyzed and used by the system during the
prediction process. Since, the environment condition is varying over time, the collections made at each
node are updated when a new visit to this position is performed. Then, the previous data will be stored,
and only the most recent observations will be taken into account.

r
(t)

Current position

(t)

(t-1)
(t-1)

(t-2)

Reference point: Team Leader
Firefighter members
Fixed Point (IC)
Communication links
Navigation edge
Communication maximum range

(t-(k-1))
(t-(k-1))
Entrance Point
(t-k)=t0

Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG)

Figure 12- Typical Example of the Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph TMWG
Figure 12 shows an example of a temporal mobile weighted graph. As illustrated, three types of nodes
are depicted. The dark node is a fixed node referring to the Incident Commander (IC) position located
at the entrance of the building. The red nodes reproduce the different locations occupied by the reference
points inside the building and reflect information regarding the history of environment conditions
observed at these locations at moments where teams passed by. The information reproduced by the red
nodes is updated each time the location is revisited. The circle nodes are terminal nodes that refers to
the current positions of the teams. For this, they include yellow nodes referring to current positions
occupied by workers belonging to the team and only one red node that reflects the reference point
position. Therefore, the terminal node provides instantaneous information such as the position of a given
team, the health statuses and positions of all workers belonging to this team and the conditions of the
surrounding environment (i.e., the actual place where the team is located). The dashed lines depicted in
the figure represent inter-team or intra-team communication links between terminal nodes.
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TMWG graph has a dynamic topology varying over time. The mobility model used with TMWG takes
into consideration the following three scenarios of mobility. The scenarios have been chosen in
accordance with the workers actions over time:


In the first scenario, a team progresses geographically to reach new locations, from time t to time
t+1, in indoor space. If the position is not reported in N, a new terminal node is added to the set of
nodes N and the travelled path between the previous and the new positions is added to the set of
edges. At the new location, a data history is initiated based on information collections made by the
team.



In the second scenario, the team moves back to a node in N. Then, the length of the traversed path
at instant t decreases and the length of all the routes performed up to instant t-1 leading to the
current position of the team increases. Therefore, the team passes again by the last visited node
then no segments are added to the set of edges. Only the data history is updated based on the
obtained measurements.



In the third case, the team remains in the same position (i.e., the related terminal node is unchanged)
than a new set of information is collected and added to the history, to keep storage of the variation
of the important parameters.

Therefore, one can notice that the TMWG has a progressive and evolutionary topology over time slots.
In fact, while the internal nodes do not change and their labels are updated, the external nodes (or leaves)
are changing in terms of position and labels.

3.4.2 Risk Management in harmful environments
Hazards, and consequently hazardous events, can occur any time during the critical mission. Due to this
reason, our solution should make available a navigation solution, which enable the provision of safe
state managing functions and offer adaptive rules that major the risk at a given node in order to identify
when a safe node become unsafe. The risk management task is based on the following aspects:


Safe State: Risk is an ever-present challenge for groups working in hazardous environments such
as firefighters [70]. Ensuring better management of the risk aims to make the best decision on time
to cope with the risk. To do this, the system needs at first to define the level risk under which the
risk values are acceptable. The risk and its perception are measured by means of the collected
parameters characterizing the source of risk (worker’s body temperature, worker’s blood saturation,
oxygen level, size and spread of the fire, and the surrounding temperature) and the related
thresholds. We define a safe state as collected information to add to history formed by values lower
than the related threshold. Thus, teams evolving in a hazardous area are safe when the set of
collected parameters represent a safe state.
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Safe State management: Each node in the TMWG collects information that will be analyzed by the
system how a safe state lasts. Safe state management is based on the following functions:
The Sounding function allows looking at the collected history at a given node and to update the set
of observations to take into account the dynamic evolution of a hazard. This function reports on the
state of a given node by answering some questions such as when a node is declared safe or unsafe
and how (and when) the state of a given node evolves from safe to unsafe.
The Monitoring function allows continuous monitoring of the risk witnessed at every node in the
TMWG. Then, based on the different parameters consulted, it guarantees a continuous update of the
node state. In addition, it may perform the computation of metrics involving parameters values and
thresholds, when needed.
The Estimation function allows the estimation of the period of time during which the state of a given
node remains safe. It also allows managing the safe routes, for every team, to the exit point and
estimates the horizon beyond which there is no safe path for a team to navigate until the exit point.



Managing of Safe Route: Route monitoring in TMWG takes into account the evolution of all routes
from the current positions of the teams to an exit point. In fact, there are several entry points by
which teams can exit. A point in the building is set to be an exit point if it is an entry point to the
building or decided, by the incident commander, to be an alternative point of exit during the progress
of workers. In that case, the newly selected point is attached to the TMWG by a variable link to the
closest node. Often, the point attachment is done in collaboration with the teams. Let Pt this set, then
Pt is the union of the set 𝑆(𝑡) of safe routes and the set 𝑈(𝑡) of unsafe routes (𝑃𝑡 = 𝑆(𝑡)⋃ 𝑈(𝑡)).
Since the state of every node on the routes in Pt can vary, an unsafe route can evolve to safe with
time under the conducted operation and a safe route can become unsafe to risk aggravation.
Managing Pt is based on two steps: route initialization and route update.
Route initialization: Initially, only one route is constructed. It is reduced to the initial node of
TMWG, where the taken values are not risky. This initial point corresponds to the incident
commander position (located at the entrance of the building). It collects at this point the first risk
measurements. The first team can traverse the initial point only if the risk deduced from the collected
information is acceptable. Thus, we can assume that, at the initial time t 0 , the set 𝑃𝑡0 is given by:

𝑃𝑡0 = 𝑆(𝑡0 ) ∪ 𝑈(𝑡0 ), 𝑆(𝑡0 ) = {𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 }, 𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝑈(𝑡0 ) ≠ ∅
Route Update: Assume that, at instant t, the set 𝑃𝑡 is known. The set 𝑃𝑡+1can be deduced from 𝑃𝑡 as
follows: The set of safe paths at instant 𝑡 + 1 will be composed by the elements of S(t) that will
still be safe and elements 𝑈(𝑡) that will become safe minus the elements of 𝑆(𝑡) that will become
unsafe. In a similar way, the set of unsafe paths at instant 𝑡 + 1 is obtained. Thus, we have:

𝑃𝑡+1 = 𝑆(𝑡 + 1) ∪ 𝑈(𝑡 + 1)
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{

𝑆(𝑡 + 1) = {𝑆(𝑡 )𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 \𝑆(𝑡 )𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 } ∪ {𝑈(𝑡 )𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 }
𝑈(𝑡 + 1) = {𝑈(𝑡 )𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 \𝑈(𝑡 )𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 } ∪ {𝑆(𝑡 )𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 }

Now, let us discuss the safest shortest route. For this, we assume that the time slots are small enough
so that the physical segment linking two neighboring nodes in TMWG is also safe. In this context,
we say that a route 𝑃 is a safe route for team 𝐴 at time t and for horizon ℎ > 0, if it connects the
current place of the reference point of A to the post advanced node through safe segments, where
the risk management are accepted until horizon ℎ.

3.5

Smart Navigation in Hazardous environment

In this section, we detail the description of a smart navigation approach based on the TMWG introduced
previously. In fact, the graph will provide some functions aiming to assist the monitored teams during
the navigation process. Several requirements will be needed for a safe navigation.

3.5.1 Requirements for Smart Navigation
To efficiently perform its purposes, we assume that TMWG-based system should be equipped with
functions to manage navigation, localization, communication visibility, hazard monitoring, and
protection of workers. It also should include prediction functions for risk management. A set of
requirements should be met by these functions to provide efficiency and accuracy. Among the major
requirements, one can mention the following:
Navigation requirements: The navigation function should be implemented at the incident commander
and at the team leader BAN systems. It involves two scenarios; namely, the visibility and discovery.
The visibility is based on the knowledge of enough environmental parameters and the risk associated to
each one of them and it should be operational at the team leaders to allow them to know how far they
can go in the indoor space by identifying barriers and risk factors. It is also performed at the incident
commander in order to assist and manage the different team motions in an efficient manner. The
discovery navigation is based on the estimation of risk conditions and is performed in case of poor (or
no) visibility in order to provide assisted navigation to teams. It should rely on a progressive construction
of a virtual map describing the discovered hallways of the indoor space, as the workers move.
Localization requirements: The navigation through the building can be performed only if the location
of the worker is known and the errors on the localization are controllable. The localization function
should be made in real-time manner to take into account the hazard variation. It is made either in absolute
or relative way. In an absolute localization, the incident commander must be able to locate each worker
working in the indoor space with good accuracy and little error. In a relative localization the incident
commander deduces the location of a given team relatively to the location of other teams in its vicinity
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or relatively to fixed points constructed when he progresses in the building. This should be done with
good control of the error.
Communication requirements: Any team leader must be directly or indirectly radio connected to the
post-advanced node (the incident commander). In fact, any team member should be able to utilize the
leader to communicate with the incident commander, if needed. In addition, the location of workers
belonging to the same team should be done through the exchange of communication messages between
them and their correspondent team leader. The members of the same team must be in direct
visibility with each other and with their team leader. For this reason, the radio range r should be adapted
to ensure communication in whatever condition (e.g., in case of degradation of a worker’s BAN energy,
the communication can be made through another member of the same team). Indeed, since the energy
consumption is directly proportional to the distance, the choice of the radio range r is made by the way
to avoid long range transmission, to provide acceptable quality of radio propagation and to save more
energy in the BAN equipment. In addition, the cell around the team leader of range r must be safe of
risk, at any time and a given horizon h.
Global hazard monitoring and protection of workers’ requirements: At least one path leading to the
current position of any team must be safe for the given horizon h to allow them to exit, when necessary.
To this end, the system should supervise continuously the hazard progression on the visited positions
through the graph by the collection of enough information about the hazard. On the other hand, essential
physical phenomena should be supervised by measuring their related parameters for every worker all
the time. This monitoring must be done for all actors of the navigation process, including the team
leaders and the incident commander.
Prediction requirements: The system needs to monitor continuously the evolution of the risk information
collected by the BANs carried by the workers in order to predict the occurrence of unacceptable events.
The prediction function is crucial to avoid harmful damages like worker’s injuries or death and to
facilitate the computation of the shortest path that leads to the exit point. For this reason, the hazard
measurements should be close in time and space to provide efficient prediction. To provide accuracy of
the predicted risk, the errors associated with the prediction should be well controlled. The estimation
should be based on three types of estimation models:


Temporal prediction: the different observations are time dependent and are collected periodically.
Then, the system should be able to predict when a special event can occur in a given zone and for
how long a team can stay in a zone without being injured.



Spatial prediction: since the system can predict when a harmful hazard will occur at a specific
(reference) point in a given zone covered by the TMWG graph, the system should be able to predict
how the hazard is distributed around the reference point.
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Spatio-temporal prediction: The system should take into account temporal correlations as well as
spatial correlations to monitor the occurrence of hazards in a reduced zone and through a limited
interval of time. In fact, by relating the spatial position of the nodes in the network with the instant
of risk occurrence, the system can track the evolution of the risk of importance.

3.5.2 Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph based smart navigation
In this subsection, we describe how smart navigation in hazardous environment can be performed.
Firstly, we provide a methodology that details the different steps to handle any risk. Then, a prediction
function based on the histories carried by the nodes in TMWG is presented.
3.5.2.1

A Methodology of risk management

The outcome of the risk management will determine when a risk is likely to occur and the urgency of a
decision to respond to a risk. The methodology of risk management is 3-step process:
i.

Define the key parameters to monitor and select the appropriate model of risk estimation. A
methodical approach to manage risk starts with an agreed and clear understanding of the concept
of the risk associated to the hazardous environment and the nature of hazards. The hazards can
have a direct impact on both the environment structure and on human’s health. For this reason, one
should firstly select the risk model that should be taken into account by the prediction function. It
assumes that a library of prediction models is available. The applied prediction model should take
into account the nature of the managed risk.

ii.

Monitor and assess the risk in the TMWG. Since the substructures ‘collectinf’ and ‘healthinf’ report
on the risk features of a given zone covered by the graph and on the risk linked to the worker’s
health status, respectively, one needs to estimate the time of deterioration of the risk conditions
(i.e. estimate the horizon during which the state of a given node can be considered safe) based on
the knowledge of the history of the different collections and the current measurements. The hazard
in critical operation has a dynamic evolution that needs to be estimated continuously. Then, the
collection made at each node in the TMWG should be regularly reviewed and updated when
additional information becomes available. Environment monitoring and assess allow to workers to
understand what is occurring, to evaluate situation in a timely manner and to decide about the action
to make.

iii.

Develop a library of decision making based on the available information and on the risk estimation.
The navigation system should provide prospecting techniques allowing to teams working inside a
given structure to make navigation decisions at any time (i.e. keep moving on a given route, no
longer move forward a given route, or exit from the building). From each location, where there is
a team, the system must be able to find a safe path to navigate along with up to a given horizon h.

In conclusion, one can say that the hazard has a dynamic evolution that needs to be estimated
continuously since it can have a direct impact on environment and the worker’s health. The estimation
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of the time of deterioration of the risk conditions in a given position is based on the knowledge of the
history of the collected information made by the teams visiting these positions and the use of the library
of risk models. A formal description of the problem of determining the horizon h for a position to stay
safe can be stated as follows:
Assume that the risk at a position p measured at time denoted by 𝑅2 (𝑝) (or 𝑅2 (𝑝) for the sake of
simplicity). Let T be the current time and 𝑅1, 𝑅2, … , 𝑅𝑇 be the history of risk at position 𝑝; namely, the
𝑒𝑠𝑡
measurements of the risk at time 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇. Let 𝑅𝑇+𝑏
and 𝛿𝑡 be the estimation the risk at time 𝑇 < 𝑡

and an upper bound of the error on that estimation, respectively. Let Vacc be the highest acceptable of
the risk. Then, the horizon is the solution of the following problem:
𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑 max 𝑏, 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡: 𝑅𝑇+𝑏
+ 𝛿𝑇+𝑏 ≤ 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐

Accuracy is the criterion that determines the best forecasting method. It is of most important concern in
evaluating the quality of a forecast model. Accuracy can be measured by considering the forecasting
errors observed for a given prediction model in the library. A forecast error is the difference between an
actual value and its forecast value. It is mainly used to estimate the risk of malfunction by predicting the
deterioration time. For this to work, the library of prediction mechanisms is assumed to include models
capable of calculating forecast errors, in order to deduce the value of the upper bound of acceptable
errors.
A method for monitoring forecast errors is the statistical control charts [71]. It considers that a prediction
model can start providing inaccurate forecasts if the measured values exceed one of the defined control
limits (e.., the upper and lower control limits). Statistical control charts aim at computing the sample
standard deviation, σ, based on the mean squared error (MSE) as:
∑(Rest
t+h − R t+h )²
σ=√
t−h

(1)

Given a predefined value k, the method assumes that δt should comply with the inequalities:
−kσ ≤ δt ≤ kσ
The library of prediction mechanisms allows choosing, every time, the model that offers the best value
of the upper bound error (kσ).
3.5.2.2

An example of Prediction Model For Hazard Management

Let us consider the traditional model called double exponential smoothing method [72,-, 75]. The
forecasting equations are easy to understand and compute; they take into account the trend of the studied
series of risk measurements. The chosen prediction model will be applied during simulation section. It
operates as follows:
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The observation R t is expressed at time t by R t = b + (t − T)a, where a and b are real numbers changing
with the evolution of observations. Let â(T) and b̂(T) be the smoothed values of 𝑎 and 𝑏 at time 𝑇.
The two coefficients â(T) and b̂(T) are obtained by minimizing the following function:
𝑇−1

𝐹(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑ 𝛽 𝑗 (𝑅𝑇−𝑗 − 𝑏 + 𝑎 × 𝑗)²

(2)

𝑗=0

̂ T (h) and expressed by:
Then the prediction made at instant T for horizon h, (1≤h≤T) is denoted by R
𝑅𝑡+ℎ = 𝑎̂(𝑇)ℎ + 𝑏̂(𝑇)

(3)

where 𝛽 (𝜖]0,1[) is a weight called the smoothing constant such that. A simple computation of 𝑎̂(𝑇)
and 𝑏̂(𝑇) shows that:

(1 − 𝛽)
[𝑆1 (𝑇) − 𝑆2 (𝑇)]
𝛽
{
𝑏̂(𝑇) = 2𝑆1 (𝑇) − 𝑆2 (𝑇)
𝑎̂(𝑇) =

(4)

where 𝑆1 (𝑇) and 𝑆2 (𝑇) are the smoothed series given by:
𝑇−1 𝑗
𝑗
𝑆1 (𝑇) = (1 − 𝛽) ∑𝑇−1
𝑗=0 𝛽 𝑅𝑡−𝑗 and 𝑆2 (𝑇) = (1 − 𝛽) ∑𝑗=0 𝛽 𝑆1 (𝑡 − 𝑗)

Then 𝑎̂(𝑇) and 𝑏̂(𝑇) verify the following relations:

𝑎̂(𝑇) = 𝛼 (𝑏̂(𝑇) − 𝑏̂(𝑇 − 1)) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑎̂(𝑇 − 1)

{
𝑏̂ (𝑇) = 𝛽 2 (𝑎̂(𝑇 − 1) + 𝑏̂(𝑇 − 1)) + (1 − 𝛽 2 )𝑅𝑇

(5)

For the sake of simplicity during simulation, we assume that α is given by the expression:
𝛼 = (1 − 𝛽)/(1 + 𝛽)
Let us now notice that the smoothing constant 𝛽 is usually very subjective and varies with the context of
the desired prediction. It measures how much the observations may have an effect on the future
prediction. In the following we summarize the calculation of upper and lower bounds for the double
exponential smoothing based on the statistical control charts model for 𝛽 = 0.3 and horizon ℎ = 1. We
consider that the double exponential smoothing is applied on temperature observations:
Real observations = {35, 38, 39, 40, 43, 45, 47}
Estimation = {35, 39.2, 40.39, 41.216, 44.8945, 47.0973}
Errors = {3, 0.2, 0.39, 1.784, 0.1055, 0.0973}
𝜎 ≈ 2.27. All the error values within the control limits ±3(2.27) (i.e., ±6.81 ≈ ±7) are controlled.

3.6

Radio communication using TMWG

To be timely informed about the progress of the whole critical mission the IC requires to communicate
globally with all teams via the workers’ WBANs systems. Then providing reliable and continuous radio
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connectivity stands out as a fundamental requirement for the design of an efficient WBAN-based
navigation system. In this context, we analyze and discuss the general problems faced by wireless
communications in hazardous environment and propose a set of functions to overcome and manage
them.

3.6.1 Wireless Communication problems in hazardous environments
To provide reliable and continuous radio communication service in hazardous environments, the
following problems should be taken into account.
Inter-WBANs Interference: Due to the scarcity of wireless channel resources, cross-WBANs
interference is a significant problem that can be considered as a threat to reliable communication of any
WBAN-based navigation system [78]. In fact, interfering signals may disturb WBANs communications
and thus degrade the reliability of the data transmission. Furthermore, wireless communication may be
prone to interferences when many WBANs try, at the same time, to access the shared channel to transmit
their collected information to their team leader in case of intra-team communications or to the IC in case
of team-to-IC communications. In addition, evacuees searching escape routes as well as the mobility of
workers and their interactions with each other make the interference mitigation a very interesting and
mandatory problem to address.
Radio connectivity degradation: Hazardous environments are hostile to the signal propagation and
may increase the shadowing phenomenon which reduces the communication performances. In addition
the evolution of hazard throughout the building as well as the presence of heat, smoke, dust, and radio
noise, can affect and change, considerably, the environment's characteristics. Consequently,
communication impairments caused by severe attenuations of the wireless signal in such propagation
environments will, inevitably, occur. The rest of this section will be centered on the description of
mechanisms to overcome these limitations in order to enhance wireless communication performances
within the TMWG.

3.6.2 Interferences avoiding scheme
The TMWG is a connected graph where communication between team members (i.e., intra-team
communications) and between team leaders (i.e., inter-team communications) is provided anytime and
anywhere. To deal with selecting different and non-overlapping pairs of channels for either inter-team
or intra-team communications, taking into consideration the limited size of the teams and the reduced
number of these teams, a graph bi-coloring-based scheduling scheme emerges as a promising strategy,
where each pair of colors (𝑐1, 𝑐2) corresponds to two different frequencies allocated to a given team.
While the first frequency is used for team's internal communication, the second frequency is used for
inter-team communications. According to this scheduling approach, we assume that 𝑘 teams closely
located in the indoor environment at a given instant t should not operate on the same pair of frequencies
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and in consequence the pair of colors of each team must differ from that of all teams in conflict with it
(i.e., in its close vicinity).
𝑗

{

𝑗

(𝑐1𝑖 , 𝑐2𝑖 ) ≠ (𝑐1 , 𝑐2 ),

𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑘

𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝑐1𝑖 ≠ 𝑐2𝑖 , 𝑐1𝑖 ≠ 𝑐1 , 𝑐1𝑖 ≠ 𝑐2 , 𝑐2𝑖 ≠ 𝑐2

Each WBAN communicates with his team-mates, using the internal frequency 𝑐1𝑖 , in order to exchange
the collected information and cooperate with the other members to fight the hazard. To support multiple
WBANs coexistence, in close proximity, while minimizing intra-team interferences we implement a
TDMA-based scheduling scheme among teams trying to access the shared channel [79, 80]. Let 𝑁𝑓 be
the number of workers in a team (including the team leader), and 𝜏𝑐 be the communication time divided
into 𝑁𝑓 time slots. The workers will transmit their collected measurements to the team leader only
within their own slots in a contention free manner. The team leader is allocated a slot time of length
𝜏𝑐 /2 within which he communicates with the members of his team in order to query for new data
collections and to make navigation decisions based on the collected information. The remaining 𝑁𝑓 − 1
slots are assigned to the team members to transmit their collections to their leader according to a prioritybased scheme. Let us note that to cope with mobility of workers, the bi-colored graph has a dynamic
structure updated when needed.

3.6.3 Radio connectivity management scheme
Workers in critical missions are evolving in hazardous environments characterized by the presence of
obstacles, heat, smoke, dust, and radio noise among other threat. Consequently, communication
impairments as well as severe attenuations of the wireless signal will inevitably occur. In addition, to
collect enough information regarding the surrounding hazard a worker moves away from his leader for
a distance less than or equal to the maximum communication radius r. When the worker is not able to
communicate directly with the team leader, it can try to relay its message via his team-mates. Otherwise,
it should get back to the previous marked points (in TMWG) and considered to be safe by the BAN
system. In fact, collaboration between WBANs ensures continuous radio connectivity. The monitoring
of radio connectivity depends on the distances separating the WBANs and the properties of the
environment where they are progressing. For the sake of efficiency, the system provides a library of
models to provide acceptable value of the distance between two WBANs and implements some
heuristics to reduce the range (or distance to not exceed) to observe by the members of a given team and
coordinate the actions that the team leaders may need to perform. The distance between WBANs may
be calculated based on the following function: Pr = (Gx ∗ Gr ∗ Px )/(Dφ ∗ θ), where all the parameters
can be determined easily.
 Gx and Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains.
 Pr and Px are the transmitted and received power.
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 D is the distance between two WBANs (m).
 θ is the attenuation parameter that depends upon environmental conditions, such as dust, heat, gas,
etc., that vary with time. The more θ is important (θ > 1), the more Pr is attenuated and, in
consequence, the distance between WBANs will be narrowed.
 φ ∈ [2,6] is the path loss exponent which depends on the propagation environment [71]. Notice that
the value of φ varies from 2 for communicative propagation environments to 6 for relatively complex
and harsh environments.
Based on this function, we define the maximum communication range 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 as the maximum value of 𝑟
that can separate two WBANs while ensuring an acceptable quality of radio communication between
them. A radio message is successfully received when 𝑃𝑟 is above to a threshold value; namely, the radio
sensitivity 𝑃𝑠 . Consequently, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 should satisfy the inequality: 𝑃𝑟 ≤ 𝑃𝑠 . The value of this threshold
needs to be consistent and in accordance with the threshold used for the evacuation process since the
degradation of the environmental conditions damages the health of workers more rapidly than it
degrades the quality of the radio communication. When a worker exceeds the maximum acceptable
distance from his leader or from his team-mates an alert is automatically generated to allow workers to
leave the endangered area before they are isolated or badly injured.

3.6.4 TMWG-based Localization
The localization of WBANs using the functions equipping the TMWG-based system is closely linked
to the models providing distance computation. In fact, the navigation system includes, in addition to a
set of distance-calculation models, a set of localization sensors that will be installed on the WBAN
equipment of each Team Leader. Then, based on the location of the team leader, the system will be able
to report on the actual location of each worker. To enable more efficiency, we suppose that additional
localization nodes, acting as reference points, are implemented at each floor or/and at each stair. These
devices are based on powerless RFID tags. Thus, each floor will help managing the location of workers
relative to the deployed localization nodes. For the sake of completeness, we consider that an RFID
reader is integrated in the WBAN equipment of each team leader. Then, when the worker moves, the
localization sensors record his movement and estimate his location. The location of the team leader is
adjusted when he passes through a reference point which is a location of an RFID tag. The deployment
of these reference points may be made in a way that reduces the errors on the localization to few meters.
Then, we consider that the deployment process is made according to a tree-based structure and has the
following properties:
i)

The nodes of the tree are referring to the RFID tags deployed in a given floor of the building.

ii) The RFID tags are forming a tree with different levels. The first level is referring to the tag attached
to the stairs of a given floor.
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iii) The

index

of

a

given

node

in

the

tree

is

a

four-tuple

defined

as:

<

𝑖𝑑; 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛; 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑓; 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 >, describing the 𝑖𝑑 of the tag, its location, the identity of
the parent node, and the time of the last update.
Level 1

…

Level 2
Level i

…

Level n

Figure 13- Tree-based RFID system
The information on each tag is supposed to be refreshed when a new event is detected and in
consequence when new measurements are made. Once updated the tag is time-stamped. The distance
between two levels is equal to the maximum distance between two RFID tags. In fact, each RFID reader
has a mean interrogation range 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 at which the reader can recognize a tag. Consequently, to allow a
team leader to communicate using the RFID reader with two reference points of two consecutive levels
𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1, we consider that the maximum distance 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑖, 𝑖 + 1) between the two consecutive tags
is set to: (3 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 )/2.

3.7

System Validation

We demonstrate in this section how the major objectives are met by our system. In particular, in the first
sub-section we discuss issues such as the selection of the shortest safe route and safe navigation in the
building. In the second sub-section, we propose an indoor firefighting scenario as a case study to
describe a WBAN-based firefighting system.

3.7.1 TMWG for indoor environment
Selection of shortest safe route for the evacuation process: Escape (or exit) route availability
consists to provide, at any instant t, a safe trajectory that allows a team to safely exit out of the building.
We recall that data communication consists of two phases: (i) between the firefighter members and their
correspondent team leader; and (ii) between team leaders and the incident commander. The incident
commander should provide to each team the possible escape routes that they may take. The availability
of a given route depends on the horizon before this route becomes unsafe. In fact, based on the risk
estimation model, the system deduces in a timely manner the safety of each route in the TMWG graph
up to a given horizon h. The availability of a given route depends on the horizon before this route
becomes unsafe. In fact, based on the risk estimation model, the system deduces in a timely manner the
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safety of each route in the TMWG graph up to a given horizon h. To provide good accuracy of the exit
decision, the error linked to the horizon computation is integrated. In general, the system informs the
concerned team that it should evacuate the building before any exit route can be travelled safely.
The shortest safe route is built among the safe routes. This route is the shortest path among all the routes
in the set S(t). The shortest safe exit route for a team is determined as follows: Let A be a team located
at position p at time t. Let {a1 (t), … , as (t)} be the set of safe exit routes for team A with individual
length Li ; i = {1, … , s}. So, for each route we are able to know the travel time di , the length Li and the
velocity vi = Li /di . As the exit path is chosen among the safe routes, we consider that the velocity
needed to exit from this route should not be less than a threshold value equal to vi = 2. Assume that
a1 (t) is the shortest path (in terms of time) and let d1 (t) and h1 (t) be the time needed to traverse route
a1 (t) and the safety horizon for route a1 (t), respectively. Then, team A should exit using route a1 (t) if:

𝑑1 (𝑡) < ℎ1 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑1 (𝑡 + 1) > ℎ1 (𝑡 + 1) − 𝜀

(6)

where ε is a real positive number introduced here to give some flexibility to the exit process and
robustness to the determination of safety horizon of the shortest path. Therefore, the shortest safe route
between the location of a team (or its reference point), at time t, and the exit point is the path that
minimizes the time cost. One can notice that other route selection rules can be applied. In particular, one
can choose the following rule:
Let S(t) = {a1 (t), … , as (t)} be the set of safe route from the location of team A to the exit point and let
di (t) and hi (t) be the time needed to traverse route ai (t) and the safety horizon for route ai (t),
separately. For the sake of simplicity, assume that we have:
∀𝑖, 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡) < ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) > ℎ𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) − 𝜀

(7)

Then, the exit route in S(t) to select is the one offering the minimum value of 𝑑𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) − ℎ𝑖 (𝑡 + 1). It
comes clearly that both rules integrate in their decision the errors a bound on the errors experienced and
guarantee the exit of team A before all routes get unavailable. However, the second rule offers less
restriction and longer distance to cross.
Worker’s Body Protection: the indoor navigation in hazardous and highly dynamic areas is considered
as health-risky and safety-sensitive activity [39, 79]. Therefore, protecting the health conditions of the
involved staff is an essential concern that should be addressed by our system. The process of body
protection is based on the total surveillance of: (a) the parameters having harmful impacts on the
worker’s health (such as air pollution and temperature); (b) the real-time evolution of the health status
of all workers; and (c) the degradation horizon and estimation of the accuracy of the safety horizon
computation. The management of body conditions over the TMWG is provided based on the operations
applied to sub-structure healthinf(t), which includes the observation of different physiological
parameters, at time t, such as: the body temperature, heartbeats, and blood saturation. The system should
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monitor these parameters in order to inform the members of a team about their health conditions and
notify them to leave the building, when necessary. The process of Body protection is somehow similar
to the route monitoring function we have previously discussed in this chapter. However, a difference
can be noticed: the decision to be made is done per team member so that one member in a team may
need to get out of the building (with some help) while the other members of this team can stay fighting
the incident. In such a case, the injured member would exit through one among the safe routes identified
during the route selection process.

3.7.2 A WBAN-based Firefighting System
The firefighters’ staff during a firefighting mission team consists of one incident commander (IC) and a
set of firefighters organized in the form of teams, each led by a leader. The IC is in charge of overseeing
the whole firefighting operation and of performing tactical decision making, including the real-time
scheduling of the different teams and the appropriate monitoring of the risk in the fire field. Teams of
firefighters are highly organized and are in charge of performing specified tasks that are assigned by the
IC taking into account their skills and locations (e.g., rescue, initial medical care, search, and pump
operations). The tasks performed by every firefighter in a team are assisted by the leader. Accordingly,
we argue that the proposed TMWG can be a suitable solution to assist firefighters in their navigation in
indoor environments. A typical indoor firefighting scenario is illustrated in Figure 14.

Firefighter 2.1

Firefighter 1.3

Incident Commander
(IC)

Firefighter 2.2

Firefighter 1.2

Injured/Blocked
Person

Team Leader 1
Team Leader 2
Firefighter 1.1

Firefighter 2.3

Audio/Video device
Environmental sensors

RFID nodes

Physiological sensors

Inter-teams communication links
Main Node

Intra-teams communication links

Motion detection sensors

WBAN-based
firefighting System

Figure 14- A typical indoor firefighting scenario
The proposed WBAN-based firefighting solution is based on a multi-layered system that integrates three
main sub-systems, namely WBANs on firefighter members, WBANs on team leaders, and the incident
commander system. The architecture of these sub-systems is given by Figure 15. The functions offered
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by the designed system differs from one WBAN system to another as described in the sequel. The
WBANs on firefighters encompasses a set of sensors that sense environmental conditions (e.g., the
ambient temperature, the humidity level, and the smoke density), vital signs (e.g., body temperature,
heart rate, and respiratory rate), and the current position of the firefighter. The collected information are
transmitted to the WBAN system on the team leader. The latter compared to the previous system
includes additional devices with enhanced processing and communication capabilities. It processes the
collected information from all firefighters in his team in order to locally orchestrate the firefighting
mission. We consider that WBAN on team leaders are able to establish intra-team, inter-team, and extrateam communications. The intra-team communications may be also implemented to provide location
estimation accuracy by measuring the relative position of each firefighter in a given team. The interteam communications enable the different teams to cooperate together by relaying each other packets,
if necessary. The last sub-system refers to the incident commander who is in charge of overseeing the
whole firefighting process. It supports data collection from all teams, maintain and update the history of
data collections, implement the appropriate prediction function to predict the deterioration time of a
particular hazard, assist the navigation and rescue process, and manage radio communication between
teams.

Incident Commander (IC)
WBAN on Team Leaders
Provide Continuous Data Collection

WBAN on Firefighting Members
Provide Continuous Data Collection
• Ambient Information (e.g., temperature,
smoke level, CO2 level)
• Vital Signs Information (e.g., body
temperature)
• Current firefighter’s location

Transmit Data to the Team Leader

• Ambient Information (e.g., temperature,
smoke level, CO2 level)
• Vital Signs Information (e.g., body
temperature)
• Current Team’s location

Support Data Collection from all teams

Maintain and Update the history of
data collections
Predict the deterioration time of a
particular hazard (e.g., Fire)

• Support external traffic relaying

• Implement a library of risk estimation
functions
• Inform teams that may be threatened in
the indoor environment

Assist Intra-team Communication

Provide Safe Evacuation

Assist Inter-team Communication

• Collect data from team members
• Provide intra-team navigation assistance

• Manage Safe Routes on the TMWG
• Support absolute and relative positioning

Assist Extra-team Communication

Support Remote Communication

• Transmit the collected data to the IC

• Report the progress of the firefighting
operation to the remote fire department

Figure 15- Architecture of the different sub-modules
Based on the proposed WBAN-based firefighting system, we describe in the following sub-section how
the navigation is performed inside the monitored environment. In particular, the description of the path
discovery operation that allows the different teams to evolve in an environment with poor visibility
conditions and to update the TMWG is provided.
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3.7.3 Building map discovery and TMWG update
Path discovery operation aims at adding segments to TMWG graph inside the building to allow better
visibility of the map of a given floor and better assess the damages related to this floor. Another purpose
can be the rescue of building’s occupants blocked on that floor. Discovery can be guided or unguided.
Guided path discovery is done when there is enough visibility in the monitored zone or based on an
available map of the building. However, the unguided path discovery is done in situation where there is
poor or no visibility. For this reason we propose some heuristic approaches based on the hazard
managing function described previously, in particular, to help firefighter team to discover new routes in
the building.
In case of visibility: Among the heuristics that can be used to update TMWG and build the map of a
floor where a team is progressing, one an mention the following three heuristics that can be used to assist
firefighter’s navigation in the case of visibility.
- Heuristic1: Assume that the firefighter team is in a position in a hallway of a certain floor, where
the measured risk is acceptable (R t < 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐 ). If the system indicates that the spatio-temporal prediction
of the risk up to a given distance d in this hallway and for a given horizon h is acceptable
𝑒𝑠𝑡 (h)
(𝑖. 𝑒., 𝑅𝑇+𝑏
+ 𝛿𝑇+𝑏 ) ≤ 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐 ). Then, the firefighter can progress along the hallway for distance d.

- Heuristic 2: Assume that the firefighter team keeps moving safely in a given hallway until it's
discovers a closed door. Once the team checks what's behind the door, finds that the system indicates
that the risk estimation up to a given horizon ℎ behind the door is acceptable, then the firefighter
team is allowed to enter the space behind the door.
- Heuristic 3: Assume that the firefighter team is progressing in a floor, where some occupants are
blocked. However, If the team discovers a set of safe routes leading to the occupant’s location. Then,
the firefighter team should take the route offering the minimum difference between the time needed
to traverse a route and the safety horizon for that route.

In case of no visibility: Three heuristics can be distinguished among those used by the firefighters
during navigation in the case of no or poor visibility. The heuristics are described as follows:
- Heuristic 4: Assume a firefighter team in position A, where the risk is acceptable (𝑖. 𝑒., R t < 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐 )
and that it wants to progress to position B located at a distance d meters from A. If the risk estimation
for a horizon h allows the team to run through the exist route from B (passing through A) safely, then
the firefighter team is allowed to progress;
- Heuristic 5: Assume that a reference point of a team is on an intersection of hallways, where different
risk measurements are available on the hallway branches. Then the next best move of the team is to
progress through the segment with lower risk.
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- Heuristic 6: Assume that while a given team is progressing in a direction and it realizes (using local
estimation) that its last position is no longer safe; then the team leader should inform the commander
station and waits for a decision to progress.

3.8

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed TMWG-based navigation system in an
indoor firefighting scenario through simulations that highlight the different features discussed in the
previous sections. The numerical results obtained are analyzed using Matlab.

3.8.1 Simulation Model
In the simulation model that we proposed in [81], we consider a floor reduced to an area of two hallways
perpendicularly crossed as shown in Figure 16 We consider three sources of fire occurring in that floor
starting from three sources at positions 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑖 ≤ 3, (while 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 are detected in the first hallway, the
third source 𝑠3 is occurring in the second one). Each fire expands radially with a velocity 𝜌𝑖 (𝑡), 𝑖 =
1, 2, 3. To fight the fronts of fire, three teams, 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 ≤ 3, enter into the hallway in the floor and start
combating fire from positions 𝑝𝑖 ; 𝑖 ≤ 3, respectively. We assume that each team can move from its
location (to exit the floor) following a path (previously performed) by effective teams' displacements
and a constant velocity 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑖 ≤ 3. Let 𝑙1 be the distance separating 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 and 𝑙2 be the distance
separating 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 .
For simplicity, we consider that the mobility model of firefighters’ teams uses a mixture of walking at
a slow speed and/or running at a higher speed. Then, to travel a distance 𝑙𝑖 , a team runs for time duration
𝜆 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 at constant speed 𝑣𝑖𝑟 and walks for a time duration (1 − 𝜆) ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 at constant speed 𝑣𝑖𝑤 ,
where 𝜆 ∈ [0,1], 𝑣𝑖𝑤 ∈ [0, 𝑣𝑖𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 ], and 𝑣𝑖𝑟 ∈ [0, 𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]. Therefore, the average speed 𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑣 , is given by
[24]:

𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑣 = (1 − 𝜆) × 𝑣𝑖𝑤 + 𝜆 × 𝑣𝑖𝑟 =

𝑙𝑖
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

(8)

where 𝑙𝑖 is equal to: 𝑙𝑖 = (1 − 𝜆) ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑣𝑖𝑤 + 𝜆 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑣𝑖𝑟
The firefighter walking speeds are obtained according to adjustments made to data already recorded
from people movement studies [82, 83]. 𝑣𝑖𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1𝑚/𝑠 and 𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3𝑚/𝑠
To evaluate the capacity of the proposed navigation system to detect and respond to critical conditions
as soon as they occur to the firefighters' teams, we assume that the first and the third teams may succeed
to stop the evolution of the first and the third fire. However, the second team is less efficient than the
others. It only succeeds to decrease the expansion velocity of the medium fire. The first task in our
simulation is to compute the time needed for the third team 𝐴3 to reach a safe position before the second
source of fire can damage its path to exit through position 𝑝2.
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We assume that a fire is detected in position 𝑝𝑖 if the temperature measured in this position exceeds a
given threshold 𝑇ℎ assumed to be equal to 50°C in our case. In addition, we assume that the health
conditions of a given firefighter may affect the velocity mobility of his teammates and in consequence
the velocity mobility of the entire team. Then, a second task would be to study the impact of firefighter's
health conditions on route availability. A third task would be to predict the future of a selected parameter
of the surrounding zone that a given team will collect in the near future and to evaluate the errors related
to the prediction horizon.

Figure 16- Environment model
For the sake of completeness, we evaluate the quality of radio connectivity taken into account the indoor
propagation characteristics (e.g., the rise of temperature levels) as well as firefighter's mobility. Using
the equation for the Temperature Loss (𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐿) proposed in [84] we evaluate the relationship between
the radio communication quality and the temperature changes. This expression is given by:
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)𝑑𝐵𝑚 = 0: 1996 ∗ (𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 − 25), where 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 defines the temperature level. We
consider that firefighters are radio connected via the wireless 𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸 802.15.4 (ZigBee) technology and
using a frequency of 2.4 𝐺𝐻𝑧. The transmission power is set to 1𝑚𝑊.
The conducted simulations aim to analyze the following aspects: the impact of the variation of the
mobility velocity of a team and the maximum distance separating the current location of the assisted
team from the safe position on the exit time, the impact of the selected horizon and the value of the
smoothing constant 𝛽 on the risk estimation and on the estimation’s accuracy, the impact of the distance
separating a firefighter member from the team leader on the RSS for different values of the path loss
exponent 𝜑, and the impact of the temperature rise on the RSS.
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3.8.2 Simulation results
The first simulation we conducted aims at studying the variation of the exit time with respect to the
distance 𝑙2 and the velocity vi of the firefighter's team. Let 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣3 denotes the speed mobility of the
third team and expressed by: 𝑣3 = 𝑑/𝑥. Then, the exit time is assumed to be the time when the third
team reaches the exit point (i.e., particularly the safe position 𝑝2 ) and is given by:
𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝑙2 ∗ 𝑥
(9)
𝑑

Figure 17- Variation of the time of exit in terms of the distance

Figure 18- Variation of the time of exit in terms of x
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In the illustrated figures, `tsafe' corresponds to the time for which the hallway starts to be blocked by
the second source of fire.
Figure 17 depicts the variation of the time of exit in terms of the distance 𝑙2 , considering different values

of time 𝑥. According to the illustrated results, we can notice that the time of exit rises considerably with
the increase of the value of 𝑥, which in consequence decreases the performance of indoor navigation in
terms of safety. In addition, for a given value of x, the time of exit is proportional to the distance 𝑙2 . We
notice that, the longer is the distance 𝑙2 , the longer is the time for the firefighters' team to reach the safe
position before being blocked by the source of fire. In Figure 18, we evaluate the variation of the exit
time in terms of the time 𝑥, considering different values of d and maintaining 𝑙2 fix. We first conclude
that the impact of 𝑥 on the time of exit is similar to the impact of the distance 𝑑. Indeed, it is evident
from the illustrated curves that the time of exit increases proportionally with the increase of 𝑥. In
addition, the more 𝑥 is important the more the difference between the obtained results is pronounced.

Figure 19-Team blocking vs. team velocity
We keep the medium fire's velocity, 𝜌2 , fixed and we actively increase the velocity mobility of the
firefighters' team on the evacuation path to identify whether blockage status are occurring. Figure 19
shows the impact of the mobility velocity of the firefighter team on a Boolean variable, called the route
availability status. This variable is measured, in our case, at position p2 and shows whether the passing
by 𝑝2 can be safely performed by team 𝐴3 to exit. When this variable is equal to 1, the route becomes
unavailable. In fact, when the horizon of availability (or safety) of the route is determined, the
firefighters in team 𝐴3 can be blocked at some instants, if they move very slowly and reach position 𝑝2
after it becomes unsafe. Obviously, according to the current health status of firefighter members and the
available measurements of environment conditions, the team needs to adjust their movement speeds
(i.e., walking at a slow speed and/or running at a higher speed). For example an injured firefighter may
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slow the mobility velocity of his teammates. A low average walking speed of 0.5𝑚/𝑠 and a maximum
running speed of 3𝑚/𝑠 are used in our experiment. Let us notice that a reduced speed affect considerably
the evacuation safety. In fact, we remark that a little decay in the team velocity (i.e., when a team moves
at low speed 𝑣3𝑎𝑣 ≤ 𝑣3𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) increases the probability of a team to be blocked and that the more the
average mobility velocity is important the more the firefighters can get unblocked in the floor.

Figure 20-Impact of the value of β on hazard detection
The hazard management within the TMWG should not be limited to the control of firefighters' velocities
inside the burning structure or the evolution of the sources of fire. The observations collected by the
different teams on the visited locations should also be taken into account to make early detection of
expanding fires to fight them before they gain in intensity and spread from their place of origin. Mainly,
by applying the prediction model previously introduced we estimate the risk at the position 𝑝2 (i.e., only
the second fire is assumed to evolve dangerously) and we compare the obtained results to the threshold
value that we assumed, in our simulations, to be equal to 50°C. The source of fire is modeled as three
concentric spheres with different radius; each one defines a temperature level. The results of this
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simulation are two-fold: the evaluation of the impact of the smoothing constant on the estimated
temperatures considering different horizons, and the accuracy of the estimated function in terms of the
estimation time and the estimation horizon.
Figure 20 shows the impact of the smoothing constant parameter (i.e., the weight) on the outputs of the
estimation function, considering different prediction horizons. According to the illustrated curves we
notice that the temperature estimation made for a given weight 𝛽 and a given horizon increases with
time. This increase is justified by the evolutionary nature of the source of fire and the availability of new
observations made by the firefighter teams at (node) 𝑝2 . In addition, since each new prediction made at
an instant 𝑡 takes into account the history of observations made at that node before 𝑡 as well as the
horizon for which we try to predict the hazard evolution, the difference between the predicted values for
different horizons increases with time. This difference is more visible and very pronounced with 𝛽 equal
to 0.5. Besides, for the same horizon, the threshold exceeding is detected with 𝛽 = 0.5 earlier than with
𝛽 = 0.9. Consequently, it is noteworthy that irrespective of the smoothing constant value, the more the
horizon of prediction is important the more the detection of hazard can be done earlier.
To evaluate the impact of the smoothing constant 𝛽 on the behavior of the hazard estimation function
we apply, at a given instant t, the estimation function on the data collection made at (node) p2 for
different horizons ℎ = 1; ℎ = 3; ℎ = 5 and ℎ = 7. As a result, we obtain the curves illustrated in
Figure 21. It is remarkable that an increase on the value of 𝛽 considerably increases the estimated
temperature values. When looking at the results obtained for different horizons we deduce that the
difference between them is negligible when the value of the smoothing constant 𝛽 is around 0.1. In
addition, we notice that the more 𝛽 is important, the more the difference between the estimated values
obtained for the different horizons is remarkable.

Figure 21- Variance of the hazard estimation value over the smoothing constant value β
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In Figure 22, we try not only to forecast the surrounding risk based on the history of collections made
at a given node for different horizons and obtained by the formula (5), but also to compare real
observations with estimated results and compute the relative errors and illustrate the impact of the
horizon of the prediction on the estimation error. In our simulation we use a set of temperature degrees
as a collection of real observations made by all firefighters team which had traversed the position 𝑝2 up
to horizon 𝑡 + ℎ. The estimated function is applied on the history of collection for different horizons.
The estimated values are compared with the real ones to study the impact of the chosen horizon on the
accuracy of estimation. The results show that the estimation errors are varying with the value of the
horizon for which the prediction is made. The increase of the estimation error is proportional to the value
of the horizon. We can notice that when h is important more important is the difference between the
estimation made at instant t for horizon h and the observation made at instant 𝑡 + ℎ. However, when the
history of measurement is large (e.g., 𝑡 > 5), this difference does exceed a few degrees, when h is short
(ℎ < 6). In addition, one can notice that the errors on the temperature estimation increase with the
growth of the prediction horizon.

Figure 22-Impact of the horizon value on the estimation error
The following simulations are conducted in order to evaluate the impact of the hazardous environment
on inter-WBAN communications. In addition, by taking into consideration the limited size of the teams
as well as their reduced number, which minimize the risk associated to radio interferences, the conducted
simulation doesn’t support any communication standard (ex., IEEE 802.15.4). The determination of the
maximum communication range, which provides successful radio connectivity between pairs of
firefighters, depends on the quality of the received radio signal strength (RSS). In this simulation, we
use the log-normal shadowing model to simulate the path loss between pairs of WBAN systems (i.e.,
for intra-team and inter-team communications). This model adds variability to the received power due
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to shadowing of the signal in the indoor environment. Consequently, the received power at distance 𝑙𝑖 ,
𝑃𝑟𝑠(𝑙𝑖 )𝑑𝐵𝑚 , is given by:
𝑃𝑟𝑠(𝑙𝑖 )𝑑𝐵𝑚 = Pr(𝑙𝑖 ) + ∆ (10)
𝑙

where Pr(𝑙𝑖 ) = Pr(0) − 10 ∗ 𝑛 ∗ log(𝑙 𝑖 ) and ∆ is a zero-mean random variable with normal distribution
0

𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑑𝐵). We consider that firefighters in the third team are walking at regular speed of 1𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐 and
that 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙2 .
Figure 23 illustrates the results obtained for the evaluation of the impact of the distance separating a
firefighter member and his corresponding team leader on the RSS for different values of the path loss
exponent 𝜑. The different values of the path loss exponent describe the severity of environments where
the firefighters perform their navigation. It is found that for a given 𝜑, the RSS decreases logarithmically
with the increase of the distance between the firefighter and the team leader. In addition, the increase of
path loss exponent considerably decreases the RSS. To decide about the maximum acceptable distance
between firefighters in a same team, we can set a threshold value defining the minimum acceptable radio
signal strength 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟 (i.e., the radio signal sensitivity), in this case when the measured 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑑 for a
given distance is being smaller or equal than this threshold 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟 , i.e. 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑑 > 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑇ℎ𝑟 , an alert is
automatically generated by the WBAN system. The maximum distance can be also affected and
restricted by the intra-team visibility quality. Indeed, even if an acceptable communication quality is
provided between WBANs, a minimum tolerable visibility condition should be maintained between the
leader and all firefighters within his team to ensure their safety by assisting them when necessary.

Figure 23-Variation of the RSS over the communication radius
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In Figure 24, we evaluate the effect of temperature on the radio signal strength RSS, considering
different communication ranges (𝑙2 ) between two teams 2 and 3. Then given a pair leaders
communicating over a distance 𝑙2 , the value of the RSS is a function of the temperature as follows:
𝑃𝑟(𝑙2 , 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)𝑑𝐵𝑚 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑙2 )𝑑𝐵𝑚 − 𝑇𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)𝑑𝐵𝑚 (11)

Figure 24- Variation of the RSS over Temperature Rise
According to the illustrated curves, we notice that the influence of temperature on the radio connectivity
is much significant while teams are more distant from each other. Indeed, the rise of the temperature
degrees as well as the length of the communication radius steadily reduces the radio signal strength and
in consequence the radio connectivity. Although sensors devices for hazardous environment monitoring
are usually designed to operate over a temperature range from -40°C to +85°C [85], our results show
that radio performance degradation is, inevitably, experienced in applications where temperature
changes are frequent. In addition, the radio sensitivity threshold should be consistent and in accordance
with the threshold used for the evacuation process to keep firefighters safe. Consequently, the received
power 𝑃𝑟(𝑙2 , 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)𝑑𝐵𝑚 should satisfy the inequality: 𝑃𝑟(𝑙2 , 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)𝑑𝐵𝑚 ≥ RSSThr

3.9

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a smart navigation scheme in indoor spaces based on the use of body area
networks carried by teams of workers in a hazardous environment. The proposed scheme is based on a
novel concept called the Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG), where information regarding the
workers’ health and their surrounding environment are collected every time slot. Based on the
management of histories of the collected data, the hazard is monitored and predicted using a library of
estimation models. Problems such as setting up real-time techniques that can predict the isolation
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moments of workers predict the occurrence of damage aggravation are addressed. The graph and the
estimation models allow efficient estimation of safety horizons, reflecting the time authorized to stay
safe. In addition, a communication management function is included in the proposed to manage intrateam and inter-teams communication by alerting workers when radio signal degradation is detected. An
indoor firefighting scenario is described as a case study and a WBAN-based firefighting system is
introduced. A simulation is conducted to analyze the efficiency of the proposed solution, provide
validation of the WBAN-based system. The proposed solution can be extended to other indoor critical
applications including miners working in underground mines and military troops in subterranean
tunnels. The implementation of such a solution in an outdoor environment requires the consideration of
additional challenges in terms of network reliability and investigation of network failure. On the other
hand, due to sensors’ heterogeneity (physiological, environmental and activity sensors) as well as the
presence of body-to-body communications in critical monitoring applications, a heterogeneous traffic
environment (with diverse QoS and priority requirements) is generated. In the next chapter, a traffic
engineering solution in a network of WBANs is proposed to handle the QoS (ensuring end-to-end
delivery) and to provide traffic prioritization.
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CHAPTER

IV.

QoS-AWARE

TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT

APPROACH FOR NETWORKS OF WBANs IN CRITICAL
ENVIRONMENT

4.1

Introduction

The escalating advances in Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) have witnessed a rapid increase of
interest in new sensing and monitoring purposes [1], [2]. The major applications include hazardous
environment monitoring, information sensing and gathering in battlefields, human tracking in critical
workplaces (e.g. firefighters’ teams [5], troupes of soldiers and space explorers, and miners), and health
monitoring in medical environment. For such applications, the use of WBANs aims to provide a wide
range of monitoring services to a number of users in order to improve their safety by, strategically,
attaching smart, multi-functional, and independent wearable sensor nodes on clothing, accessories, or
on the human body or even by implanting them under the skin. Essentially, the deployed sensors are
used to consistently collect in real-time worker’s vital signs, like blood pressure, electrocardiogram
(ECG), electroencephalography (EEG), breath rate, skin temperature, worker’s location, or significant
environmental parameters such as the ambient temperature and humidity [86]. The collected data may
ultimately be sent to a remote intervention center, for real-time decision making or data recording, with
use of any available ambient networks (3G, WIFI, satellite, etc.).
Mainly, environment monitoring scenarios involve co-existence of multiple WBANs, which may need
to collaborate together by forwarding each other's packets for delivery to its destination. The received
data includes heterogeneous traffic with different priority levels, which vary according to traffic’s
quality of service (QoS) requirements and the worker’s condition. For example, in a healthcare
application the monitoring of a patient’s vital signs after a medical surgery (e.g., skin temperature)
require timely delivery with high priority to avoid complications such as infection. Since the workers’
lives are directly involved and affected, QoS support in such systems is crucial. Then, one of the main
challenges consists in efficiently extract WBAN information while provisioning QoS requirements such
as timely delivery, dynamic scheduling schemes, flow synchronization, reliability and priority
awareness. In fact, the data generated by the WBANs must be real-time delivered to the destination in
order to be processed and analyzed before its deadline; otherwise, the packet will be useless. However,
when multiple nodes are involved in the data collection process, real-time responsiveness becomes hard
to achieve since all sensor nodes share the same communication resource [48]. When multiple packets
arrive, simultaneously, at a given node, their urgencies or degrees of importance can largely differ [43].
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Then, a smart scheduling scheme that decides the order under which packets should be buffered and
serviced must be provided. In addition, the monitored event or phenomena can be detected, at the same
instant, by several sensor nodes with different capabilities (e.g., image, video, text). So, flow
synchronization seems to be a basic function that should be provided in order to meet the QoS
requirements of dependent packets. Due to the limited network resources (e.g., network bandwidth) even
a small increase of the traffic load can cause traffic jam problems and, consequently, network instability.
As a consequence, call admission control and traffic regulation may be among the fundamental functions
to provide in order to overcome network instability.
Motivated by the aforementioned observations we develop in this chapter a smart traffic engineering
approach that deals with QoS provisioning for a Network of Wireless Body Area Networks (NWBAN)
in hazardous environment monitoring. The proposal defines a set of enhanced functions capable of
monitoring the heterogeneous traffic while providing constraining QoS requirements. Mechanisms such
as synchronization of dependent flows, admission control and traffic regulation are introduced. An endto-end communication solution in the NWBAN is described by addressing both, mono-cast and
multicast communication scenarios.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses relevant existing traffic
management protocols proposed in the literature for WBAN-based applications and the problems to
solve to build smart QoS provisioning mechanisms for a network of WBANs. Section 4.3 details the
application requirements and constraints that should be addressed by the proposed approach. The
proposed architecture and the requirements emerged from the implementation of WBAN-to-WBAN
communications are described in section 4.4. The super-frame structure management functions
including header management, super-frame assembly and super-frame disassembly are presented in
section 4.5. In the 6th section, we describe the proposed routing mechanism along with the call admission
control technique. The 7th section introduces a set of functions including flow synchronization and traffic
regulation. The performance evaluation of the proposed approach is discussed in Section 4.8. The last
section of this chapter concludes this work.

4.2

Limitations of existing Solutions and Contributions

Many implementations of traffic management solutions used for WBANs have recently been reported
in the literature. This section summarizes some of these works and discusses their shortcomings. A
comparison between these works and our solution among common criteria is given by Table 6.
PLA-MAC [46] is a priority-based load aware MAC protocol for WBAN where the sensed data packets
are classified according to their QoS requirements and accordingly their priorities and back-off values
are calculated. It implements a dynamic super-frame structure that depends on the variation of traffic
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loads and thereby ensures minimal power consumption. Four priority classes are supported by PLAMAC protocol based on the delay and reliability constraints of data packets, namely ordinary data
packets, delay-driven data packets, reliability-driven data packets, and critical data packets. Based on
the determined priorities, the packets will be scheduled and served. Although PLA-MAC ensures
minimal power consumption, supports traffic prioritization, and provides a traffic regulation solution
that allows dropping packets when their deadline (i.e., lifetime) is missed or when the node buffer
overflows, it still suffers from its inability to deal with traffic heterogeneity, traffic load variability, and
flow synchronization. In addition, providing instantaneous delivery of emergency traffic is not possible
because preemption of already allocated slots is not possible within PLA-MAC.
BodyQoS [87] adopts an asymmetric architecture that minimizes the energy consumption by charging
the aggregator (i.e., powerful node) by the major processing functions such as admission control and
resource scheduling computations, while little processing is required at limited sensor nodes. In addition,
a virtual MAC (VMAC) that supports a wide variety of different MACs is implemented and an adaptive
QoS resource scheduling strategy is used to provide statistical bandwidth guarantees and reliable data
communication. BodyQoS estimates the effective bandwidth of a channel and if a high packet loss rate
(PLR) or noise level is measured, the high priority sensors will receive more resources to retransmit
their data until they are transmitted correctly. However, too many retransmissions could make it
unsuitable for delay-bounded applications and may lead to buffer overflow and waste channel resources
[91]. Thus, this work may fail to provide reliable and real-time data delivery. Furthermore, BodyQoS
does not consider interference interactions between WBANs as well as patient’s mobility issues, which
makes improper decisions of bandwidth control and thus induces high transmission delay [91].
In [90], the authors propose a random contention-based resource allocation (RACOON) medium access
control (MAC) protocol in order to support the QoS for multi-user mobile WBANs. Although,
RACOON takes into account the mobility feature of the WBANs in order to encounter the possible
collisions and energy waste, it does not consider inter-WBANs communications, which require further
QoS considerations and mobility management to ensure the effective inter-WBANs routing. In [48] a
MAC protocol with multi-constrained QoS provisioning (McMAC) for different classes of traffic in
WBANs is proposed. It considers the energy constraint of WBANs and proposes a super-frame structure
based on the “Transmit-whenever-appropriate” principle. However, no specific traffic regulation
schemes was considered to detect network congestion or predict communication link failures.
In [88] authors propose an architecture that allows virtual groups to be formed between patients, doctors
and nurses in medical environment for efficient patient monitoring. These groups are formed and
modified according to the requirements of patients and doctors. For example, the addition of a new
medical officer takes into consideration the patients’ conditions as well as medical officers’ load
requirements. The latter is defined as the number of patient monitoring groups that the medical officer
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is a member of. Each group is controlled by its own configuration and could be easily adjusted through
high-level policies. A new metric called the Quality of Health Monitoring (QoHM) is proposed. The
latter allows medical staff to provide feedback on the quality of the received WBAN data. The collected
WBAN data are transmitted to the virtual group members through an underlying environmental sensor
network. Although the idea of relationship between WBANs in the hospital setting is implemented, the
coexistence issues as well as patients' mobility have been ignored.
Protocol

Prioritization

Inter-WBANs

Admission

Traffic

Packet

Control

Regulation

Synchronization

Mobility

[46]

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

[87]

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

[88]

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

[90]

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

[48]

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Our

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

solution

Table 6-Comparison between the related works and the proposed solution
In [48] a MAC protocol with multi-constrained QoS provisioning (McMAC) for different classes of
traffic in WBANs is proposed. It considers the energy constraint of WBANs and proposes a super-frame
structure based on the “Transmit-whenever-appropriate” principle. A handling mechanism for
emergency traffic is also proposed in order to guarantee packet delivery with a minimized delay and a
maximized reliability. Although, McMAC enhances the super-frame structure proposed by PLA-MAC
(by allowing preemption of already allocated slots on arrival of high priority data packets), the
preemptive data transfer is implemented according to a polling-based approach that necessitates the
exchange of control information in each slot, which leads to a huge communication overhead and to a
wastage of bandwidth resources. In addition, it only considers star topology and single-hop
communication between the WBAN and the destination node. However, in hazardous environment
monitoring application and due to limited WBAN’s resource, inter-WBAN communications is needed,
therefore Multi-hop communications should be considered. Furthermore, no specific traffic regulation
schemes was considered to detect network congestion or predict communication link failures [49].
Although all these solutions provide traffic prioritization based on either constraining QoS or vital signs
criticality, they do not support a number of issues including mobility, inter-WBAN communication,
flow synchronization, traffic regulation, and call admission control. These issues are used in Table 6, as
common criteria to provide a comparison between the major works and our solution. As mentioned in
Table 6, none of the proposed techniques address neither flow synchronization aiming to coordinate the
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transmission of context-dependent packets nor mobility management strategies to allow users to freely
move in their environment. Since applications based on WBAN systems generate heterogeneous traffic
with different QoS requirements, the main motivation of almost all the proposed MAC protocols is either
priority-awareness or energy awareness. However, there is a crucial necessity to provide additional
functions to handle efficient QoS-awareness such as synchronization of dependent packets in a given
flow and traffic load regulation scheme. The observation of the shortcomings of the existing WBAN
traffic management protocol has encouraged us to develop a novel, generic and diversified traffics'
management solution for a network of WBANs to cope with several QoS challenges including:
supporting a heterogeneous traffic environment, allowing cooperative inter-WBAN communication and
relaying external traffic, providing flow synchronization, and finally optimizing network resources such
as network bandwidth or energy consumption. In addition, managing patients’ mobility in their
respective environments raises significant challenges for the targeted monitoring application. For
instance, the mobility management issue of WBAN users has been underestimated in many of the
available implementations. Therefore, it is equally important to provide routing mechanism considering
both end-to-end QoS requirements and multi-WBANs coexistence, while promising communication
availability. The routing mechanism should not be only restricted to the mono-cast communication
scenario where data transmission is only performed between a single source node and a single
destination node, but to a multi-cast communication scenario. In addition, due to the limited network
resource (i.e., network bandwidth) even a small increase of the WBAN traffic load can cause bottleneck
problems and in consequence network congestion, which causes extremely bad influence on the network
performances such as the increase of transmission delays and packets loss. Consequently, preventive
and proactive congestion avoidance mechanisms, namely admission control and traffic regulation are
needed to be implemented in order to optimize resource utilization and to overcome network instability.

4.3

Application requirements and constraints

Although WBANs are envisioned to be used in a wide variety of applications including health
monitoring, assisting workers in harsh workplaces, and environment monitoring. Most of the supported
applications share some basic characteristics. In particular, they show common communication patterns.
A key requirement for a WBAN-based monitoring application is energy efficiency. Indeed, in a WBAN
environment sensors’ batteries are expected to be operational for months or years. For example, a
pacemaker could require a battery life of five years or more4. Characteristics such as high levels of node
sleep duration, low duty cycle, link adaptation/power management techniques, and use of efficient
communication protocols can all contribute to the enhance the lifetime span of sensors’ batteries. In
addition, since WBANs are generally designed to form an integral part of the monitoring of users in

4

Living with a Pacemaker FAQs. Available online: http://www.mypacemaker.com/pacemakers-questions-andanswers/faq/index.htm (accessed on 20 January 2016).
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remote environments, they need to provide robustness and resilience to cope with specific human
behavior, in particular mobility (e.g., walking, running and climbing stairs). Additionally to the mobility
of WBAN nodes, the network topology could be also affected and frequently changed due to wireless
communication and power failures as well as to the fact that some devices need not to be, sometimes,
in sleep mode to save energy. Furthermore, WBANs operating environments could vary from small and
simple residential spaces to complex multi-story commercial buildings (e.g., department stores and
malls) with hundreds of square-meters and subterranean tunnels. Therefore, Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS)
communications could be experienced in numerous activities. Besides, WBANs should be resilient
enough to the variability of environmental condition in order to ensure that system’s users are not faced
with intermittent connectivity and unreliable transmission. In addition, depending on key criteria and on
the application’s target, nodes within a WBAN could transmit data based on two main delivery models;
namely, periodic measurements model and the event-driven model.
Periodic measurements: the sensors within the WBAN periodically collect and transmit readings to
the sink, using their coordinator node, either directly or via multiple relay nodes (multiple hops). To this
end, WBANs are programmed to implement periodic measurements and reporting according to a
sampling period that varies depending on the type of service that the application must fulfill. For
example, measuring humidity reading may be performed every hour in an agriculture application, while
the sampling frequency for an accelerometer is, generally, set to 50 Hz. Another example can be
associated to the use of WBAN to monitor patients’ health statuses and to detect irregular conditions
(e.g., irregular heartbeat). Therefore, constant and periodic measurements should be provided by the
specific sensor or group of sensors in the WBAN in order to identify the appropriate physiological
information contained in the received data to detect irregularities.
Event-driven: in this model the nodes are in charge of continuously sensing and monitoring the
surrounding area but don’t transmit the collected data. Instead, data delivery is triggered when events
are detected (for example when a temperature threshold is exceeded). The WBAN can either report the
detection or collaborate with neighbors to decide whether an event has occurred. Indeed, complicated
types of event may involve several nodes in the same or different WBANs. The detection of such events
or the detection of several types of flows that may be temporal or semantically dependent require
additional techniques such as flow synchronization and event correlation. For example, in health
monitoring application a health physician could request real-time data streaming of key physiological
information from a specific sensor or group of sensors in response to a monitored condition [92].
Query-driven: such a delivery model can also be provided by a WBAN-based system. This model is
initiated when a query is formulated by the incident commander to retrieve specific data from sensors
in the WBAN. The returned sensors’ readings can be versioned and aggregated to formulate the query’s
answer.
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The different models can coexist in the same network to form a hybrid delivery model that depends on
the monitored phenomenon and the supported application.

4.4

NWBAN Modeling

The objective of this section is to describe a smart traffic management approach that we propose for
NWBANs and that aims to overcome the major limitations faced by the related works and to develop a
generic protocol well suited for WBAN applications.

4.4.1 System Model Assumptions
As illustrated in Figure 25, we consider a network of Wireless Body Area Networks (NWBANs)
composed of several WBANs; each one includes a set of heterogeneous elementary sensor devices
carried by body and a main node acting as Cluster Head (CH). The elementary sensors (as implanted,
attached or wearable) are devices used for performing simple tasks such as sensing and transmitting
collected measurements to the corresponding CH node. The latter is considered to be a powerful device
that can perform some enhanced functionalities to process smartly the received data packets (such as
traffic scheduling, flow synchronization, and multiplexing) and then sends them to their destinations
directly or through other WBANs. In addition, CH device allows connecting wirelessly the multiple
WBANs in the NWBAN in order to cooperate together for example to allow relaying process.
Indeed, we are developing a traffic management scheme in a network, called NWBAN, where each
WBAN node is capable of relaying external traffic additionally to its internal traffic while contributing
to guaranteeing the required QoS of both traffics. Thus, we consider that the NWBAN is based on a
multi-hop communication model where data packets may passes, if necessary, through many WBAN
nodes to reach the destination [35]. A set of the functions that the CH in each WBAN node should
perform are listed in the following and detailed in the next sections:
 The CH places the received data packets corresponding to the nature of the traffic they belong to
(e.g., emergency, real-time, or non-real-time traffics) in QoS-based buffers waiting for slot
allocation.
 The CH performs a flow synchronization control on the buffered packets, if packets in the waiting
area need to keep their time synchronization similar to the one observable on their generation.
 The CH provides enhanced communication capabilities to allow to the different WBANs in the same
network to communicate with each other's without intermittence. Thus, a WBAN is nothing than a
simple mobile communicating node using 3G protocol while the internal communication it handles
is performed using Zigbee, for instance.
 The CH assigns slots for both internal and external traffic according to a QoS-based scheduling
strategy that is able to cope with the requirements of the traffics to serve and to help more efficient
admission control function.
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 The CH provides traffic regulation functions to avoid overhead problems during data transmission
in order to adjust dynamically the traffic loads originating from different sources to the available
network resource.
Base Station (BS)

coordinator

WBAN i

WBAN 1

WBAN n

Elementary Sensors
Cluster Head
WBAN 2

WBAN 3

Figure 25- Typical Example of a NWBAN
We aim to expand the classical WBAN concept by considering groups of mobile WBANs (e.g,
hospitalized patients, teams of firefighters, and first responders) organized in the form of clusters, each
led by a cluster leader. The latter is normally a member of the medical staff (e.g., a nurse or a doctor),
who is in charge of overseeing the entire monitoring operation of patients in its related cluster. The
cluster leader is also equipped with a WBAN system having enhanced communication capabilities
compared to WBANs on patients. Several clusters of WBANs are considered to optimize the
surveillance mission. For example, to minimize patients’ queues, a medical division may include one or
several clusters of WBANs according to the number of patients as well the available medical staff. The
different clusters could be connected with each other using any available ambient networks (4G, 3G,
WIFI, etc.). The remote server is a centralized storage point for the entire monitoring system, which can
be only accessed by a member of the involved staff (e.g., scientists or doctors in a healthcare application)
that is interested in a certain type of data. This cluster-based architecture aims to reduce scheduling
complexity and facilitates worker’s status analysis.
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4.4.2 WBAN-to-WBAN traffic requirements
The requirements within a WBAN include, but are not limited to, the guarantee of low transmission
delays and high reliability, the provision of traffic differentiation to support data heterogeneity, and the
minimization of transmission blocking and high retransmissions. In this section we present a broad set
of requirements that should be satisfied in the context of WBAN applications to provide better utilization
of the resource and smartly manage the heterogeneous traffics generated by the WBANs composing the
network [89, 92]. These requirements can be regarded as metrics for evaluating traffic management
schemes on a Network of WBANs.


Guarantee of traffic class differentiation: a WBAN is composed of several sensor nodes that are
able to carry out multiple functions depending on the application purpose. For example, in
firefighting operation different sensors are utilized in the WBAN equipment including sensors to
monitor regular environmental measurements such as the temperature degree or the level of toxic
gases in the atmosphere, sensors to capture images of the surrounding environment, and sensors to
supervise physiological information such as the blood pressure or heartbeat measurements [42].
Each type of these sensors generates a traffic that is characterized by its own QoS requirements.
Subsequently, differentiating the heterogeneous traffic in several classes based on their QoS should
be guaranteed to provide efficient traffic management.



Guarantee of traffic delay constraints: since the sensors might be responsible for hazardous
environment monitoring, real-time measurements must be sent to the destination within a specified
deadline; otherwise, the packet information expires and is no longer useful. However, delay
constraints vary from one traffic type to another. For example, while traffic that contains regular
physiological and environmental measurements tolerates minimal delay, emergency data packets
should be transmitted instantaneously to the destination for immediate emergency action.
Therefore, patient’s life may be threatened if emergency traffic is not delivered to the remote
medical center with some guarantees (i.e., delay).



Guarantee of high reliability constraints: guaranteeing network reliability and successful
transmission is highly important in WBANs due to the sensitivity of the generated data. However,
the collected data packet may have certain probability to be lost, modified or fake, due to the
extremely hazardous characteristic of the monitored environment. Some traffic might accept a
certain degree of deterioration without losing information quality. The network should, therefore,
be able to guarantee satisfaction of high reliability constraints. In particular, the requirements of an
emergency traffic looking for a practically unnoticed packet error rate should be met along with the
requirements of a multimedia traffic tolerating some packet losses without losing information
validity.
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Guarantee of packet synchronization scheme: a NWBAN comprises an amount of
heterogeneous sensor nodes capable of sensing and observing various phenomena. However, a
phenomenon can be detected by several sensor nodes at the same instant and trigger the generation
of timely dependent and information correlated packets. Therefore, the NWBAN should provide
flow synchronization control when packets related in time are available in the scheduler. However,
a synchronization control function may introduce additional delay and complexity on the
scheduling of other packets. Therefore, effective QoS-aware mechanisms are needed to provide
QoS-based scheduling and to cope with the varying characteristics of hazardous environments,
which may exhaust energy consumption and decrease the level of traffic reliability.



Guarantee of preventive and proactive congestion mechanisms: Congestion has an extremely
bad influence on network performances and causes an overuse of nodes' resources, which increases
the transmission delays, and consequently causes high packet loss. Therefore, to maintain an
acceptable level of network performance under heavy traffic conditions two primary mechanisms
should be provided, namely admission control and traffic regulation. While, admission control
mechanisms are needed to be implemented in order to prevent congestion by optimizing wireless
resource utilization, traffic regulation mechanisms are required to proactively monitor congestion
within both WBAN nodes and clusters.

4.5

Super-Frame Management

The communication within the NWBANs is based on frames sent by the elementary sensors and
collected by the CH node, which should process them before being forwarded to their destination. We
define the super-frame as a structure divided into equally sized slots and having a slightly variable length
that depends on the load of the generated traffic and adjusted according to admission control decisions
and provides allocation of slots to traffic generated internally along with traffic relayed by the
neighboring WBANs.
We assume that in the proposed NWBAN the super-frame is divided into three parts: beacon, guaranteed
period, and best-effort period (as shown in Figure 26). A super-frame is always initiated by the beacon
which is a management frame that informs about the start of the super-frame and the basic information
regarding its content (e.g., timing information, source and destination nodes, and length of the superframe). Additional parameters such as synchronization, delivery, power management, lengths associated
to best effort and emergency traffic are included in the beacon period. The guaranteed traffic period
supports all traffic categories having strict QoS constraints and including emergency information, realtime measurement packets, and multimedia data packets. Each category requires the guarantee of
specified levels of QoS parameters such as delay and packet loss, since they are the major QoS
constraints that should be considered for WBAN applications. Compared to the guaranteed traffic
period, the best effort traffic includes non-real-time traffic possessing minimal requirements in terms of
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delay and reliability. In fact, while emergency traffic does not tolerate any delay and possesses high
reliability constraints (e.g., in health care monitoring, one missed emergency signal could make the
difference between life and death), real-time traffic must be delivered within a certain delay and high
reliability. These facts justify the need to make the sizes of the guaranteed period and the whole size of
a super-frame dynamic. In addition, accepting largely variable size for the super-frame may induce some
difficulties to guarantee real-time delivery of highly times constrained traffics. Schemes controlling the
guaranteed period size and the low variability of the super-frame length will be discussed in the sequel.

Figure 26-Super-frame structure

4.5.1 Managing Super-frame Header
The header is the beacon associated to the traffic generated by the WBAN node and it includes the
address of the aggregator node as source address and that of the associated destination as destination
address as well as a set of basic information related to the whole super-frame including:
 𝑎𝑑𝑠 : describes the source address of the WBAN node that transmitted the received packet.
 𝑎𝑑𝑑 : describes the address of the destination node (may be a WBAN or the terminal base station).
 𝐿: is the length of the whole super-frame. This length can be adjusted as previously mentioned
according to admission control decision and is limited by a maximum length 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
 𝐿𝐺𝑇 and 𝐿𝐵𝐸 : these two values define the length associated to the guaranteed traffic and best effort
traffic, respectively. These lengths are also adjusted according to admission control mechanisms.
 𝑆𝑦𝑃: defines the number of synchronization pairs. The number of packets contained in the superframe and requiring synchronization with each other. As it will be discussed in sub-section 4.7, to
manage dependent traffic synchronization two fields are included in the received packets. The first
field refers to a binary synchronization bit that indicates whether the received packet should be
synchronized with other packets. The second field represents a color that is added to identify
packets reporting on the same event.
 𝐴𝐷: is the maximum time during which the WBAN node can keep an arriving super-frame. Such a
field serves to indicate the time within which the WBAN node should decide to terminate the
assembly process and to send out the super-frame.
We consider that each WBAN node is able to implement either aggregation or disaggregation function.
The aggregation function consists in grouping traffics of different users in the same super-frame so that
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they appear to the destination node as originating from the same WBAN source. In this context, the
WBAN concatenates different packets associated to it (from different users) into the same super-frame
as illustrated in Figure 27. The fields 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐻1 , 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐻𝑖 , and 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐻𝑁 , represent N beacons or sub-headers
of the received super-frame where each sub-header contains the information related to the concatenated
packet. After the creation of the new super-frame, the header of the aggregator WBAN node is added.
In the sequel, we will describe how the super-frame header is managed to ensure efficient relaying and
concatenation of the received extra-traffic.

Aggregated Traffic

Header

Figure 27- Packet Aggregation
The management of the super-frame header in implemented at the reception of a new super-frame and
considers the following scenario.


If the WBAN node is only playing the role of a relaying node without generating traffic, then it
verifies if all the packets contained in the received super-frame are transmitted to the same
destination node via the same next-hop. If it is the case, the relaying WBAN adds its header to the
super-frame and manages the sub-headers by moving the destination values therein contained to
the header field. Else, the relaying WBAN decomposes the received super-frame according to the
information specified in the different sub-headers into several super-frames. Each super-frame will
regroup packets that need to be forwarded to their destination from the same next-hop.



If the WBAN node is concerned by some packets in the received super-frame and is generating
traffic. Therefore, the WBAN should extract the traffic that is interested in and reconstructs the
super-frame by checking the next-hops that each packet should take as previously indicated. After
the creation of the new super-frames, the WBAN inserting its generated traffic in the super-frame
that corresponds to the same next-hop. If the traffic generated by the aggregator WBAN node
should be routed via another next-hop it will be separately transmitted without being inserted.

Managing super-frames requires fair allocation of slots and the implementation of two fundamental
modules: Super-frame assembly and super-frame disassembly. These two modules are performed
respectively by the source and destination WBAN nodes.
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4.5.2 Super-frame assembly
The assembly phase aims at scheduling packets in a way that optimally guarantees the respect of the
contracted delay requirements of the accepted traffics and maximizes the probability that a given packet
is successfully and properly delivered before its delay expires. To this end, our QoS-based scheduling
assumes that the candidate packets to be served by a super-frame are selected among those waiting in
the CH of the WBAN according to rules and strategies giving priority to the most urgent packet,
synchronized packets, and delay constrained packets. In particular, since emergency packets possess the
more stringent delay requirement and necessitate the highest reliability constraints, they are allocated
slots before any other waiting traffic. One can notice also that when slot allocation for emergency
packets is completed, then slots for real-time packets (i.e., tolerate more delay than emergency traffic)
are immediately allocated in the first super-frame to form. The CH selects the real-time packets with the
minimum delay to be placed first. In the case where no emergency packets are available in the scheduler,
real-time packets are slotted first. The rest of the guaranteed period, if any, is allocated to some of the
remaining waiting traffics, while best effort traffics are filled in the third period according to their arrival
times to the CH.
To explain how assembly/scheduling decisions on the received packets are made by the main node, we
assume that the CH is able to update the maximum time it can keep an arriving packet; we call this the
Authorized Packet Delay, 𝐴𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑟) metric and is computed as follows:
Each node is associated with a function that estimates the maximum tolerable delay for each received
packet. To this end, we consider a single packet 𝑝 generated by a given WBAN node at time 𝑡 that
should be transmitted to its destination node over a route 𝑟 = (𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , . . , 𝑛𝑁 ) within a maximum delay
𝐷(𝑝). Therefore, the estimation of the average tolerable delay at a given node on route 𝑟 is obtained by
dividing the maximum packet delay by the number of intermediate nodes 𝑁 separating the source node
from the destination node: 𝐷(𝑝)/𝑁.
More generally, at a given node 𝑖 + 1 the packet 𝑝 arrives within a maximum delay 𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑖) equal to:

𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑖) = [𝑖 ∗ (

𝐷(𝑝)
𝐷(𝑝)
) + 𝜃 − 𝑇𝑝 (𝑝, 𝑖 + 1)] + (
)
𝑁
𝑁

(11)

Where 𝑇𝑝 (𝑝, 𝑖 + 1) is the packet arrival time at node 𝑖 + 1 and 𝜃 is the difference between the maximum
authorized delay in the first part of the path leading to node 𝑖 + 1 and the arrival time (we assume that
only one clock is governing the network time). Then one can set the following definitions:
𝑁

∑

𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑖) ≤ 𝐴𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑟)
𝑖=1
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(12)

The metric 𝐴𝑃𝐷(𝑝, 𝑟) is used as a new maximum value for the period during which the main node can
keep packet 𝑝 waiting. In addition, we will see in the following sub-section how a distribution of the
𝐴𝑃𝐷(𝑝) can help for the setup of an efficient call admission control.
During the assembly phase, the WBAN node assembles the packets arriving with the same destination
(in particular those passing through the same next-hop) and the same QoS requirements into a superframe. The aggregator WBAN adds its header to the super-frame and manages the sub-headers by
moving the destination values therein contained to the header field. At the end of each assembly phase,
a decision should be taken about whether the super-frame should be sent out immediately and a new
assembly process should start, or the WBAN node should wait for another frame in order to include
more packets in the current super-frame. This decision is based on the knowledge of the remaining
unreserved space in the super-frame and the QoS requirements (the maximum authorized delay) of the
currently assembled packets.
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

…

…
Super-frame 𝑖

Super-frame 1 Super-frame 2

Packet 1

Packet 2

Packet…3

Super-frame 𝑛

…

time

Packet 𝑚

Figure 28- Super-frame Assembly
To decide whether a super-frame should be immediately sent out once the current assembly process has
finished, we consider that a prediction function can be implemented by the WBAN in order to estimate
the expected number 𝑃̂ (𝑛 + 1) of packet arrivals in the following super-frame 𝑛 + 1. Such a function
allows to quantify if the increase in the super-frame length expected by waiting for an additional traffic
is significant enough to guarantee the respect of the maximum authorized delay of the already assembled
packets. Therefore, we list in the following two main heuristics that may be implemented in order to
decide when the super-frame should be immediately forwarded by the aggregator node.
To this end, we define a threshold value 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 that defines the maximum length that can be reached by
a super-frame and above which we decide to immediately send the super-frame. Formally, let consider
(as illustrated in Figure 28) that at a given instant 𝑡, 𝑚 packets have been assembled in the super-frame
𝑖. The latter has a length equal to 𝐿(𝑖) < 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Therefore, we consider that at the end of the insertion
of packet m, the estimation of the number of packets 𝑃̂(𝑛 + 1) within the next super-frame 𝑛 + 1
produced by the linear predictor is used to compute the estimated length 𝐿̂(𝑛 + 1). The obtained value
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is compared to the threshold 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑙(𝑖) , and if it is greater than that, the super-frame is sent out
immediately, otherwise it waits for the new assembly process to be completed.
Another mechanism consists in estimating not only the length of the arriving packets but also the waiting
̂ (𝑖 + 1) . Let 𝑇𝑃𝐷(𝑖) be the maximum authorized delay for
delay expected to be experienced by them 𝐷
a given node to keep waiting the super-frame 𝑖. This value corresponds to the minimum authorized delay
contained in the super-frame 𝑖 and is computed as 𝑇𝑃𝐷(𝑖) = min 𝐴𝑃𝐷(𝑗, 𝑟). The super-frame
𝑗=1…𝑚

assembly can be terminated without waiting for the new arriving packets if the estimated length of the
arriving packets 𝐿̂(𝑖 + 1) is lower than or equal to the remaining size (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑙(𝑖)) of the currently
assembled super-frame and the estimated delay does not exceed the threshold value 𝑇𝑃𝐷(𝑖).
{

𝐿̂(𝑖 + 1) ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑙(𝑖)
̂ (𝑛 + 1) < 𝑇𝑃𝐷(𝑖)
𝐷

(13)

4.5.3 Super-frame disassembly
Let us notice at the beginning of this sub-section that once an assembled super-frame is received by a
CH, the latter should read the header in order to identify the next-hop correspond to each packet.
According to the header’s content two main super-frame disassembly scenario can be considered:
 The first scenario considers that all packets contained in the super-frame have to be forwarded
through the same WBAN’s neighbor but with different QoS requirements. Therefore, the superframe should be disassembled and the packets it transports are placed appropriately in two types of
buffers; namely, first-come-first-served (FCFS) buffers for best effort traffic and earliest- deadlinefirst (EDF) buffers for guaranteed traffic. The EDF scheduler of a buffer attaches with each
disassembled packet its 𝐴𝑃𝐷 in a first step. Then, typically it serves the packets (i.e., assembles them)
according to the increasing order of their assigned deadlines. We should note that if the traffic
generated by the aggregator WBAN node will be routed through the same next-hop then it is also
taken into consideration during the assembly process. However, we will see in the sequel that
handling the synchronization requirements will put some exception in this service.
 In the second scenario, we consider that the super-frame disassembly is implemented by every node
participating in the routing process to handle network variability and nodes’ mobility. In particular,
the second scenario should be carefully applied in the case when the packets transported in the superframe are addressed to different next-hops. Then, after the reception of the super-frame from the
WBAN sender, the relay WBAN node will re-transmit the data to the target destination through a
neighbor WBAN node. Then the WBAN node proceeds by reading the destination address contained
in the super-frame header. Since every WBAN should keep its routing table up-to-date, it should
verify the next-hop that should be taken by each packet. Accordingly, the disassembling process aims
to decompose the received super-frame into several groups according to the number of selected
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neighbors. For its internal traffic, the aggregator WBAN node should verify whether any of the
created groups will be routed through the same next-hop targeted by its traffic. If it is the case then
it should be inserted in the appropriate group; otherwise a new group is created by assembly the
internally generated packets in the same super-frame.
The super-frame assembly and disassembly are implemented by the every WBAN node participating in
the routing process to effectively transmit the generated traffic by guaranteeing both the QoS
requirements of the generated traffic as well as the optimization of resource utilization. Accordingly, we
propose in the following a call admission scheme mechanism that aims to fulfill these requirements by
ensuring the provision of the constrained QoS for real-time and guaranteed traffic, and allows best effort
traffic to make full use of the residual channel resource.

4.6

A QoS-based End-to-End Communication in NWBANs

Since wireless communication links in hazardous environment are sensitive and susceptible to traffic
variation, fading, mobility, and interference, a precise instantaneous information on the whole
communication link state is almost impossible to obtain. Fortunately, achieving per-node measurements
and QoS estimation is convenient to acquire and update information on the entire path at a low overhead
cost [93]. In this section a set of fundamental functions for the provision of a QoS-based end-to-end
communication in the network of WBANs is presented including a MAC control mechanism, a QoSbased routing, and resource allocation.

4.6.1 A QoS-based MAC Control
Since local link metrics are scalable to the network, we consider that if the hop requirement can be
achieved at each hop, the estimation of the end-to-end QoS requirement of the whole path can be also
met. In the other hand, in the proposed network model each cluster has to serve a variety of classes of
WBANs’ requests that differ in their traffic parameters (e.g., packet delay and reliability), bandwidth
requirements and in their priorities while ensuring proper QoS levels to all of them. In this sub-section
two main metrics are discussed; namely the available end-to-end delay and the available bandwidth.

Available End-to-end delay: We define end-to-end packet delay as the time taken by a given route
to transmit a packet between the source point and its destination point. Theoretically speaking, we can
decompose the end-to-end packet delay into four main components; namely, packet propagation delay,
packet transmission delay, packet processing delay and packet queueing delay. The propagation delay
is determined by physical characteristics of the route serving the packet including its length and the
physical medium. The transmission delay is defined as a function of the packet size and link capacities
along the route. The processing delay is the time taken by the node to examine the header of the received
packet and to determine accordingly the route for the packet. The queueing delay is influenced by the
traffic load along the path, and therefore fluctuates over time.
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For the sake of simplicity and due to the fact that the distance between WBANs in a confined area is
limited, we consider that the transmission and propagation delays are negligible compared to the time
of service and queuing delays. Accordingly, to compute the end-to-end delay of a packet on a given
route, we consider a communication scenario where a packet 𝑝 is generated at a given instant 𝑡 and
relayed through a route 𝑟 = (𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , . . . , 𝑛𝑚 ) composed of a set of 𝑚 nodes and provides a delay of
service, denoted as 𝑑𝑠𝑚 (𝑟, 𝑝), computed as the sum of differences between the departure and arrival,
times of 𝑝 at each node composing this route. We have
𝑚

𝑚−1

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(𝑡𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡− 𝑡𝑗,𝑖𝑛 )
(𝑡𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡− 𝑡𝑗,𝑖𝑛 ) (𝑡𝑚,𝑜𝑢𝑡− 𝑡𝑚,𝑖𝑛 )
𝑑𝑠𝑚 (𝑟, 𝑝) = ∑
= (𝑚 − 1) ∑
+
(𝑚 − 1) 𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑑𝑠𝑚 (𝑟, 𝑝) =

(𝑚−1)
𝑚

𝑑𝑠𝑚−1 (𝑟, 𝑝) +

(𝑡𝑚,𝑜𝑢𝑡− 𝑡𝑚,𝑖𝑛 )
𝑚

(14)

The available bandwidth: The second QoS metric defines the available bandwidth between source
and destination nodes. The available bandwidth between two WBAN nodes can be defined as the
maximum throughput that can be transmitted between these two nodes without disturbing existing flows
in the network (i.e., no degradation of existing flows’ throughputs should be experienced) [12]. Due to
traffic heterogeneity and network variability, the available bandwidth is variable and changes over time.
We consider a communication scenario where a packet 𝑝 is generated at a given instant 𝑡 and relayed
through a route 𝑟 = (𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , . . , 𝑛𝑚 ) composed of a set of 𝑚 nodes. We can define that the estimated
available bandwidth per node can be measured by updating the rate value of the channel availability
time sensed at Mac layer over a certain interval [15]. It can be expressed as:
𝐴𝐵𝑗,𝑗=1...𝑚 =

𝑇𝑗
× 𝐶
∆𝑇

(15)

where 𝑇𝑗 , ∆𝑇, and 𝐶 are the channel availability time sensed at node 𝑗, the observation interval, and the
channel capacity, respectively. The channel availability rate, noted 𝐴𝑅𝑗 , can be easily measured as:
𝐴𝑅𝑗 =

𝑇𝑗
∆𝑇

(16)

Therefore, the available bandwidth on 𝑟 is defined as the minimum available bandwidth experienced by
all the core nodes occurring in the routing procedure.
𝐵𝑤𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑑) = min 𝐴𝐵𝑗 = min (𝐴𝑅𝑗 × 𝐶) (17)
𝑗=1… 𝑚

𝑗=1… 𝑚

4.6.2 QoS-based Resource Allocation
A Call admission (CA) control is implemented by our traffic management approach as a mechanism to
optimize reliability and resource utilization within the cluster. The admission control decides to accept
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or reject the WBAN requests based on the available wireless resource as well as the requested
bandwidth, time delay requirement and traffic priority. To this end, the WBANs within the cluster are
assumed to be anytime connected through CH devices. The main objective of the CA consists to admit
an incoming guaranteed traffic only if the requested QoS is available and to guarantee that the QoS of
the existing and currently admitted traffic is not affected. This can be useful to minimize the collision
probability. For best-effort traffic, the admission control decision must ensure that the QoS level of the
admitted guaranteed traffic is not affected. In addition, for efficient channel utilization, best-effort traffic
should have access to the residual bandwidth left by the guaranteed traffic. When receiving a connection
request from 𝑛𝑖 to 𝑛𝑗 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), the latter checks whether it is able to accommodate the QoS requirements
of the incoming flow (in particular the maximum authorized delay and the required bandwidth). If so,
the node 𝑛𝑗 initiates an admission request to verify whether the nodes on the route have enough resource
to fulfill the requirement of this flow.
To efficiently manage the network resource, the proposed approach should be able to identify the priority
of the generated traffic as well as its QoS constraints in terms of delay and bandwidth. To this end we
consider that a set of information between the different network layers must be exchanged. The
exchanged information is associated to the quality of communication links including the delay of service
and the available bandwidth. In addition, to identify the priority of the received packets, we consider
that during the super-frame assembly a bit is introduced to mark the priority of a given packet. The
proposed AC module proceeds by implementing two main processes, namely the computation of the
required QoS resource by the new WBAN request, the estimation of the available bandwidth and delay
of service on a given route, and decision making according to threshold metrics. These thresholds aim
to adjust the QoS reservation to support the most prioritized and emergent traffic while avoiding
congestion in the candidate route. In the following two major thresholds are considered, which are the
end-to-end delay and the available bandwidth.
More generally, we assume that, at instant 𝑡, a packets 𝑝 needs to be forwarded from its source (i.e., a
WBAN node) to its destination node (i.e., the base station) and a set of route 𝑅 = 𝑟𝑖 |𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘
allowing real-time delivery are available. To compute the most significant mean delay of service,
between source node s and destination nodes d, on each one of these routes, we fix a value 𝑃, and look
at the delays of serving the last 𝑃 packets through route 𝑟𝑖 . We have:

𝑑𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑑) =

1
∑
𝑑𝑠𝑚 (𝑟𝑖 , 𝑝𝑘 ) (18)
𝑃
(𝑘≤𝑃)

Admission control for a connection between the WBAN s and the destination with a delay constraint
APD can, therefore, be made on the selection of the route offering the largest difference:
𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑃𝐷 – 𝑑𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑑)).
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More generally, we assume that, at instant 𝑡, a packets 𝑝 needs to be forwarded from its source (i.e., a
WBAN node) to its destination node (i.e., the base station) and a set of route 𝑅 = 𝑟𝑖 |𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 are
available. Consequently, the admission control for a connection between 𝑠 and 𝑑 with a bandwidth
constraint 𝑏𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑡 can, therefore, be made on the selection of the route satisfying the following rule:
max (𝐵𝑤𝑖 (𝑠, 𝑑)).

𝑖=1…𝑘

4.6.3 A QoS-based Routing in NWBANs
We consider that the route to the destination node 𝑑 from any source node 𝑖 is identified before the
performance of admission control. For instance, using Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) as
route protocol. The latter operates based on routing tables maintained on WBAN nodes to store routing
information including, but not limited to, source address, destination address for which a route is
supplied, next-hop address, number of hops needed to reach destination, route life-time (i.e., is the
validity time of a given route that is updated every time the route is used and once expired the route is
discarded from the routing table). Accordingly, for each valid route a routing table is maintained by the
participating nodes. In addition, a list of precursors is maintained in the routing table. The list of
precursors contains the list of neighboring nodes to which a route reply was generated or forwarded and
they will receive notifications from the WBAN node in case of next hop link loss [93].
When a super-frame is received by the node 𝑗, the latter tries to send the transported packet to some
destination specified in the header. As discussed in sub-section 4.5.3, the WBAN disassembles the
received into different groups corresponding to the address of next-hop node. For each group it should
checks its routing table in order to determine whether a valid route to the destination is found. Therefore,
we consider that when a source node 𝑗 has a valid route to the destination 𝑆 information such as the
previous node 𝑗 − 1, next node 𝑗 + 1 and the number of next hops ℎ𝑖 needed to reach the destination
node can be easily obtained. Let as denote 𝑑𝑖 (𝑗, 𝑑) and 𝐵𝑤𝑖 (𝑗, 𝑑) as the available delay of service and
bandwidth provided by node 𝑗. Then, only when both delay and available bandwidth features are
satisfying the QoS requirements of the arriving flow, the latter is admitted. At the same time, the node 𝑗
should be able to update its QoS requirements and its routing table. Accordingly, if a valid route is
found, the created super-frame is forwarded to the corresponding next hop node; otherwise, a route
discovery process is initiated with the creation of a Route Request (RREQ) packet to create it.
As WBANs can be organized into several teams inside the monitored environment, each led by a leader
the previously described mono-cast routing should be modified in a way to support multicast routing
where the traffic is transmitted to a group of WBANs instead of a single destination node. The multicast
routing protocols in the NWBANs is required for sending the same message from a source WBAN node
(e.g., the team leader) to different and multiple destination nodes. The proposed mono-cast routing
mechanism can be extended to support a shared-tree based multicast routing that aims to optimize
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resource utilization. We divide in the rest of this paragraph the WBAN nodes into two types; namely,
the Source Nodes (SNs) (e.g., the BS or a WBAN node) which generate data and send it to a set of
destination nodes and Target Nodes (TNs) that are the destination nodes which the SNs send data to.
The source node (i.e., root of the tree) that will be used to send data from the source node to any other
WBAN in the network establish a tree by broadcasting request packets to discover the child nodes and
these child nodes found their child nodes in the same way, until all the TNs join in the tree. To optimize
the tree, we consider that a leaf detection mechanism can be applied to differentiate between leaf and
not leaf nodes. After that, the relationships between “parents nodes” and “children nodes” will be
updated periodically via exchanged messages. The constructed shared-tree should maintain
communication links between SNs and TNs and should update the end-to-end QoS requirements every
time a new TN join the tree. More formally, let consider that 𝑑𝑖 (𝑗, 𝑑) is the mean end-to-end delay
computed on the route 𝑖 from a source node 𝑗 and a destination 𝑑, if the end-to-end delays computed
on all other routes in the shared-tree and passing from different target nodes are less than 𝑑𝑖 (𝑗, 𝑑), this
value will define the available delay on the tree for the multi-cast routing; otherwise 𝑑𝑖 (𝑗, 𝑑) should be
replaced by the maximum computed end-to-end delay on all routes in the tree.

4.7

Smart Traffic Engineering

While the call admission control has been previously described, we continue in this section the
description of a set of functions for smart traffic engineering including the synchronization of dependent
flows and the provision of traffic regulation mechanisms. These functions are provided by our proposal
in order to smartly manage the heterogeneous traffic generated by the network of WBANs.

4.7.1 Flow synchronization control
In hazardous environment monitoring, there is a specific need for setting up cooperative sensing and
communication activities among WBANs. For example, tracking complex and dynamic phenomenon
such as fire can be performed by a community of firefighters and first responders fitted with wearable
sensor devices; each user contributing by sensing different parameters associated to the controlled
incident and by exchanging the collected information with their command center. Accordingly, when
an event is observed (or detected) by a number of sensors belonging to one (or more than one) WBAN,
packets are generated to report on the observation by the different sensors. These packets are naturally
synchronized and should be delivered with low effects on their synchronization (if not synchronized).
Therefore, in order for inter-WBANs cooperation to be useful it seems essential to extend the traffic
QoS requirements considered by the scheduling mechanism to include new requirements such as
handling traffic dependencies and ensuring flow synchronization.
Flow synchronization aims to maintain the temporal, spatial, or logical dependencies among several
flows in order to deliver the data to its destination in the same order as they were generated. Context
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relation refers to packet dependency on some data. Contextual dependency can be provided by sensors
having same or different sensing capabilities. Spatially dependent flows refer to a set of flows that have
been generated in the same observation time. For example, in multimedia applications, audio and video
messages must be temporally synchronized in order to be presented at the receiver together at the same
time when they were produced. However, due to network variability the transmission of dependent flows
can be affected, differently, by the network delay. Therefore, core nodes occurring in the routing paths
should contribute to provide synchronization of the transmitted packets. In addition, when time and
information dependent packets are delivered without being synchronized, the NWBAN can experience
waste of time, waste of energy, and misunderstanding of the real impact of the event observed. To
overcome the aforementioned limitations, we will develop, in the sequel, a flow synchronization
scheme.
We consider that the synchronization process starts during packets' generation by associating flags such
as timestamp and relationship dependencies that are useful for flow synchronization control. In
particular, a binary synchronization bit can be added to the packets to show whether they are
synchronized to other packets or not. In addition, another field can be added to the synchronized packet
to include a color (i.e., relevant information) that allows identifying if packets reporting on the same
event exist. Packets having the same color at a given instant of time should be synchronized with each
other. Accordingly, packets placed in the buffers of a relaying WBAN and waiting for slot allocation in
a super-frame might be served before their packet departure time 𝑡𝑑,𝑖 when the service time of packets
they are synchronized with is imminent and keeping them waiting generates a default of
synchronization. To this end, we consider that depending on the priority of the generated traffic
dependent packets can be either placed in a FCFS buffer or in an EDF buffer. Regardless of their priority
the queuing service should be modified in the following way:
Let 𝑝𝑖 be a packet indicating that it should be synchronized with packet 𝑝𝑗 , (𝑗 ≠ 𝑖) assume that on the
departure of 𝑝𝑖 , the difference between departure times, 𝑑 = |𝑡𝑑,𝑖 − 𝑡𝑑,𝑗 |, is less than a given tolerance
threshold 𝑇𝐷, then the departure time is not modified but synchronization control should be
implemented on every WBAN node participating in the routing process. If the departure time between
the two dependent packet is higher than the tolerance threshold then the EDF/FCFS service at the 𝑝𝑗 's
buffer should modify its actions by giving priority to 𝑝𝑗 to leave the WBAN node. Accordingly, the
transmission of dependent packets should be implemented by taking into consideration the minimization
of the difference between the departure times.

4.7.2 Traffic regulation
Since in environment monitoring applications, the generated traffic can be very highly demanding (and
exceeding the available resources, sometimes), the excess may cause traffic transmission blockage, loss
of information, and exhaustive energy consumption. In addition, the relaying process at a WBAN may
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constitute another source causing traffic overhead. To control such limitations, traffic regulation
schemes seem to be among the major tools to provide in WBAN-based networks. To achieve regulation
within NBWAN, we propose the following functions. First, regulation can be prepared through CAC.
For this we assume that NWBAN allows any WBAN node to fix a certain amount of resource 𝑅𝑒𝑠 to
use on the occurrence of regulation problems. Let 𝛿 be this amount of free resource that can be allocated
for additional traffic and let 𝛽 be the total amount of resource 𝑅𝑒𝑠 in the WBAN, 𝛽(𝑡) the amount of
resource 𝑅𝑒𝑠 allocated at time 𝑡, and 𝑅𝑞(𝑡) the requested amount of 𝑅𝑒𝑠. The admission control decision
related to 𝑅𝑒𝑠 would be to allocate resource when
𝑅𝑞(𝑡) + 𝛽(𝑡) ≤ 𝛽 − 𝛿 (19)
A particular of admission control for a connection between a WBAN s and a destination with a delay
constraint APD can, therefore, be made on the selection of the route offering the largest difference
𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑃𝐷 − 𝑑𝑖(𝑠, 𝑑) + 𝛿).
Second, a more reactive function to provide regulation assumes when extra guaranteed traffic is
increasing its entering traffic to a WBAN; the period allocated to the best effort traffic is reduced to its
minimum. Therefore, the non-transmitted best effort traffic may remain stored at the WBAN for a
certain period that can be defined based on the buffers' size and the type of information carried by the
traffic. We consider also that elimination of some best-effort traffic can be applied in times of
congestion. However, as real-time monitoring application is sensitive to packet drops due to the
generation of a traffic with stringent delay requirement, the previous mechanism cannot be an optimal
solution in case of guaranteed traffic. Accordingly, by estimating the time that may be experienced by
delaying the transmission of guaranteed traffic and by ensuring that the constraining QoS is not affected
by the increasing delay, minimizing the sending rates of the guaranteed traffic can be applied as
mechanism for eliminating congestion.
In case of a multicast communication process the previous approaches have to take into consideration
the fact that a fair transmission of the generated traffic has to be ensured between all destination nodes.
In particular, the transmitted guaranteed traffic should be the same on all destination nodes (some
unbalanced load for the best-effort traffic can be authorized). Therefore, mechanisms to minimize the
period allocated to the transmission of best-effort traffic or best-effort dropping can be implemented by
any node (i.e., in particular nodes experiencing less congestion) without worrying about the difference
of data transmission that can be experienced by some nodes. The rate of packet injection of best-effort
traffic can be also controlled at the source nodes themselves in order to prevent congestion from
happening in the intermediary nodes. In case of a high priority traffic, the previous mechanism cannot
be an optimal solution since the same message should be received by all destination nodes in the
network. Alternatively, we consider that the source node should control the injection rates of guaranteed
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traffic and should react in time of congestion by reducing the sending rate of the guaranteed traffic to
the expected rates that do not affect the constraining QoS of high priority traffic.

4.7.3 Traffic Scheduling
The traffic schedule is established using the exchanged information regarding the received traffic in
terms of priority, QoS constraints (i.e., maximum authorized delay and required bandwidth), and the
synchronization requirement. The mechanism of exchanging such an information is used in order to
renegotiate the schedule of the received packets. The scheduling algorithm should ensure the
maximization of throughput and the minimization of delays while ensuring fairness among the data
flows (i.e., achieve QoS goals for each class of traffic) and avoiding resource starvation. In the literature,
several scheduling algorithms have been proposed such as the first come, first served (FCFS), weighted
fair queuing (WFQ), and earliest- deadline-first (EDF). The simplest algorithm is the FCFS. The queues
are simply processed in the generation order of the packet, therefore no prioritization is handled and
starvation of high priority traffic may happen in presence of large amounts of best effort traffic. The
weighted fair queuing (WFQ) approach assigns different scheduling priorities to data flows and each
priority is assigned to a separate FCFS queue. Weights are also assigned to the scheduled packets in
order to finely allocate the available bandwidth according the requirements of each flow. The earliest
deadline first (EDF) algorithm provide a delay-based prioritization by arranging packets having the
closest deadline to be next in the queue. Such a mechanism enable the provision of low latency for realtime traffic.
Accordingly, as we have discussed in the section 4.5, once a super-frame is received by a WBAN node
acting as a relay node it should be disassembled by placing the packets therein contained appropriately
in two types of buffers; namely, first-come-first-served (FCFS) buffers for best effort traffic and earliestdeadline-first (EDF) buffers for guaranteed traffic. Since, the best-effort traffic has no stringent delay
requirement, packets are placed in the FCFS queues and are served in the order of their arrivals. We
considered that a maximum waiting delay should be defined to avoid starvation of best-effort traffic.
The high priority traffic is placed in the EDF buffer. The EDF scheduler attaches with each disassembled
packet its authorized packet delay 𝐴𝑃𝐷 in a first step. Then, typically it serves the packets (i.e.,
assembles them) according to the increasing order of their assigned deadlines. We should note that if
the traffic generated by the aggregator WBAN node will be routed through the same next-hop then it is
also taken into consideration during the assembly process. Taking into consideration the requirement of
some packets that have to be synchronized together, a new priority metric is added. Therefore, the
transmission of dependent packets should be implemented by the two types of scheduler by taking into
consideration the minimization of the difference between the departure times.
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4.8

Performance Evaluation

In this simulation, we evaluate the proposed approach considering three main objectives: First, how the
loss probability of best-effort traffic can be affected by the rate of resource allocated to the guaranteed
traffic in the super-frame; Second, the impact of number of hops on the delay of service for the three
types of traffic was evaluated; and finally, we evaluate the rate of successful flow synchronization by
varying the number of dependent flows (i.e., synchronization pairs) and the synchronization threshold.
In the other hand, since our proposed traffic management solution provides flow synchronization and
external traffic mechanisms which are not addressed in the discussed related works we don't made
comparisons between our strategy and these approaches. We have conducted the simulation using
Matlab.

4.8.1 Simulation Environment
We consider an application scenario where a set of WBAN nodes, constituting a NWBAN, are randomly
deployed in an area of length 200 meters and width 50 meters (see Figure 29). This area represents an
indoor space where the WBANs nodes are in charge of collecting data and transmitting them to the base
station using a multi-hop topology. For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this simulation that all
packets are sent to a main and single destination (a BS node, for instance). The number of WBANs
ranges from 1 to 12. The generated traffic is a mixed traffic of three types with different priorities: the
emergency traffic that needs to be delivered instantaneously, the real time traffic that may tolerate an
acceptable delay within which it should be delivered to the final destination, and non-real-time traffic
that have reduced delay requirement. The different traffic types are differentiated using a priority flag
field (0: for best-effort, 1: for real-time, and 2: for emergency traffic). Each WBAN generates data flow
periodically excepting the emergency traffic that is randomly generated. We consider that the number
of slots in the super-frame is 100 and the channel data rate is 250Kbps.
200 m

50 m

Base Station

Figure 29- Simulation Environment
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Although interferences between neighboring WBANs in the NWBAN is an important factor to be taken
into account for the design of a traffic management protocol, for the sake of simplicity the simulation
focuses on showing the performances of the proposed protocol with neglecting the effect of interferences
in the NWBAN. Therefore, during simulation traffic download from the BS to the WBANs as well as
communication interferences between WBANs are ignored.

4.8.2 Simulation Results
As mentioned in the description of the simulation environment, the generated traffic at a given WBAN
node is composed of real-time and non-real-time flows. Since the proposed super-frame structure has a
slightly variable length that is adjusted based on the traffic load and the types of the generated traffic
(the lengths of the guaranteed period and best effort period are variable), we need to find the optimal
length that should be reserved for each period in order to decrease the packet loss probability. Therefore,
the first task in our simulation consists to evaluate the impact of size reserved in the super-frame for
guaranteed traffic on the packet loss probability of best effort packets.
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Figure 30-Loss Probability of Best Effort Traffic
By varying the size reserved to the guaranteed traffic in the super-frame we obtain the curves illustrated
in Figure 30. Based on the depicted results, we note that the probability loss of best effort traffic is
increasing linearly with the percentage of slots allocated in the super-frame to the guaranteed traffic.
The more the BE traffic is voluminous relatively to the available resources, the more their loss
probability is important. In addition, we remark that when the guaranteed traffic is not occupying all the
slots in a super-frame, the packet loss probability of best effort traffic is considerably important
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regardless of the percentage of best effort traffic in the network. This is justified by the fact that
transmission delays are authorized for best effort traffic.
In the second simulation, we consider that three types of traffic (i.e., guaranteed, emergency and best
effort traffics) should be relayed over a given route to reach their destination. The number of hops on
these routes are varying from one to ten WBANs. Therefore, the task here focuses on the evaluation of
the impact of the number of hops (i.e., WBAN nodes) on the delivery delay that each type of traffic
could experience during the relaying process.
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Figure 31-Delivery Delay per traffic type vs. Number of WBAN nodes
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The results obtained in the second simulation are depicted in Figure 31. Based on the illustrated curves
we remark that the delivery delay of the three types of traffic is an increasing function of the number of
traversed hops. In addition, by varying the rate of resource that may be allocated to each type, a
comparison of the impact of hops is made. Accordingly, we observe that more the percentage of
resources occupancy of a given traffic type is important the more the delivery delay of this traffic is
reduced. Furthermore, for a given delay each traffic type tolerates a number of hops that should not be
exceeded during relaying in order to respect delay constraints. In addition, the number of hops allowing
the respect of delay requirement is reduced with the increase of the amount of relayed traffic for the
three types of traffic. Therefore, since guaranteed traffics especially emergency traffics have stringent
delay requirement, we need to fix the maximum tolerable delay within which the packet should be
delivered before it expires. Fixing the maximum tolerable delay of each packet taking into account its
type is needed in order to find the optimal balance between the number of hops and the amount of data
that should be provided during relaying process.
Flow synchronization is introduced by our traffic management approach to synchronize the delivery of
time and information dependent packets. However, when the number of packets is important
synchronization may fail and packets may be received desynchronized. Accordingly, in the third
simulation we evaluated the probability of obtaining successful synchronization as a function of the
number of synchronization pairs.
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The obtained results are compared among different value of the tolerance threshold 𝑇𝐷 and are
illustrated in Figure 32. The plotted curves show that when the tolerance threshold value is important
packets are always received synchronized whatever their number. In addition, the more this threshold is
important the more the probability of receiving successful synchronization is important. The probability
of successful synchronization is inversely proportional to the increase of the number of synchronization
pairs. In particular for a low tolerance threshold (i.e., 0.05 sec and 0.09 sec) the decrease is noticed for
a number of synchronization pairs equal to 30 and 35, respectively. Besides, view the size of resources,
the failure of flow synchronization is negligible for a given number of synchronization points.

4.9

Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a smart traffic management approach for a NWBANs for hazardous
environment monitoring. The proposed approach implements multi-hop communication to support
WBAN's mobility and energy optimization. A super-frame management techniques including the
assembly and disassembly processes were proposed. In addition, a set of functions for the provision of
an end-to-end communication mechanism in the NWBAN was described including a QoS-based MAC
control, a QoS-based resource allocation, and a QoS-base routing. The latter described how routing is
performed in a mono-cast or multi-cast communication scenarios. Furthermore, the proposed solution
is capable of guaranteeing critical QoS constraints and introduces valuable functionalities for a better
traffic engineering including QoS-based scheduling, synchronization of dependent flows, call admission
control, and traffic regulation mechanism to provide resource optimization and minimize transmission
blocking. A simulation was conducted to evaluate how the major objectives described within this chapter
are met and analyzes the performances of the proposed solution. Thanks to a set of enhanced
functionalities, the proposed model is able to overcome the major challenges faced by the related works
which are traffic delay guarantee, flow synchronization, and resource awareness.
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CHAPTER

V:

HAZARADOUS

ENVIRONMENTS

SURVEILLANCE USING UAV-AIDED WSNs AND WBANs

5.1

Introduction

Advances in sensing technologies have enabled countless opportunities to efficiently provide hazardous
environment monitoring as well as assisting the security of the involved staff. These solutions are
heterogeneous in terms of architecture and topology. The architecture heterogeneity concerns the
different used sensor networks (e.g., a single sensor, WSNs or WBANs), which are deployed in harsh
and hazardous environment and are acting on physical activity (e.g., tracking position, detecting
vibration, measuring temperature, and detecting intrusion). The deployed networks range from static
terrestrially deployed sensor nodes to mobile nodes worn by individuals or embedded on vehicles. Each
type of this networks has its own architecture that may depend on the geographical characteristics of the
environment where they are deployed and on the constraints of the monitored application. Due to the
constrained energy of sensor networks and the threats associated to the monitored environment, network
maintenance approaches have to be addressed in order to ensure network availability and surveillance
efficiency. The second type of heterogeneity concerns the topology of the deployed networks. Indeed,
while some WBANs have a static topology or a limited mobility (e.g., patient in a hospital and miners
in a coal mine), other WBANs may tend to travel and navigate along a very long distance (e.g., soldiers
in a battlefield, border patrols in borderlines, teams of firefighters in an outdoor firefighting
environment, and emergency teams in a location affected by a disaster). The mobile WBANs may
experience frequent connectivity loss and they will not be able to be tracked or to transmit their
information in time to the analysis center. While the latter heterogeneity issue is addressed in the next
chapter, the former one is addressed here.
In this chapter, we address issues associated to the use of sensor networks including WBANs and WSNs
in hazardous environment monitoring and we propose a typical border surveillance application as a use
case. Indeed, monitoring national borders is remarkably one of the major concerns of any country
wishing to protect and control its own infrastructure and reinforce public safety and economic wellbeing.
A commonly used practice for border surveillance is to physically build a wall or fence between two
separate nations. The traditional surveillance approaches request intensive human involvement which is
tedious, error-prone, costly, and time-consuming. As progressive as these approaches are, limiting
problems can arise from not efficiently using border security resources, leaving areas on the border
either unmonitored with cameras or fenceless.
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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have emerged as a promising tool that assists authorities in
monitoring the security of critical areas and properties, such as borderlines. Typically, in a WSN-based
environmental surveillance system, sensors are linearly arranged due to the linear nature of the
borderline, creating a specific class of these networks. To guarantee a continuous and pervasive
monitoring of the borderline and allow the authorities to timely respond to intrusions, several problems
associated to the deployment and use of WSN-based border surveillance systems need to be addressed.
These problems range from the destruction of sensor nodes during their landing, to the appearance of
communication and sensing holes (e.g., due to sensors’ energy depletion, or the occurrence of transient
transmission impairments). Therefore, an economical and rapid intervention of the network
administrator should be possible to detect and investigate failures in the network, and timely repair them
(e.g., by dropping new sensors at precise locations). Guaranteeing the safety of the groups of users
involved in the surveillance mission is among the main issues that should be solved in any critical
application. Recent advancements in sensing technologies have enabled the design of miniaturized
wearable sensors that can be attached to soldiers ‘uniforms and networked with each other to form a
WBAN system that continuously collects and monitors their vital signs, tracks their behavior and the
hazards surrounding them, and allows soldiers using their WBANs to easily interact with the pre-existed
infrastructure. The WBANs can be deployed as mobile nodes to complete the surveillance task of
sensors and to help the decision making process by properly intervening in the field when necessary.
However, several issues are facing the use of these networks including, but not limited to, the creation
of multiple coverage holes due to the inaccurate determination of the physical location of sensors’
landing points, the possible destruction of some sensors thrown from aircraft vehicles, the energy
depletion of sensors’ battery, the degradation of sensing ranges due to the variation of the vegetation
surrounding them, and the frequent appearance of coverage and communication problems. Therefore,
appropriate approaches for the investigation of network deficiencies and problems have to be provided
in order to allow a continuous tracking of the different sensors networks and to react in-time when
needed.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) such as quadcopters offer unique capabilities and are very flexible
devices in terms of the advantageous tasks they can perform including hovering (at lower altitudes)
above a point of interest in the monitored area (especially in narrow and unreachable areas). Therefore,
an based on all the aforementioned observations, we propose in this chapter an approach to enhance
large-scale surveillance missions that consists in using a heterogeneous network model for hazardous
environment monitoring composed of a terrestrially deployed WSNs and a set of mobile WBANs
together with a network of UAVs in order to enhance the quality of event detection and the safety of
groups of users, guarantee a continuous and pervasive monitoring of the monitored environment, relay
the collected data from isolated sensor nodes, provide an economical and rapid detection and
investigation of network failures, and intervene in time to repair them.
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The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, the limitations of existing
border surveillance solutions are discussed and the contributions provided by our proposal are
highlighted. The third section describes a thick strip border surveillance system based on a WSN is
presented, showing the description of the network architecture, the nodes deployment strategy, and the
target detection and tracking approach. Section 5.4 describes the improvement of border surveillance
using a set of quad-copters. In the fifth section a WBAN-based system for patrol troops is described.
The prototype of the designed quad-copter device as well as its electrical and software architecture are
described in section 5.6. Section 5.7 assesses the efficiency of the proposed approach through some
conducted simulations. The last section concludes the chapter.

5.2

Limitations of existing Solutions and Contributions

The United States Customs and Border Protection (CBP) implemented an Integrated Surveillance
Intelligence System to remotely monitor illegal crossings of the border with night-day cameras [105].
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has also made use of their resources to secure the northern
and southwest USA borders by increasing the number of patrol agents, aerial coverage, and restricting
points of entry. Traditional border surveillance approaches are generally requesting intensive human
involvement which is tedious, error-prone, costly, and time-consuming. As progressive as these
approaches are, limiting problems can arise from not efficiently using border security resources, leaving
areas on the border either unmonitored with cameras or fenceless.
Motivated by the technological progress in sensing and mobile communications technologies, several
recent proposals based on the use of WSNs or unmanned aerial vehicles have been proposed for the
purpose of border surveillance. In addition, some other works have discussed the implementation of
WBAN-based solutions to monitor soldiers’ health statuses. Nonetheless, the available works do not
address in an efficient manner the requirements of such a critical mission as it will be shown and
discussed in the following sub-sections.

5.2.1 WSN-based border surveillance systems
In [96, 97, and 54] a WSN-based architecture for military surveillance applications is built using a set
of terrestrially deployed sensor nodes and wireless gateways. However, due to the limited and inaccurate
information collected by sensors and the use of sensors having the same sensing capabilities, false alerts
are likely to be generated, due to animal crossing or environmental impact. In BorderSense [95], a
heterogeneous sensors networks is used. The proposed solution is a three-layer hybrid network
architecture that integrates wireless multimedia sensor nodes attached to surveillance towers, mobile
sensor nodes that roam throughout the monitored border, and a set of scalar sensors terrestrially deployed
is proposed. However, although [95] provides several advantages in terms of minimization of the human
involvements and the improvement of the detection accuracy of the border surveillance systems using
heterogeneous sensors, it does not provide mechanisms to rapidly detect and investigate nodes failures
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or to minimize the cost associated to the repair of failures, the redeployment of damaged nodes, and the
reconfiguration of the network. The use of these WSNs does not allow a fast investigation and
intervention in the case of warnings.
Several other works in the literature focused on the design of lightweight quadcopters [28, 52, 101, 102,
and 103]. However, the only use of quad-copters to survey very long borders makes the solution nonscalable and unable to provide a continuous surveillance, unless a high number of long distance
quadcopters are used simultaneously all the time. This would make the surveillance unpractical and
highly expensive.
As sensors can be also worn by individuals or integrated in their accessories and equipment. Some
research works such as those proposed in [60] and [108] have focused on the development of WBANbased system for monitoring the health statuses of soldiers.
In [60] a Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks (WBASN) for measuring fatigue of soldiers was
proposed. It includes three sensors attached to soldier’s body that monitor specific parameter, especially,
the body temperature, the blood glucose level, and heart rate. In [108] a WBANs for monitoring the
physiological conditions of military soldiers was proposed. The proposed WBAN is composed of a
coordinator node and five elementary sensors which measure the blood pressure (BP), the pulse
oximeter, the body temperature, the electrocardiogram (ECG), and the electroencephalography (EEG).
However, these two works only focus on the monitoring of soldiers ‘health statuses while in hazardous
areas (i.e., battlefield and borders) the tracking of soldiers’ behavior (e.g., location, speed, and direction)
as well as the surveillance of the evolution of surrounding risks (e.g., presence of explosives and moving
objects) are among the major requirements that should be guaranteed in any surveillance mission.

5.2.2 Toward the needs of UAVs for enhancing hazardous environment
surveillance
Typically, in a WSN-based border surveillance system, sensors are linearly arranged due to the linear
nature of the borderline, creating a specific class of networks. To provide an economical large-scale
monitoring of the borderline, even in critical environments where it is impractical for humans to be
present, an aerial vehicle is generally used to drop sensors. In addition, WBANs on soldiers need to
perform some crucial functions for the efficiency of the surveillance mission including, but not limited
to, sensing the soldiers-related information (e.g., their health statuses and their real-time positions),
exchanging or relaying the sensed information between members of a given soldier team using interWBAN communications, transmitting the collected data to the remote intervention center, and
interacting with a terrestrially deployed sensor nodes. However, several issues are facing the use of these
networks. First, the physical location of sensors’ landing points cannot be determined with a high
accuracy, even if advanced models for the controllable and random deployment of nodes thrown from
the air, are used [100], [27]. Therefore, multiple coverage holes may appear. In addition, since sensors
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are thrown from aircraft vehicles, some of them could be damaged during landing. Second, after an
operational period of time, some sensor nodes either in the WSN or the WBANs may go out of energy
and their sensing range may be affected by the variation of the vegetation surrounding them. Third, over
time, threats affecting the monitored zone could vary, making the density of the nodes within the
vulnerable area insufficient to guarantee an accurate good detection and tracking. Fourth, some transient
troubles could occur (e.g., rainy weather), creating coverage and communication problems (e.g., isolated
islands of sensor nodes). Fifth, false alarms triggered by these sensors require unnecessary human
intervention which is in turn expensive and even dangerous [27]. However, due to their sensitivity, alerts
generated by sensor nodes should be timely exchanged and forwarded through the network to the control
center, otherwise trespassers could cross the border undetected. Accordingly, efficient mechanisms for
investigating the aforementioned problems and for providing reactive and cost-efficient maintenance
techniques have to be designed while minimizing the need for human intervention and ensuring the
safety of teams of border patrols.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) such as Quadcopters offer unique capabilities and are very flexible
devices in terms of the advantageous tasks they can perform including hovering (at lower altitudes)
above a point of interest in the monitored area (especially in narrow and unreachable areas). Therefore,
a better approach to enhance border surveillance missions would consist in using an heterogeneous
WSN-based system that consists in a terrestrially deployed WSNs, a network of mobile WBANs,
together with a set of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in order to enhance the quality of detection,
guarantee a continuous and pervasive monitoring of the borderline, localize WBAN nodes, provide an
economical and rapid detection of network failures, investigate the failure problems, and intervene in
time to repair them.

5.2.3 Contributions
In the following sections, a cooperative hazardous environment surveillance application using an UAVaided wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and wireless body area networks (WBANs) is designed and the
following four-fold contribution is provided.
 A hybrid three-layered network model for the surveillance of hazardous environment is designed. It
integrates three main interacting vectors: a terrestrially deployed WSNs, a network of mobile
WBANs, and a set of lightweight Unmanned Aircraft Vehicles (UAVs), in the form of quadcopters.
The latter is used to interact with the terrestrially deployed WSN and the mobile WBANs in order to
improve the border surveillance, the investigation and maintenance of network failures in both
networks, and the tracking of trespassers. The WBANs are used to monitor the vital signs of border
patrols, to track their behaviors and the hazardous phenomenon surrounding them, and to interact
with the terrestrially deployed WSNs.
 A battery-free and wirelessly powered platform (WISP) for sensing and computation is integrated to
the wireless sensor network nodes and dual-port nonvolatile memory (an EEPROM with RFID and
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Serial Interfaces) is used. Through the integration of the WISP and the Dual-port nonvolatile memory
the configuration state of sensor devices either in the WSN or WBAN can powerlessly read or
updated by the quadcopters, allowing to investigate several types of failures.
 Green techniques are developed to allow the quadcopters to accurately localize sensors, WBAN
nodes, detect coverage holes, identify and investigate sensors' failures, fix coverage holes by
dropping sensors after computing their suitable positions, relay urgent data between isolated island
of sensors (i.e., from both WSNs and WBANs), wake up unreachable sensors to track intruders, and
transmit real photography of the trespassers being detected by terrestrial sensor nodes.
 The electrical and the software architecture of the proposed VTail quadcopters are designed and a
prototype is developed and tested. The developed quadcopters behave as enhanced mobile sensors,
which cooperate with the terrestrially deployed sensors to enhance the accuracy of the trespassers
detection. They provide an economical and efficient response tool that allows to quickly respond to
various types of incidents (e.g., sensor's coverage problems, sensors failures, trespassers detection)
by intervening in the field to drop additional sensors at precise positions. In fact, since they are able
to fly at very low altitude and speed the coordinates of sensors' landing point can be determined with
high accuracy, or to capture and transmit aerial photo and video footages of the zone being crossed
by trespassers.
 A heuristics-based scheduling of tracking tasks is proposed to select the best action that should be
taken by the quadcopter in order to maximize the successful rate of events’ detection. The scheduling
algorithm aims to enhance the capture of a moving target by taking into consideration a set of
parameters including the energy consumption of the quadcopter, the estimated exit point of the target,
and the alert generation time. Such an algorithm could be helpful to avoid unnecessary delays induced
from repetitive charging of the quadcopter’s battery and consequently efficient tracking of events.

5.3

A Thick Strip Border Surveillance Using Collaborating WSNs
and WBANs

Wireless Sensor Networks are provided as a collection of autonomous sensor devices that are able to
create a multi-hop radio network, maintain a decentralized connectivity, and perform a pervasive
detection and monitoring of physical and environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, motion, pressure)
around them through cooperation and self-organization. Among the main properties that should be
satisfied by a good WSN-based application of hazardous environment surveillance one can cite: a) the
efficient deployment of sensor devices to maximize the network coverage; b) the optimal use of
computational, communication, and storage resources to maximize the network lifetime; c) the ability
to rapidly detect and investigate nodes failure and network partitioning; and d) the capability to minimize
the cost associated to the repair of failures, the redeployment of damaged nodes, and the reconfiguration
of the network. The Wireless Body Area Networks provide unprecedented opportunities to monitor user117

related vital signs as well as the surrounding environment. In addition, a WSN-to-WBAN
communication may be provided to complete the surveillance mission by allowing the WBANs to
collect data from sensor nodes located in their communication ranges and by detecting the occurrence
of an event. In this section, we describe the architecture that integrates the terrestrial WSN and the
mobile WBANs, the features provided by each type of network, and the sensor nodes deployment
scheme.

5.3.1 Wireless Sensor Network architecture
We consider a hierarchical wireless sensor network deployed in a thick strip along the monitored area,
as described in Figure 33, which integrates three types of sensors: Basic Sensing Nodes (BSNs), Data
Relay Nodes (DRNs), and Data Dissemination Nodes (DDNs).
The BSNs are elementary sensor devices forming the first layer of the architecture. They are low
powered and resource impoverished nodes used for the detection of moving objects, the alerting, and
the cooperative relaying of messages to/from the second layer (i.e., the DRN nodes). They are low
powered and resource impoverished nodes used for the detection of moving objects, the alerting, and
the cooperative relaying of messages to/from the second layer (i.e., the DRN nodes). The DRNs are
resource rich nodes equipped with powerful energy and communication resources. They form the second
layer of the network. They are responsible of collecting alerts from the different BSN nodes in their
vicinity, and cooperating with neighbor DRNs to forward these alerts to the third layer of the network
(i.e., the DDNs).
Communication Radius (CR)
DDN+DRN

BSN

DRN

Gap areas

Border
Overlapping Areas
(OAs)
Intervention Center (IC)

Figure 33- The WSN based subsystem architecture
The DRNs are also in charge of discovering the different deployed BSNs, and scheduling their activity
and managing routes towards them. The DDN form the third network layer. They represent a set of sink
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nodes in charge of collecting data from their neighbor DRNs, pre-processing and aggregating them, and
forwarding them to the Network Control Center (NCC).
The wireless sensor network we are designing follows a thick linear topology. In this context, the DRNs
and DDNs are deployed linearly, while the BSN are distributed around the DRNs and delimited by two
lines. Gap areas are introduced between two strips in order to enlarge the width of the monitored area.

5.3.2 Assisted WSN-based Surveillance: A WBAN-based approach
The probability of success of any surveillance mission will mostly depend on a number of prerequisites
and factors. It is crucial to have appropriate resources in the form of personnel and equipment as well
as information and support system. In addition, while engaged in the monitored environment, groups of
users may be exposed to hostile environments and numerous types of dangers leading to stressful
situations and, eventually, painful consequences and a range of injuries. Therefore, the ability to assess
performance and readiness of workers is a crucial requirement that should be satisfied. Accordingly, we
argue that together with the heavy body armor, equipment, and weapons that they carry in the monitored
field, workers in outdoor hazardous areas such as patrol troops and firefighters may be equipped with
another piece of wearable equipment, particularly a WBAN system. The latter includes a set of wearable
sensors including, physiological sensors, activity and position location devices, and environmental
sensors, which are in charge of collecting and transmitting sensitive information regarding either
soldiers’ health statuses and location or the environment conditions. A set of multimedia devices such
as an attached night vision camera can be also added to the WBAN to capture real-time videos of the
monitored area. In addition, the WBAN system will enable to analyze data on-the-fly and track human
behavior and hazard phenomenon more accurately. A powerful sensor node acts as a coordinator node
that is in charge of aggregating and processing data transmitted by the other nodes in the same WBAN
and then transmit the collected data, wirelessly, through single hop or multi-hop routing to the remote
command center.
Additionally to the protection of the monitored environment using a terrestrially deployed WSN, the
WBANs are introduced as a second dimension of the proposed system to improve the border
surveillance mission. In particular, we consider that additionally to the monitoring tasks performed by
the WBANs, failures investigation and data relaying can be also performed. Indeed, WBANs are
deployed as mobile nodes that cooperate together to perform surveillance task and that communicate
with the terrestrially deployed WSN to collect data from isolated and unreachable nodes to send them
to their destinations. Therefore, we propose in this section a hierarchical cluster network model where
WBANs are organized into groups, each led by a leader. The latter is in charge of overseeing and
coordinating the tasks performed by all members in his team. By extending our WBAN-assisted
navigation solution proposed in chapter 3, an outdoor environment surveillance mission based on the
TMWG could be supported. The graph is built typically using a set of observations collected from the
different teams of WBANs deployed in the outdoor. Members in each team are in charge, using their
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WBAN system, of continuously sensing their surrounding environment to detect event occurrence (e.g.,
a fire incident or a border intrusion) as well as their related information (e.g., health signs and location).
In addition, the different WBANs can interact with sensor nodes in their vicinity to relay data from
isolated island of nodes and to interrogate them in order to detect network and communication failures.
The services including risk monitoring and estimation, shortest safe route selection, and communication
management are provided by the TMWG based on the management of the set of measurements collected
and updated by the WBANs on the monitored area by teams of WBANs.
UAV

Audio/Video device
• Helmet mounted display
• Night vision camera
Extra-WBAN Communication
Physiological Sensors
• ECG
• Body Temperature
• SPO2
WBAN coordinator
Environmental Sensors
• Ambient temperature
• Oxygen level

Extra-WBAN Communication
Activity Sensors
• Accelerometer
• GPS
• Radar detector

Inter-WBAN Communication

A WBAN Soldier System

Figure 34- A hybrid architecture for border surveillance
Among the main reasons for using a hierarchical-cluster network model is that it is the most appropriate
choice for the network of WBANs (i.e., due to the restricted energy constraints) since it supports the
achievement of self-organization and the balancing of energy among nodes. In the other hand, using any
ambient wireless communication (e.g., 3G, 4G) the WBAN may relay data directly or using multi-hop
communications from isolated nodes to the NCC to enable fast decision making.
The hybrid architecture that we propose is illustrated in Figure 34. In particular, this figure describes an
example of a border surveillance mission where a set of soldiers are forming a network of mobile
WBANs that are deployed together with a terrestrially deployed WSNs and organized into groups to
fight the detected event.

5.3.3 Nodes deployment scheme
To provide an accurate detection and tracking of trespassers by the border surveillance wireless sensor
network, the methods and techniques used for the deployment of nodes should achieve a maximum
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coverage of the entire supervised area, and should allow sensors to form a connected communication
network.
Let 𝑅𝑐𝑑 and 𝑅𝑐𝑏 denote the communication range of a DRN and a BSN, respectively. We denote by 𝑅𝑠𝑏
the sensing range of a BSN. We assume that the thick line border is a rectangle of length 𝐿 and width
𝑊, that we partition into equal squares. Each one of these squares of width 𝑊 is partitioned into a set
of equal sub-squares. For each square we place a DRN at the central sub-square, and a BSN all the
remaining sub-squares.
Since DRNs are deployed to form a linear network, they must be mutually connected to guarantee radio
connectivity. In this context, every DRN node should have at least two neighbor DRNs in its
communication range (𝑅𝑐𝑑 ), and the length of every square should be lower or equal to half the DRN's
communication range (𝑊 ≤

1
2

∗ 𝑅𝑐𝑑 ). The minimum number of DRNs to be deployed would be equal

to: 2 ∗ 𝐿 = 𝑅𝑐𝑑 . The dimension of a subsquare is chosen with respect to the sensing coverage of a sensor
node, so that every point in a subsquare will be in a sensing disk of a sensor. Typically, the deployment
pattern to use should guarantee that in every sub-square a BSN is placed. To guarantee that successive
BSN sensors are able to communicate with each other, while providing full monitoring, we assume that
𝑅𝑐𝑏 ≥ 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑠𝑏 . For each square the DRN is placed at the central subsquare, while at least a BSN is placed
at each one of the remaining subsquares. DDNs, representing gateways to the NCC are placed at a
regular interval after a predefined set of DRNs.
To provide an economical large-scale monitoring of the borderline, even in critical environments where
it is inconvenient for humans to be present, an aerial vehicle is generally used to drop randomly BSNs
and DRNs sensors form the sky. We propose to use the scheme proposed in [50] for the aerial
deployment of a 3-layer hierarchical WSN capable of monitoring a 2D area. The position of the sensors'
landing point is determined with respect the wind speed vector of the aircraft vehicle (transporting the
sensors), the wind forces experienced by the sensors dropped from the air, and the interval separating
two successive droppings times.
As depicted in Figure 33, the optimal position of every BSN, DRN, or DDN is at the central of a subsquare. Even if the technique proposed in [50] allows to control the error related to the variation of the
landing patterns, some sensing coverage holes may occur due to the sudden variation of the wind
velocity and the geographical features of the landing area. These holes should be detected and eliminated
after deployment, otherwise they would allow invasive intruders to cross the thick line undetectable.

5.3.4 Event tracking
An event tracking consists on analyzing the evolution of some parameters values that the deployed
surveillance system is reporting such as the ambient temperature or a moving target. Since the monitored
environment is hazardous and tends to quickly change over time, the system should not only report on
the detection of the dynamic event but also should track its evolution over time. The event tracking is a
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collaborative task involving all nodes in the network. When an event is detected by a BSN an alert is
issued from the detecting node and is forwarded to the corresponding DRN, which will send it to the
NCC directly or using other DRNs. A WBAN node may also provide data relaying services, when
necessary. The NCC will be in charge of analyzing the received data in order to perform advanced tasks
such as the estimation of hazard occurrence, the trajectory that could be followed by the risk, and the
intervention in time to avoid risk aggravation. To enhance event tracking alerts generated by the
detecting nodes could be also forwarded to the mobile WBAN nodes that will be asked to stop its
evolution.
For example, in a border surveillance mission when a trespasser crosses the borderline and enters in the
sensing range of a BSN, the latter detects it, generates an alert, and forwards it to the DRN of the same
square. As long as the detected trespasser continues to move and to cross areas covered by sensors,
neighbor BSNs, which are located in the same or adjacent square, generate and forward their alerts to
the DRNs. These alerts, which are subsequently forwarded by DRNs to the NCC, provide measurements
of the successive locations of the intruder. Based on the received measurements, the NCC traces back
the trajectory of the intruder and determines its velocity and direction. Based on that trajectory, it
predicts the next zone to be crossed within a next predefined period of time. An information regarding
the estimated intruder’s exit point is transmitted to the border patrols using their WBAN systems in
order to be able to track the intruder on this point. The NCC informs the DRNs located on the predicted
trajectory, and instructs them to wake up BSNs available on that trajectory. As long as new alerts are
received by the NCC, the difference between the predicted and the observed trajectory is computed and
used to enhance the predicted trajectory. As the main motivation of any surveillance system is the
minimization of the number of undetected events and the provision of an energy-efficient tracking
solution, the WBANs may be in charge of waking-up sensor nodes located on the intruder’s estimated
trajectory. Therefore, instead of tracking events using all BSN nodes in the network, the tracking task
will be only performed by some nodes that are on the estimated trajectory.

5.3.5 Need for Proactive and Reactive Techniques for an Accurate Detection
and Tracking
An efficient detection and tracking of intruders by sensor nodes requires that the monitored area is totally
covered and the BSNs are able to communicate with their neighbors and generate routes toward DRNs.
A typical example of WSN deployment in practice is illustrated in Figure 35. The existence of sensing
or communication coverage holes in the network, would prevent either the detection of trespassers and
the generation alerts, or the routing of received alerts toward the DRN.
Holes in the network arise due to the following reasons:
 As sensors are dropped from aircraft during deployment, some of them could be damaged.
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 Sensors are prone to faults and malfunctioning. Calibration drifts, for example, which increase
throughout the sensor lifetime, could decrease the detection accuracy.
 A sensor could run out of energy depending on the quantity of detected events and generated and
forwarded alerts.
 Due to modification of the environment under which a sensor is deployed (e.g., vegetation,
temperature, noise) or the occurrence of transient troubles (e.g., rainy weather), several irregularities
could arise on the sensing and transmission range, contributing to the creation of coverage holes.
In addition to holes, threats affecting the monitored zone could vary over time, requiring sometimes
increasing the density of nodes within the vulnerable area to guarantee a good detection and tracking.
Besides, since some areas could be harsh and unreachable the WBANs may be unable to perform
efficient tracking of the detected events and to stop their evolution.
Border
Trajectory of an invasive intruder

Unconnected DRN

Figure 35- WSN deployment in practice
To guarantee a good quality of detection and tracking, a WSN-based border surveillance applications
should allow the prediction, detection and identification of a wide set of sensor faults, the tolerance of
the monitoring system to these faults, and the ability to recover from them. Energy consumption of a
sensor node, for example, should be monitored and the instant of failure should be predicted based on
the history of resources consumption. A replacement procedure should be developed so that the NCC
can proactively respond to failure by replacing the sensor before it becomes faulty. The efficiency of the
replacement procedure depends on the size of the border area, the mean time separating two successive
faults, and the frequency of events generation.
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5.4

Border Surveillance Quality Improvement: Use of UAVs

In this section, we introduce the use of unmanned aircraft vehicle platforms of quadcopters, to interact
with a terrestrially deployed wireless sensor network and be used as a tool for the proactive response
and investigation of faults occurring on the deployed sensors.

5.4.1 Quadcopter objectives
The main objectives of the quadcopter are:
 Localization of terrestrial sensors and detection of sensing and transmission coverage holes.
 Detection of several types of nodes failures, such as battery depletion, and routing failure.
 Transporting and dropping of lightweight sensor nodes.
 Correction of coverage holes by accurately dropping sensors after computing their suitable positions.
 Relaying of data between isolated island of BSN nodes, or between isolated DRNs and the NCC
 Tracking of objects crossing the border once they are detected by terrestrial sensor nodes, by
capturing and transmitting real-time video of the intrusion area.
 Wake up isolated sensors to track mobile trespassers and trace their trajectory.
The use of quadcopters for enhancing the quality of border surveillance offers several advantages. First,
it is able to fly over hazardous and risky areas, allowing to prevent the loss of human life. Second,
quadcopters are inexpensive platforms that can be built from scratch using components available in the
market. It can also be easily assembled due to its non-complex mechanical architecture. Third, a
quadcopter does not rise serious safety and legal issues thanks to its small dimension and ability to fly
at very low altitude. However, we should mention that such advantage is granted to quadcopter unless
some conditions are satisfied including: (i) The quadcopter should not fly over or within 150 meters of
a congested area or an organized open-air assembly of more than 1,000 persons; (ii) The quadcopter
should not fly within 50 meters of any vessel, vehicle or structure which is not under the control of the
person in charge of the aircraft; and (iii) The quadcopter should not fly within 50 meters of any person5.

5.4.2 Quad-copter design requirements
To achieve the objectives discussed in the previous subsection, a quadcopter should fulfill the following
requirements:
 A quadcopter represents a mobile sensor that is able to communicate with the WSN deployed on the
ground.

5

http://blog.oscarliang.net/laws-quadcopter-drones-uk/
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 A quadcopter should be able to perform a long distance communication with the Network Control
Center using a packet oriented service connection (such as 3G or rural mobile network) to receive
navigation data, transmit the locally collected data to the NCC, and relay data between isolated nodes.
 A quadcopter should be remotely piloted and controlled over thousands of meters and is able to y at
a tunable altitude (up to several tens of meters).
 A quadcopter is equipped with a set of on-board sensors for safe flying (e.g., Attitude and Heading
Reference System (AHRS), GPS receiver, 2D LIDAR obstacle detection, compass, and
accelerometer).


A quadcopter has an attached camera to capture high-resolution images and real-time videos of the
area where the trespasser is detected. The images and video will be processed by a computer vision
algorithm to better understand the occurred intrusion and to minimize the rate of false alerts.

 A quadcopter should be able to transport and drop tiny objects such as sensors
In order to reduce to the maximum possible the overhead of the energy required by the terrestrial sensors
to respond to the requests generated by the quadcopter, we introduce the use of Radio Frequency energy
harvesting techniques to powerlessly localize sensors, collect their data, and modify their configuration.
We integrate to every sensor a Wireless Identification and Sensing platform (WISP) which is a
programmable battery-free sensing and computational platform [27, 101] that can be powered and read
by a standards compliant Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) reader.
A WISP uses an ultra-low-power programmable microcontroller powered by RF energy to encode its
unique ID and additional data in order to perform sensing and computation tasks [103]. We equip the
quadcopters with long-range RFID readers to read the WISP tags deployed on the sensor nodes located
on the ground.

5.4.3 Coverage holes detection and maintenance
To detect sensing and transmission coverage holes, the quadcopter needs to compute the current
positions of neighbor BSNs and DRNs within a predefined geographic area. To compute the coordinates
of a sensor node, say 𝑠, the quadcopter proceeds as described in Figure 36. First, it computes its
coordinates (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 ) at position 𝑝 thanks to the use of an embedded GPS receiver, or using triangulation
with the 3G network access points. Second, while flying at a constant speed (from position 𝑝 to another
position 𝑞) and in parallel to the upper boundary of the strip representing the thick border, the quadcopter
performs two successive measurements of the distances 𝑑𝑝 and 𝑑𝑞 (between itself and the sensor node)
at two positions 𝑝 and 𝑞, respectively. Knowing its speed and the time difference between the two
instants of measurements, the quadcopter computes the distance 𝑑𝑝𝑞 separating the two positions 𝑝 and
𝑞. The coordinates (𝑥𝑠 , 𝑦𝑠 ) of the sensor 𝑠 are computed by resolving the following two equations 𝑥𝑠2 +
𝑦𝑠2 = 𝑑𝑝2 and (𝑑𝑝𝑞 − 𝑥𝑠 )2 + 𝑦𝑠2 = 𝑑𝑞2 . We obtain 𝑥𝑠 and 𝑦𝑠 as follows.
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Since the quadcopter is always flying at the upper boundary, the resolved value of 𝑦𝑠 cannot be negative.
2
𝑥𝑠 = (𝑑𝑝2 − 𝑑𝑞2 + 𝑑𝑝𝑞
)/(2𝑑𝑝𝑞 )

𝑑𝑝2
2
𝑦𝑠 = √(
) × (𝑑𝑝2 − 𝑑𝑞2 + 𝑑𝑝𝑞
)
2𝑑
𝑝𝑞
{

(20)
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Figure 36-Quad-copter-based localization correction
To compute the distances 𝑑𝑝 and 𝑑𝑞 the quadcopter performs RFID based localization by estimating the
physical distance separating it to the passive WISP tag embedded in the sensor. Several techniques can
be used for the distance estimation such as Radio Signal Strength or the time difference of arrival. In
[104] a technique that combines the advantages of acoustic location (high degree of precision and
simplicity) and the use of RFID technology (powerless computation and unlimited lifetime) was
designed to provide a high accuracy in comparison with the existing techniques. Using it, the WISP tag
embedded on the sensor will be equipped with an acoustic tone detector. Once interrogated, the WISP
powerlessly generates an ultrasound signal after the reception of an acoustic beacon, measures the
acoustic Time of Flight, and stores the latter in the tag to be read by the RFID reader. After computing
the positions of the sensor nodes (both BSNs and DRNs) located in the ground, the quadcopter checks
if:
 the distance separating two neighbor DRNs does not exceed Rdc ; and
 each BSN has as much neighbor BSNs as the number of sub-squares around it. The distance between
two neighbor BSNs or between a BSN and a DRN does not exceed Rbs
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Figure 37- Deployment of DRNs
If one of these conditions is not satisfied the quad-copter drops additional nodes in the adequate zone to
overcome coverage and connectivity problems. Having computed the position of the two horizontal
DRNs 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 that are unable to communicate together, it computes the position of the new DRN to
be dropped, so that it will be at the intersection of the communication coverage areas of 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 and
inside the squared zone. If possible, the position of the new DRN will be also in the communication
coverage of one or two vertical neighbors, so that DRNs located at different strips could communicate
together to relay alerts from a border strip to another (this feature is needed during tracking, so that a
DRN could ask its vertical neighbors to wake up sensors located in the trajectory of the moving event).
To avoid the appearance of isolated islands of nodes leaving the existence of sensing and transmission
coverage holes between them, the deployment of additional BSNs should guarantee that each BSN has
at least one BSN in its sensing range 𝑅𝑠 . To respond to coverage holes, the quad-copter drops new BSNs
as follows. First, it determines the nearest BSNs of both isolated islands and selects one of them.
Second, it drops the new BSN as far away as possible from the actual point, provided that it will be in a
different sub-square. Typically, the distance separating them will be equal to 𝑅𝑠 − 𝜀 where 𝜀 is a small
value representing the estimated error in computing the distance between nodes. The quadcopter repeats
the same operation until no coverage hole exists.

5.4.4 Localization error estimation
Since the determination of the distance separating the quadcopter to the tags requires that the WISP
computes the acoustic Time of Flight, through two successive interrogations of the RFID tag, a nonnegligible period of time is required to determine that distance. During the interrogation of the WISP,
the quadcopter moves using a static speed. Therefore, during the two successive (interactions with the
WISP, the geographical coordinates of the quadcopter may vary slightly, which may lead to an
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inaccurate estimation of the sensor’s location. We estimate in this section the localization error as
follows:

α

A
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d2

C

Flight line

B

d1: d(A,C)
d2: d(B,C)
d3: d(B,D)
d4: d(A,B)

Figure 38-Localization error estimation
Let 𝑡 be the time elapsed between the first and the last wireless communication with the WISP, s be the
propagation speed of the signal, and 𝑣 be the speed of the quadcopter. As the quadcopter speed is
constant, the distance 𝑑4 can be computed as 𝑑4 = 𝑡 × 𝑣.
We denote by 𝑑3 = (𝑑1 + 𝑑2)/2 the effective measured distance (between the quadcopter and the
sensor) due to the movement of the quadcopter between the two interrogations of the WISP, and let d2
be the distance supposed to be measured by the quadcopter. Using the Pythagorean Theorem, we obtain
the following equalities, assuming that the quadcopter is enable to estimate the Angle of Arrival 𝛼 of
the signal received from the WISP.
𝑑1 = √(𝑑4 − 𝑑2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼))² + (𝑑2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼))²

𝑑3 =

√(𝑑4 − 𝑑2 cos(𝛼))2 + (𝑑2 sin(𝛼))2 + 𝑑2
2

(21)

(22)

√(𝑑42 − 2𝑑4 𝑑2 cos(𝛼) + (𝑑2 cos(𝛼))2 ) + (𝑑2 sin(𝛼))2 + 𝑑2
𝑑3 =
(23)
2

√(𝑑42 − 2𝑑4 𝑑2 cos(𝛼) + 𝑑22 ) + 𝑑2
𝑑3 =
(24)
2
Let 𝐿 = 𝜌 × 𝑑4 be the distance seprating the orthogonal projection of 𝐶 on 𝑑4 and 𝐵. Then, 𝑑2 can
be expressed by: 𝑑2 = (𝜌 × 𝑑4) cos(𝛼) and consequently 𝑑4 = (𝑑2 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼))/𝜌.
By replacing 𝑑4 in equation 3 and by applying mathematical formulations we obtain:
𝑑3 = 𝑑2 √(1 − (𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)/𝜌)²) + 𝑑2

(25)
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) 2

Consequently 𝑑2 can be expressed by: 𝑑2 = 𝑑3/(𝜃 + 1), where 𝜃 = √(1 − (

𝜌

))

Since 𝑑3 = 𝑡 × 𝑠, we can obtain the value of 𝑑2 in function of 𝑡, 𝑠, 𝑣 and 𝛼, and estimate the error 𝑒
related to the computation of the distance between the quadcopter and the sensor as 𝑒 = 𝑑3 − 𝑑2
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5.4.5 Maintenance of failed nodes
Sensor failures occur due to several reasons such as battery depletion, or hardware/software
manufacturing, or calibration drift. We extend the sensor node architecture by integrating to the WISP
a dual Access EEPROM, which can be accessed through a wired serial port from the embedded
microcontroller, or through a wireless RFID reader. The use of the RFID interface will allow the memory
of the sensor to be read and updated remotely and powerlessly. Therefore, the failures can be
investigated even if the sensor is unable to respond to the quadcopter's requests. The used dual-port
access memory stores the configuration state of the deployed sensors, including:
 The routing table showing at least a route to the DRN of the same square. A route is a four-uplet in
the form of < 𝐷𝑅Nid , next hop, distance; timestamp >, describing the id of the DRN, the identity
of the next hop, the number of hops to reach the DRN, and the time of the last update. Each route is
supposed to be refreshed each period of time Tupdate or when a failure is detected. Once updated the
route is time-stamped.
 The value of the remaining battery energy, which is computed and updated by the sensor each period
of time T. A timestamp is written together with that value each time it is updated.
 The value of average consumption of energy computed over the last x hours (x is chosen with respect
to the border crossing frequency).
 The content of alerts that remained in the sending buffer for a period of time exceeding a threshold
𝑇ℎ. Failures in sending the buffered data could occur due to the unavailability of next sensors in the
route towards the BSN.
 A status flag describing whether the sensor is in active or sleeping state.
To detect and investigate failures, the quadcopter uses its RFID reader to read the content of the dual
access memory. The following failures can be detected:
Detection of unreachable nodes: Some nodes could be unreachable even if they are in the transmission
coverage of their neighbors, especially due to transmission impairments. This failure can be detected by
noticing the availability of alerts that remained in the sending buffer for a period of time exceeding a
threshold 𝑇ℎ. The quadcopter copies the content of these buffered alerts and immediately forward them
to the NCC. After being acknowledged, it deletes these alerts from the dual access memory.
Detection of out-of-coverage nodes: Some nodes could be unreachable even if they are in the
transmission coverage of their neighbors, especially due to transmission impairments. This failure can
be detected by noticing the availability of alerts that remained in the sensor node’s sending buffer for a
period of time exceeding a threshold 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Basically, the quad-copter traverses a linear path on the
monitored area and checks the content of the dual access memory of the sensors therein deployed.
We consider a set 𝐴 = {𝑎𝑖 |𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛} of alerts available in a sensor buffer at a given instant 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 ,
which denotes the time when the quad-copter starts reading the content stored in the sending buffer. The
waiting time of a given alert is denoted by: 𝜃(𝑎) = |𝑇(𝑎) − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 |, where 𝑇(𝑎) denotes the generation
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time of alert 𝑎. If there exist an alert 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 such that 𝜃(𝑎) is greater than a predefined threshold 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
(𝜃(𝑎) ≥ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), a transmission failure is detected. The quadcopter proceeds by copying the content of
the buffered alerts and immediately forwarding them to the NCC. After being acknowledged, it deletes
these alerts from the dual access memory of the sensor node.
Detection/identification of out-of-energy nodes: The use of the quad-copter aims to increase the
coverage of the entire border surveillance system by investigating and repairing sensor nodes
connectivity problems such as the existence of out-of-coverage nodes. We assume that every alert
reception should normally be acknowledged by the NCC by 𝜏 seconds; otherwise the unacknowledged
alert must be retransmitted in a later time until it is finally received. The number of retransmissions is
limited to a threshold value 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 . If such a threshold is reached, the buffered alert should be tagged
in order to be read and relayed using the quad-copter (i.e., via the WISP).
More formally, at a given instant t, the quadcopter checks if the routing table is empty or contains an
outdated route to the DRN. It checks, within the buffered alerts on every node, if the current time value
tread is higher than the sum of the route timestamp and the period of update, 𝑡𝑢𝑝 , (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 >
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝(𝑗) + 𝑡𝑢𝑝) and whether the maximum number of retransmissions is exceeded. If it is the
case, the NCC instructs the quadcopter to correct coverage holes by relaying these alerts and deleting
them from the buffer after being acknowledged. In addition, the quadcopter is in charge of dropping
additional sensors along the uncovered zone as discussed in the previous section.
Powerless detection/identification of critical battery level and out-of-energy nodes: To determine
whether the sensor is still active, the quadcopter checks whether the timestamp of the last update is
recent, and whether the expected remaining energy has reached the zero value considering the average
consumption of energy. If sensor’s battery is depleted, the NCC instructs the quadcopter to drop a new
sensor node in that location. We consider that the quad-copter is also able to detect whether the sensor’s
battery status is critical before completely depleting its energy. The quad-copter reads the last update of
the remaining battery energy level 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 and checks if it is lower than a threshold 𝐸𝑡ℎ based on the
following inequality:

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 − (𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 × 𝑇𝑄 ) < 𝐸𝑡ℎ

(26)

where 𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the mean consumption energy level of a given sensor per a unit of time and Eth is a
threshold value that defines the minimum level of energy required to keep a sensor node active for the
period 𝑇𝑄 that denotes the quad-copter mean intervention time. Consequently, if the residual energy of
a deployed sensor goes below this threshold, an alert is automatically forwarded to the NCC, which
instructs the quad-copter to intervene in that location by replacing the sensor node before its battery
becomes out of energy.
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5.5

Tracking Assistance: A Border-Surveillance Scenario

This section focuses on the description of an UAV-assisted tracking scheme that exploits the cooperation
between the UAVs and the deployed WSN and mobile WBANs in order to assist a border surveillance
mission and to provide an accurate target state estimation and an efficient tracking of trespassers. Indeed,
during a border surveillance system has to ensure that borders are efficiently protected from any illegal
and unlawful activities such as intrusions and therefore intruders should be timely detected, tracked, and
their exit points should be estimated in order to be captured.

5.5.1 Intruders’ Exit Point Estimation
After detecting a trespasser, alerts generated by BSNs are forwarded to the NCC through the hierarchical
DRNs and DDNs. The NCC predicts the trajectory of the trespassers, instructs the DRNs on that
trajectory to wake up sensors in their vicinity, and sends the quadcopter to the trespassers’ exit point to
remotely capture real-time video of the intrusion scene. To predict the intruder’s exit point, we consider
the following hypotheses:
 The intruders seek to take the shortest path, when crossing the border area, and try to not be exposed
for a long time to the sensor nodes deployed along the border, so as to minimize the likelihood of
being detected.
 An intruder, as illustrated in Figure 39, is moving along a trajectory whose direction is typically
perpendicular to the borderline, but due to the geographical characteristics of the border areas, it can
be inclined vertically with a tilt angle.
 The quadcopter is always flying at the upper boundary of the monitored area. Therefore, to maximize
the number of detected trespassers while minimizing the energy consumption we consider that the
capture of trespassers is performed at the exit point of border strip.
The estimation of the intruder’s exit point is based on the estimation of the next sensor by which it will
pass and the projection of the position of the last sensor that has detected the intrusion on the x-axis.

Intervention Center (IC)
Estimated exit area

Intruder’s trajectory

Intruder’s entrance point

Figure 39- Typical Example of Intruder’s Trajectory
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Let us consider a set 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑛 of intruders which are crossing the border line at an instant 𝑡, and
let (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) be the position of the intruder 𝑖. This position is varying over time. We consider that from
the different positions computed over time, we can estimate the X’s coordinate, say 𝑥̂𝑖 , of the trespasser
at the upper boundary axis, at the moment when it will exit the borderline. Such an estimation can be
done using prediction algorithms [109], [110], and based on the trespasser’s velocity and direction as
determined by the deployed sensors. The control center keeps track the estimated exit point of each
trespasser and updates it as long as new sensors detect its motion. These estimated exist points are shared
with the different intervention centers which will send their quadcopters to spot trespassers when they
will cross the upper boundary axis, allowing to reduce the rate of false positives by determining the type
of moving object.

5.5.2 Quadcopter-based tracking
The quadcopter is initially located at the intervention center (IC). To track intruders, it reads the list of
estimated exist points of trespassers and goes back and forth along the borderline to spot trespassers.
However, the quadcopter is constrained to return to the IC for the purpose of maintenance (replacement
of the depleted battery by a fully charged one). Therefore, efficiently scheduling the list of tasks that
should be performed by the quadcopter is necessary to minimize energy consumption, reduce
unnecessary displacement, and avoid battery depletion before reaching the intervention center. While
the global direction of the trespassers’ trajectory is almost perpendicular to the borderline, their
instantaneous velocity and direction is random, as illustrated in Figure 39). Therefore, the estimation of
their exit instant and x’s coordinate is uncertain. Consequently, the scheduling of quadcopter’s ’actions
should be based on heuristics that use the information acquired from sensor nodes and available in NCC
in order to further the selection, with respect to a predefined conditions.
In this sub-section, we focus on describing a priority-aware heuristic-based tracking algorithm for
effectively tracking, using quadcopters, and multiple trespassers in the monitored area. Such an
algorithm meets the following properties:
 The NCC is in charge of scheduling the tracking tasks based to their times of exit, and sending them
to the quadcopter;
 The execution of a tracking task cannot be interrupted once the quadcopter starts performing it;
 Once the quadcopter finishes the execution of a tracking task, it receives another instruction or is
ordered to return to the intervention center for battery replacement.
We consider a set of tracking instructions 𝑄 = {𝑞𝑖|𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛}, where a tracking instruction, 𝑞𝑖 =
(𝑥̂𝑖 , 𝜃(𝑥̂𝑖 )), is a tuple describing the estimated X’s coordinate of the trespasser’s exit point at the
borderline (𝑥̂𝑖), and the time instant when it will be there 𝜃(𝑥̂𝑖). To serve the set of instructions in 𝑄,
two main heuristics are used, namely the Earliest Exit Time First (EETF) and the Nearest Exit Time
First (NETF).
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The Earliest Exit Time First (EETF): this heuristic encourages the selection of the task to be served
according to the time of exit value. In other words, quadcopter servers the task related to the trespasser
that will be the first to cross the borderline.
The Nearest Exit Time First (NETF): this heuristic suggests selecting the task that minimizes the
energy consumed to move the quadcopter. In this context, the quadcopters serves the nearest task to its
current position.
Track (𝑄, 𝐸 ,

,

)

Begin

∀𝑞 ∈

:

// All received tasks are assumed to be not already served
GetQuadLoc()
// Set x to the quadcopter location on the borderline
While(𝑄 ≠

∈
,

=

)

, ,

// select the next node to serve (the task 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄) considering the heuristic H, the remaining
//energy 𝐸 , and the quadcopter’s location
𝐸 =

, ,

// determine the required energy to serve the task by moving the quadcopter from the current
//location x to the task’s location Loc(q)
𝐸 =

// determine the required energy to reach the control center once the task q is served
Then
Serve(q);
−

;
;

//Move the quadcopter to serve the task, update the remaining energy, and set the task as

//solved
Else
GoToConCenter();
−

;

//Move the quadcopter to the control center to change its battery, and update the //remaining
battery energy after such a maintenance

EndIf
x GetQuadLoc()
// Update the new position of the quadcopter on the borderline
EndWhile
End

Algorithme 1-Priority-aware heuristic-based tracking algorithm
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We denote by Select (𝑄, 𝐸 , 𝐸

𝑡ℎ , 𝐻)

the function that will select the task 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 to be served based on

the heuristic 𝐻, considering a remaining battery energy equal to 𝐸 . Before serving a task and moving
from a location to another, the quadcopter should guarantee that the estimated energy at the arrival is
higher or equal to a predefined threshold 𝐸

𝑡ℎ .

Algorithm 1 describes how tasks are served by the quadcopter, considering an available set of tasks 𝑄,
a battery energy level equal to 𝐸 , and an energy threshold 𝐸

𝑡ℎ

(i.e., the minimal acceptable energy

level of the quadcopter energy to guarantee its availability). Whenever there are new tasks in the set 𝑄
received from the network control center and not already served by the quadcopter, the quadcopter is
ordered by the intervention center to serve the task selected with respect to the heuristic 𝐻. If the energy
remaining in the quadcopter battery is sufficient to move it to forth toward the location of the task and
back toward the intervention center, the task is served. Otherwise, the quadcopter is moved directly to
the intervention center for maintenance purpose. After the accomplishment of every task, the energy
remaining in the quadcopter battery is inspected, its location is updated, and the task is served. Since the
quad-copter has the capability to communicate with the deployed sensors within a communication radius
𝜌, the NCC can also instruct the quadcopter to check if the sensors located on the predicted trajectory
and within its communication radius are all woke up by remotely reading the dual access memory and
checking the value of the status flag. If some sensors are found to be still in sleeping state, the quadcopter
informs the NCC (this failure can be investigated later), and sends a pulse to the sensor (by writing
directly to the dual access memory) to change its configuration state.

5.5.3 Coping with the Complexity Tasks of WISPs
Radio Frequency energy harvesting techniques are used to powerlessly locate sensor nodes deployed on
the ground and collect and modify configuration data, or even wake up sleeping sensors. Using longrange RFID readers, quadcopters can interact with the WSN by reading the WISP tags deployed on each
sensor node. Therefore, the quadcopter device should be in direct visibility with the target sensor node
to efficiently perform it tasks; namely, trespassers’ tracking and network maintenance. However, since
the energy required by these tasks may overtake the quantity of energy harvested by the WISP, sudden
discontinuation and interruption of the executed operation may happen. To cope with such an issue, we
propose to use one of the following two mechanisms, which were proposed in the literature to allow the
execution of complex algorithms on a WISP, while introducing different steps of energy harvesting
during that execution.
The algorithm in [111] is split into a virtual set of instructions (the energy required by each instruction
is estimated) that will be executed sequentially and will be divided into blocks. The division of the
virtual set of instructions into blocks should take into consideration that the energy consumption of every
block does not exceed a predefined estimated threshold. The WISP proceeds by the execution of the
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first block of instructions upon receiving from the RFID reader the required quantity of energy. Upon
the block execution is terminated, the program computational state is saved to a flash memory, and a
new energy harvesting request for the execution of the next bloc is sent to the programmer. The WISP
waits for harvesting the required energy from the RFID reader and then resumes the program’s execution
by performing the next block of instructions. The execution of such a process will be repeated until the
execution of the last bloc of instructions of the whole complex task. One drawback of such an approach
consists of the delay overhead caused the wasted waiting time after the execution of every bloc of
instructions. During that time the WISP should wait for the response of the RFID reader transported by
the quadcopter, in order to harvest energy.
Mementos [112] is another proposed approach aiming to deal with the energy harvesting problem. The
solution consists of a software system which is implemented under an enhanced WISP, and which
integrates an energy-aware state check-pointing system that allows splitting the complex tasks into
several life cycles. Trigger points are used at: (i) the compilation time to call energy estimation functions
to estimate the available energy level; and (ii) run time to predict power losses. The program
computational state is stored in a non-volatile memory when an energy interruption is predicted. Once
enough energy is received, the previous program execution is not lost but the last saved state will define
the new start execution point. Compared to the previous solution, the interruption of tasks’ execution in
this approach is only performed if a potential power loss is predicted by the energy estimation function,
which could reduce the unnecessary overhead delays. However, energy consumption problems and
additional delays may be experienced due to the repetitive and useless execution of energy estimation
functions.

5.6 Prototyping the Quad-Copter
This section focuses on prototyping the quad-copter device. In this context, it describes the quad-copter
framework and gives an overview of the electrical, mechanical, and software architecture.

5.6.1 Quadcopter framework
We chose to work with a quadcopter, which has the "Y" shaped VTail design, over the conventional "𝑋"
orientation. The VTail design, shown in Figure 40 is modeled after the shape of the letter "Y" with a tail
in the shape of the letter "𝑉". The base setup of the VTail quadcopter contains 1240kV motors, 30Amp
electric speed controllers (ESCs), two 8045 and two 9047 propellers, and a 2.4 GHz 8 Channel radio
receiver. The major differences between the VTail and the average quadcopter are the weight, motors,
and battery. The VTail's credentials allow it to carry a heavier payload, have longer ight times, and
achieve more agile ight maneuvers. This unique construction promotes a more stabilized flight,
combining the natural agility of a tricopter (a multirotor with three motors and three propellers) setup,
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then stability of the "𝑋" style quadcopter (a multirotor with four motors and four propellers), and
removes the disadvantage pending on servo control to turn in place.

Figure 40-VTail quadcopter: Bird view

5.6.2 Quadcopter’s electrical architecture
The electrical architecture in Figure 41 is centered around the use of a well-known flight controller
called the KK2 Board made by RC store HobbyKing. This board uses the Atmega324 PA, an 8-bit
microcontroller operating at 20MHz with 32 general purpose input/output pins, I2C communication
protocol, Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) serial communication line, and analog
to digital conversion (ADC) channels. The KK2 Board has a library of pre-installed software for
different orientations of quadcopters, which is especially useful since the VTail form is rarely supported.
This board is responsible for sending pulse width modulated (PWM) signals ranging from 1.5ms to
2.0ms every 20ms to four electric speed controllers (ESCs), which control the speed and therefore, thrust
of each individual motor on the quadcopter. The sensors on the board include a sensitive gyroscope and
accelerometer system to keep up with the VTail's unique agility and auto-levels the quad-copter in the
air at a high refresh rate. A separate GPS system is employed to keep track of the UAV in relation to the
Earth at all times. The sensors on the ground have radio frequency identification (RFID) tags that relay
valuable information that needs to be retrieved by the UAV.
To accomplish this, the ID-12LA RFID reader is placed on the quadcopter to store the information on
the tag from the wireless sensor network. The quadcopter operates through a radio control frequency of
2.4GHz with the aid of a live video stream captured by a GoPro video camera and transmitted by an
800mW 1.3GHz transmitter. When the quadcopter is flown in range of the sensors, using near field
communication (NFC), the data will be read and stored on EEPROM memory via on a closed-loop
circuit independent of the flight controller board.
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Figure 41-Electrical architecture

5.6.3 UAV Mechanical Architecture
In the event that a sensor is damaged or malfunctioning in the field, the UAV will need to be able to
retrieve the data from the broken sensor and replace it with a working one. A workable solution is to
attach a magnetic locking mechanism to the base of the quadcopter.

Figure 42-Magnetic Sensor Attachment

In Figure 42 there is a permanent magnetic ring on the bottom of the structure. That ring will hold the
top of the sensor to be deployed on the ground. The way that the UAV drops the sensor is by a stepper
motor-driven threaded turning rod that passes through a hole in the base of the structure, making the
platform move upwards. The rod will physically push the top of the sensor down to create enough to
separate the sensor from the magnetic ring, dropping the sensor on the ground in its designated location.
The stepper motor is controlled by a channel on the KK2 board as seen in Figure 41.
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5.6.4 Quadcopter software architecture
The software designed for the quadcopter is an infinite loop. The process starts with the control input
from either the user or a saved set of instructions in memory. The next step is to decide the best route
on how to accomplish the given input by capturing the current sensor data provided by the accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer, and GPS. Then, the software that is run on the KK2 Board uses a PID
controller to handle the predicative calculations, motor speed output, and the error percentage based on
the difference between the expected and actual attitude of the quadcopter. The ESCs each have their
own processor that operates at a relatively high clock speed in order to react in real-time to the KK2
Board's rapid string of commands. That command is used as an objective to reach and in turn, is
translated as a task that is attempted until it is completed. Then, the process starts over with a new input
resulting into a different task. Possible tasks include traveling to a set of GPS coordinates,
deploying/retrieving a sensor, surveillance and collecting data using near field communication.

5.6.5 Testing the quadcopter’s Prototype
We tested our prototype on a test scenario with two control method setups, namely manual control and
GPS based auto-control, for providing valid parameters to simulations. In the test scenario, three
triangular positions (Intruder position A, and Intruder position B, and intervention center C) were
arranged with GPS coordinates. Our quad-copter flights over each intruder A and B, and then flights
back to C. We equipped the designed quadcopter with a 3000mAH battery. In comparison with a normal
quadcopter, which has a 3300mAH battery, our quadcopter can reach a maximum flight distance of 3390
m before it has to return to its take-off area, while the Crossfire’s maximum distance is 1872 m. This
difference is mostly due to the fact that the VTail is lighter, more agile, and faster than the Crossfire,
overcoming the battery disadvantage.
The prototype made 10 flights over intruder positions, and we measured the battery consumption, and
also the flight speed, distance, and mission completion times based on GPS positions. Our quad-copter
showed a top speed of 11.5m/s. To spot a trespasser, the range of the VTail quadcopter can be extended
by considering the range of the camera used to take a picture. The camera used for the simulation was a
GoPro Hero 3 Black Edition, having a resolution of 12 Mega Pixels. The range of this camera
considering the need to recognize a face, is given by:
𝑤𝑛
𝐻 = 𝑟𝑤 × ( )
𝑤𝑝
{
𝐻
𝐷 =𝑓×( )
ℎ

(27)

where 𝐻 is the width of the scene (m), 𝑟𝑤 is the width of the resolution of the scene (𝑝𝑥), 𝑤𝑚 is the
width of the face to detect in meters (m), 𝑤𝑝 is the width of the face to detect in pixels (𝑝𝑥), 𝐷 is the
distance to the scene (m), 𝑓 is the maximum focal length of the camera (mm), and ℎ is the width of the
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CMOS (mm). Obviously, experimentally finding the Optimal flight speed of the quadcopter can increase
flight efficiency so that battery lifetime and flight distance can also be extended due to the phenomenon
called "helicopter transnational lift". If the altitude of the UAV were to be 10 meters, the distance that
can be added to the radius of the VTail is 99.08 meters measured on the ground and derived from
Pythagorean theorem 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡((99.586𝑚)2 − (10𝑚)2 )). In this experimentation, we were unable to find
the optimal speed of our quad copter yet because of the limited coverage of the flight speed control
system currently used. Such a feature will be be developed in a future work.

5.7 Performance Evaluation
This section focuses on the evaluation of the performance of the proposed approach in the case of a
border surveillance application. In particular we will evaluate the impact of the designed UAV on
improving the quality of border surveillance by the investigation of network failures (i.e., energy
depletion) and by tracking trespassers. To this end we consider that each BSN or DRN node is able to
estimate the remaining lifetime by calculating the average energy consumption in Joules/Second over a
history period. Before its lifetime reaches a threshold value (denoted by 𝑇ℎ), a node forwards a
notification to the Network Control Center. The latter is expected to intervene by sending a quadcopter
to replace that node and consequently extend the network lifetime. We suppose that the time of
intervention of the quadcopter is constant. It is defined as the total time required by the quadcopter to:
a) fly to the suitable zone; b) compute the position of the new BSN to drop; c) drop the new BSN; d)
wait for the new BSN to attach itself to the network; and e) read the BSN's WISP to checker whether
the routing table of the BSN has a new route to the DRN. Taking into consideration these assumptions
we developed our own simulator using Matlab tool.

5.7.1 Simulation Model
In the simulation model, we consider a thick line WSN deployed along a rectangular area of length 6000
meters length and 150 meters width. We divided that area into squares of 150 meters side length. Each
square is divided into equally sized 25 sub-squares of 30 meters side length. We position BSNs and
DRNs at the center of sub-squares as follows: a) the central sub-square contains one DRN; and b) each
one of the remaining 24 sub-squares contains one BSN. The distance between two BSNs is thus set to
30 meters. To evaluate the ability of the proposed surveillance system to detect and respond to failures
(e.g., energy depletion) as soon as they occur, we assume that:
 A set of trespassers are crossing the border line starting from a point of entrance p, by following a
linear trajectory (i.e., to reduce the likelihood of a successful detection and tracking, a trespasser is
assumed to follow the shortest path) and using a constant velocity 𝑣 = 1𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐.
 Due to the geographical characteristics of the border areas, the intruder's trajectory could be inclined
vertically at an angle 𝛼.
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 For each intruder, the point of entrance 𝑝 and the vertical inclination 𝛼 are chosen randomly, where
𝜋

𝜋

6

6

𝑝 ∈ [0, 6000] and ∈ [− , + ] . A uniform distribution is used for the generation of both random
values.
 As long as a moving trespasser is in the sensing range of a BSN, it generates an alert with a constant
rate of 1 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 = 𝑠𝑒𝑐.
A sensor is assumed to consume energy when it generates or transmit datagrams, receives data from its
neighbors, or when it performs a motion sensing. Table 7 describes the energy consumption parameters
we considered in the simulation.
Parameter

Value

Packet Size

36 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒

Transmission energy

59.2𝜇𝐽/𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒

Reception energy

28.6𝜇𝐽/𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒

Sensing energy

6 × 10−3 𝜇𝐽/𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑐

Initial battery power

8640 𝐽

Table 7-Energy consumption parameters

5.7.2 Estimation of the BSNs’ lifetime span
The first simulation we conducted aims to evaluate the average rate of BSNs' lifetime span with respect
of the threshold 𝑇ℎ (The lifetime notification threshold). Figure 43 illustrates the variation of the average
rate of BSNs' lifetime span in terms of the time of intervention of the quad-copter, considering variable
number of quad-copters. Let 𝑇𝑖 be a period of operational time between the (𝑖 − 1)𝑡ℎ and 𝑖 𝑡ℎ failure (In
particular 𝑇0 denotes the operation time proceeding the first failure). Then the average rate of BSNs'
lifetime span, denoted by 𝐿, is given by

𝐿 =

∑𝑖=1...𝑛 𝑇𝑖
(𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑇0 )

(28)

According to the illustrated results, we notice that the average rate of BSNs' lifetime span rises with the
increase of the number of quad-copters. Subsequently, the more quadcopters we have, the better network
lifetime gain we obtain. In addition, we remark that for a given number of quadcopters the curves
decrease with the growth of the intervention time. In fact, when the quad-copter is able to reach the
failed nodes rapidly (i.e. intervention time < 15 minutes) the gain is considerably important regardless
of the number of quadcopters. As long as the intervention time is getting higher than 15 minutes, the
gap between the average rates increases with the increase of the number of quad-copters.
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Figure 43- Impact of the Quad-Copter intervention
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Figure 44- Impact of the number of intruders on network lifetime
Figure 44 illustrates the impact of the number of intruders on the rate of the gained lifetime. The obtained
results show that the rate of gained network lifetime dwindles with the increase of the number of
intruders crossing the monitored borderline. Accordingly, the higher is the number of trespassers, the
more the quadcopter fails to reach BSN nodes before being out of energy. In addition, the rate decreases
also with the growth of the intervention time of the quad-copters. Indeed, when the quad-copter is able
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to reach the failed nodes rapidly (intervention 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ≤ 10 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠) the gain is considerably important
regardless of the number of intruders. When the quad-copter takes more than 10 minutes to reach the
BSN nodes, the gap between the obtained rates for the same number of intruders is important. This gap
increases significantly with the increase of the number of intruders.
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Figure 45-Impact of the intruders’ velocity and Quadcopter’s
Figure 45 shows the evolution of the average rate of BSNs’ lifetime span with respect to the mean
intervention time of the quad-copter, considering different values of the mean residential time (TR) of
intruders under the coverage of one BSN. Based on the obtained results, we notice that the rate of gained
lifetime is negatively affected by the increase of the mean intervention time of the quad-copter as well
as the increase of the intruders’ mean residential time. The lower is the velocity of intrusions, the more
the BSNs generate alerts and the more the quadcopter fails to reach the BSN nodes before becoming out
of energy. This impact becomes more important when the mean residential time per sub-square is equal
to 60 seconds. Indeed, we notice that the curves for TR=60 seconds decrease dramatically when the
mean intervention time of the quadcopter is greater than 5 minutes. When the value of TR is in the range
[30 50] and the quad-copter is able to reach the failed nodes rapidly (i.e., intervention time <10 minutes),
the gain remains considerably important. However, when the quad-copter takes more than 10 min to
reach the BSN nodes, the curves are considerably decreasing and the gap between the obtained rates is
significantly increasing. The more the mean intervention time is increased the more the average rate of
gained lifetime is decreased. For a value of TR equal to 60 sec, the quad-copter may fail to reach the
BSNs before completely depleting their energy if it takes more than 5 minutes to repair them. To
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optimize the BSNs’ lifetime, the designer should be able to either reduce the mean intervention time of
the quadcopter or to multiply the quadcopter’s intervention centers.
In this simulation, the number of deployed BSNs is increased, and the border strip is enlarged, so that a
BSN can be connected to a DRN in a two-hop path The BSN node keeps the generation of alerts as long
as the intruder lasts in its correspondent sub-square. The concept of multi-hop communication has been
introduced during simulation to allow BSN nodes that detect trespassers to transmit their alerts through
the shortest path to the DRN node. Figure 46 shows the impact of the average residential time of
trespassers per sub-square on the evolution of the average rate of BSNs’ lifetime span. The illustrated
curves are obtained for different values of the quad-copter intervention time (10, 20, and 30 min). We
notice that the rate of gained network lifetime decreases with the increase of the average residential time
and with the decrease of the quadcopter intervention time.
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Figure 46-Impact of the Residential Time of Intruders on The average rate of BSN’s lifetime span
Compared to the previous simulation, which considers that BSNs transmit their generated alerts directly
to their DRN neighbor, in this simulation we consider that alerts are forwarded through a one-hop or
two-hop route to their destination (i.e., a DRN node in the same sub-square). The gained lifetime is
optimized since unnecessary transmissions are avoided. By considering that alerts are transmitted to
their destinations (i.e., the DRN node) through the shortest path, only the BSNs on that route will
participate in the transmission process. The impact becomes more important when the mean residential
time per sub-square is greater than 30 seconds. When the quad-copter takes 10 minutes to reach the BSN
nodes, the average rate of BSN’s lifetime span starts to considerably decrease once the mean residential
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time becomes higher than 30. By minimizing the quadcopter’s response time and the trespasser’s
residence time the gained BSN’s life time will be considerably improved. The configuration of the quadcopter’s mean intervention time should be adjusted by taking into consideration a set of parameters
reported by the terrestrially deployed WSNs including the number of intruders, the mean residential
time, and the rate of alerts generation. Therefore, by increasing the quad-copter’s intervention time we
decrease the probability to successfully replace (i.e., react just in time) the depleted BSNs.

5.7.3 Estimation of the rate of non-spotted trespassers
We simulated the percentage of failures in spotting intruders with respect the number of trespassers per
hour. The simulation time spans 100 hours. The results are described in Figure 47, Figure 48, and Figure
49 considering a simulation area at 1500 meters, 3000 meters, and 6000 meters, respectively. For each
simulation, we varied the thickness of the WSN considering a border width of 120 meters, 240 meters,
and 480 meters. We conducted the simulation with one UAV having a top speed of 11.5m/s. The result
of all three plots show that the failure rate of UAV detection increases with the increase of intruders per
hour. In fact one UAV will not be able to keep up with the demand of detecting intruders across the
border if the intrusions occur frequently, even with the battery being replaced when the UAV returns to
its home base.
The three plots also show that the rate of failure decreases faster with the increase of border thickness,
which increases the total time that the intruder takes to cross the border under the WSN coverage, and
reduces the time constraints for the UAV to move and spot the intruder successfully. The longer is the
distance to the intruder, the longer the UAV is busy in detecting the intruder, increasing the number of
intruders that cross the border undetected. The best results overall show that a WSN thickness of 240 m
yields the lowest UAV detection failure rate for a WSN length of 1500 meters.

Figure 47- Failure rate w.r.t. number of intruders per hour for a length of borderline equal to 1500m
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Figure 48- Failure rate w.r.t. number of intruders per hour for a length of borderline equal to 3000m

Figure 49- Failure rate w.r.t. number of intruders per hour for a length of borderline equal to 6000m
The result of the three plots show that the failure rate of UAV detection increases with the increase of
intruders per hour. This makes sense because one UAV will not be able to keep up with the demand of
detecting intruders across the border if the intrusions occur frequently, even with the battery being
replaced when the UAV returns to its home base. The three plots also show, when compared to each
other, that the rate of failure decreases faster with the increase of thickness of the border. This is a
consequence of a combination of a wider thickness and a shorter length of the WSN, which increases
the total time that the intruder takes to cross the border under the WSN coverage and reduces the total
distance that the UAV has to travel to detect the intruder. The longer the distance is to the intruder, the
longer the UAV is busy detecting the intruder, increasing the number of intruders that pass by undetected
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while the UAV is busy. In conclusion, optimal parameters can be drawn from the plots. The ticker and
shorter is the border, and the lower is the number of intruders per hour, the lower is the failure detection
rate. Thus, the best results overall show that on the plot with the WSN thickness at 240 m yields the
lowest UAV detection failure rate for a WSN length of 1500 meters.

5.8 Conclusion
We developed in this chapter a hybrid environment surveillance application using: (i) a terrestrially
deployed WSN for continuously sensing their surrounding environment and detect events; (ii) a set of
WBANs worn by group of users to monitor their vital signs, track their behaviors, and interact with the
pre-existed surveillance system; and (iii) a set of aerial vehicles in the form of quadcopters as a tool for
the proactive and reactive response to failures and intrusion, to improve the quality of detection and
tracking of mobile events crossing the area supervised by the WSN. The WBANs are also used to
interact with the WSNs to collect data from unreachable nodes, to detect network failures, and to help
the quadcopter in the maintenance tasks. A VTail quadcopter is designed, and a prototype is developed
and tested. The designed quadcopter allows detecting coverage holes, identifying and investigating
failures, dropping new sensors at the accurate positions, relaying urgent data, capturing real-time video
of the scene, and waking up sensors located on he predicted trajectory of the intruder. A priority-aware
heuristic-based tracking algorithm is described to allow the quadcopters in a given intervention area to
effectively track and spot intruders. Intrusions detected in the same intervention area are managed by
the same quadcopter. However, due to the limited energy of the quadcopter and the detection of tracking
tasks with close exit times, some intruders may succeed to cross all the borderline without being
intercepted by the quadcopter. To alleviate such a problem we aim to enhance the proposed algorithm
by considering the use of overlapping intervention areas, where a trespasser can be tracked at least by
one quadcopter.
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CHAPTER VI: WBAN-CLOUD BASED APPROACH FOR
PUBLIC
SAFETY
PROVISIONING
IN
CRITICAL
COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT

6.1

Introduction

Advancements in mobile communication systems as well as wearable and integrated wireless sensing
devices (e.g., WBANs and WSNs) have the potential to significantly improve public safety provisions
through a wide range of advanced monitoring applications including rescue and emergency management
in disaster areas, the assistance of mobile workers operating in hazardous environments [4, 5], and the
monitoring of patients’ health in medical environment [7, 8]. However, implemented as stand-alone
systems for large-scale critical monitoring applications, WBANs are likely to face many limitations and
challenges in terms of communication and processing capabilities, reliability, security and privacy,
storage of the huge amount of processed data, mobility of the monitored users, and scarcity of wireless
network resource. The poor communication infrastructure and the mobility of WBANs are two main
issues that cause frequent connectivity loss and radio communication degradation. In addition, in largescale monitoring applications the sensed data is mostly accessed by independent organizations (e.g.,
firefighting departments and healthcare organizations) deploying their own software architecture and
monitoring infrastructure, implementing their rescue and intervention tactics, and defining their sensor
data formats and access interfaces. Therefore, sharing heterogeneous sensor data among different groups
of users and different applications cannot be easily established. Consequently, there is a growing need
for an infrastructure to enable convenient, on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, storages, servers, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort [61].
Cloud computing is a paradigm to provide configurable platform to support collaborative services and
presents a huge revolution in the information and communication technology [62]. The user can use
cloud services to help in storing, processing, analyzing, delivering, distributing, and securing critical
data for supporting collaborative applications without needing the installation of physical storage
devices. Accordingly, the management of WBANs, despite their aforementioned limitations, can be
tackled by exploiting Cloud computing to provide an integrated cloud-sensor based platform that enables
supporting the continually increasing and incredibly demands on sensor networks as scalable storage
and high capacity computing resources, offers easy and global access to the processing and storage
infrastructure at economical costs, and eases the collaboration among several public safety service
providers and users with the cloud framework.
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Motivated by all these issues we propose in this chapter a system that relies on the integration of WBANs
(i.e., for data collection and information communication) and cloud platform (i.e., for data storage and
processing) to provide a scalable, interoperable, reliable, distributed, and real-time system for public
safety provisioning in infrastructure-less areas. The contributions are two-fold. First, we design a global
architecture that tackles the important issue of structuring mobile WBANs and cloud computing to build
distributed public safety databases. Indeed, the WBANs are deployed as ad-hoc mobile sensor
infrastructures to actively monitor a set of information (e.g., vital health signs and environmental
conditions), to provide a temporary storage service, to transmit the collected data to the remote
intervention center, to provide early diagnosis of a risk-related indicators, and to prevent the occurrence
and the spreading of the detected risk. Second, we propose an active storage system that manages the
built public safety databases either in offline or in real-time manner by means of querying mechanisms
that take into consideration temporal requirements, logical validity and freshness of either the stored
information or the continuous streamed data.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The second section describes the limitations
associated to the use of WBANs as standalone systems in hazardous environments and lists the major
benefits provided through the integration of WBANs and cloud computing. The third section discusses
some WBAN-cloud based solutions that have been proposed in the literature and highlights their
limitations. The fourth section presents the WBAN-Cloud based system model for public safety
provisioning in infrastructure-less environments and the associated functions. The fifth section details
the querying mechanism for the public safety storage area network. In section 5.6, the management of
an epidemic disease is proposed as a case study. The seventh section assesses the performance of the
proposed approach through simulation. The last section concludes the chapter.

6.2

Towards the needs of Cloud Computing for Enhancing Public
Safety Provision

Before discussing the opportunities offered through the integration of WBANs and cloud computing
into a sensor-Cloud platform, we will explore in this section the current limitations of traditional public
safety systems, some of which are discussed in [22]:
High cost of deployment and maintenance: aid-disaster systems require investments in technical
infrastructure, hardware, software, and IT professionals. This can result in a considerable high cost to
public safety organizations and governments, especially, for those in the developing world. Traditional
implementations are generally based on intensive human involvement and therefore can be time
consuming, tedious, error prone, and stressful. Therefore, to efficiently manage disasters, dedicated
safety teams should be able to implement cooperative surveillance tactics and require to find proper
funding in order to handle daily management and maintenance.
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Insufficient sharing of sensed data: public safety provision is generally supported by separate and
independent organizations deploying their own software architecture and monitoring infrastructure.
Therefore, the sensed data may have different formats and access interfaces. In addition, the access to
some data is restricted within separate departmental systems. Therefore, bringing information together
and sharing heterogeneous sensor data across different groups of users and different applications cannot
be easily established.
Lack of communication infrastructure: communication infrastructure in the monitored area can be
poorly deployed, destroyed and even non-existing as it is the case of many rural areas, and overloaded
in case of emergencies. Such limitations can seriously impede the network's performance by delaying
urgent traffic transmission and cause irreparable damages. For example, people affected by epidemic
diseases can be diagnosed at an advanced stage of their illness or even they may remain undiagnosed
and untreated for a long period, which can lead either to the death of the patient and/or the spread of the
disease by affecting more people in their surroundings. Therefore, communication availability and
continuity are among the major requirements that should be guaranteed in infrastructure-less areas.
Limited storage and processing infrastructure: the development of sensing technologies in public
safety applications is a complex task that involves not only the programming of the set of sensors worn
by individuals, but principally the programming of an application able to coordinate the collection, the
querying, and the storage of distributed and real-time data streams. The collected disaster-related records
in such a network are resulting in a huge amount of data having same or different types (e.g., text
message, signal, and multimedia). However, due to the limited storage and processing resource in sensor
nodes adequate storage and processing mechanisms should be implemented.
By exploiting the benefits of Cloud-based solutions, it is possible to find enhanced ways to address these
issues and to provide efficient and cost effective solutions that enable ubiquitous, scalable, convenient,
and on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, storages,
servers, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction [5]. The integration of cloud computing and sensing
technologies (e.g., WBANs and WSNs) into a hybrid sensor-cloud infrastructure results in many benefits
including, but not limited to:

 The ability to support data heterogeneity by offering a unified record of sensed data from a
community of users fitted with wearable sensing technologies from different organizations and
operators. The cloud computing offers the ideal environment for integrating heterogeneous and
distributed sensor nodes and large amounts of data storage spaces and services. Therefore sensors’
records will be available anywhere and anytime, regardless of the geographical distribution of sensor
networks, allowing safety providers to have a comprehensive view of collections history as well as
streamed data, and to provide appropriate treatments accordingly. In healthcare application for
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instance, cloud computing has the ability to support huge amount of health-related records as well as
burdensome medical tasks including radiology images and genomic data offloading from many
hospital departments. It also provides an easy sharing of information among authorized physicians
and hospitals in various geographic areas.
 The ability to solve the issue of resources scarcity and to overcome deficiencies issues in terms
of communication and processing infrastructures. This is considered among the important
benefits provided by cloud computing especially in some areas such as rural and infrastructure-less
communities, where communication unavailability and discontinuity are frequently experienced.
Sensor-cloud platforms have enabled the virtualization of physical sensor networks on an IT
infrastructure and the creation of a set of logical entities, called virtual sensor networks. The latter is
a key enabler for supporting network heterogeneity and the provision of sensor data as sensor-cloud
services. Indeed, the virtualization of sensor networks offers unprecedented opportunities to use,
share and associate physical sensor networks from heterogeneous applications, and contributes to the
provision of advanced, on-demand, and end-to-end services.
 The provision of big data storage and advanced processing: the virtualization provides the
possibility of outsourcing the processing from sensors to cloud servers that have almost unlimited
resources compared to sensors [4]. Using cloud servers for instance in healthcare, massive and
enriched data sets may be made available for more predictive epidemics identification and
monitoring. In addition, since the collected data is stored on multiple servers in the cloud, even if
some data is lost in the WBAN node the presence of backup copies in the cloud will reinforce data
reliability and guarantee that the applications can continue running in the cloud without interruption,
if a duplication system is provided [16].
 The support of advanced monitoring for national security: using an integrated sensor-cloud
platform the voluminous data generated by a community of users belonging to same or different
organizations may be hosted on the huge cloud repository that can be uniformly and globally
accessed [22]. Such a platform can be easily utilized and accessed by different users and applications
to develop data querying models to investigate new facts (that may threaten public safety such as
epidemics detection) and to conduct advanced monitoring to enhance decision making and to support
national security. For example, a sensor-cloud infrastructure can increase the ability to monitor the
evolution of infectious diseases and outbreaks. In addition, it can be implemented as an alert system
for detecting the occurrence of any potential risk faced by population in the monitored area (e.g.,
forest fires and environmental pollution) to determine the incident’ source, the affected areas, and
the spreading patterns, to increase the survivability rate, and to hopefully identify the reasons of the
occurred incident.
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6.3

Related Works

Several solutions and research works for the integration of wearable and sensing technologies with cloud
computing have recently been reported in the literature. In the following we give a brief description of
some of these works and we discuss their limitations.
In [113], the authors proposed a cloud computing solution to enhance patient’s data collection in health
care institutions. The main idea of the proposed solution is to automate this process by using sensor
devices attached to existing medical equipment that are inter-connected to provide services. These
services are integrated to the institution’s computing network infrastructure. A set of sensors loaded
with software is implemented at the patient's bedside in order to collect and to wirelessly transmit data
to be stored in the cloud from where it can be processed by expert systems and/or distributed to medical
staff to intervene in case of emergency. To this end, an Exchange Service is defined (is similar to a
broker between remote and local services), to collect data from sensor nodes and to dispatch it to
appropriate storage service.
In [61], a cloud-based real-time remote health monitoring system is proposed and it aims to track the
health status of non-hospitalized patients while performing their daily activities. Particularly, the
proposed cloud system is divided into local and global clouds. While the local cloud includes the set of
monitored patients equipped with WBANs and the local medical staff, the global cloud includes the
outer world. Nevertheless, this work only focuses on effectively routing the messages generated by the
WBANs according to their quality of service (QoS) through networked routers and computers without
referring to any cloud or NIST characteristics [62].
The solution in [62], proposes a cloudlet-based data collection mechanism for large scale WBANs. The
proposed architecture consists of a group of WBAN users clustered around one cloudlet server, which
is representing cloud computing capabilities in a small scale. A prototype of WBANs that includes
Virtual Machine (VM) and Virtualized Cloudlet (VC) was proposed and evaluated using simulations.
The cloudlet system is composed of a set of physical servers with many cores and a massive storage
system. To provide scalable and reliable environment for storing large data size, different cloudlets may
be connected with each other via wired or wireless communication links. Each one of these cloudlets is
directly connected to a private enterprise cloud system.
In [63], a real-time query processing optimization mechanism for cloud-based WBANs is presented.
The proposed architecture combines a WBAN that uses cloud services with statistical modeling
techniques in order to efficiently extract and store patient’s health status information and provide to
nearby or remote users and medical personnel a real-time diagnosis. The proposed statistical model
allows to approximate answers to queries with a given probabilistic confidence. In addition, through the
combination of the statistical model with the cloud-WBAN a query processing algorithm is performed
according to specified execution criterions (e.g., the probabilistic confidence interval and the error
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tolerance). Although, the proposed algorithm aimed to optimize data querying and to provide a secure
storage infrastructure, it only processed data that is already stored in the cloud server.
Solution

Environment

Real-time
Querying

Continuous
Querying

Mobility
Pattern

Mobility
Management

Communication
Infrastructure

[113]

Healthcare
institutions

No

No

Static

No

Available

[61]

Outdoor
environment

No

No

Restricted
mobility

No

Available

[62]

Large-scale
environment

No

No

Mobile
nodes

Yes

Available

[63]

Not specified

Yes

No

Static

No

Available

[64]

Outdoor
environment

No

No

Mobile
nodes

No

Available

Our
solution

Large-scale
and
Hazardous

Yes

Yes

Mobile
nodes

Yes

Poor/ Damaged

Table 8- Comparison between WBAN-Cloud systems and our solution
BodyCloud [64] is a novel cloud-enabled system architecture that integrates BANs services with a cloud
computing infrastructure. In particular, the proposed system is implemented as a Software as a Service
(SaaS) approach that supports the storage and the management of sensor data streams and the processing
of the stored data using software services hosted in the Cloud. The main purpose consists at enabling
large-scale data sharing and collaborations among users and applications in the cloud platform. It
provides mechanisms for receiving and managing sensor data collections from a body sensor network
in a seamless way.
A comparison between the described solutions and our approach is provided in Table 8. Most of these
works are dependent on a pre-existed communication infrastructure to relay the sensors’ readings to the
cloud storage service. However, since we are dealing in this chapter with applications in hazardous
environments where communication infrastructure may be non-operational and the quality of wireless
links has a tendency to frequently fluctuate, the solutions proposed by these works may be not
appropriate for public safety provisioning. In addition, the proposed solutions were basically built to
provide services to applications dealing with health monitoring, where a cloud-based systems can be
implemented to monitor in real-time the patients’ health statuses. Furthermore, the mobility of users
equipped with wearable sensors in these works is considered stable and/or restricted to the area within
the communication ranges of the network. However, the WBANs in hazardous environment monitoring
may tend evolve along a very long distance and so may experience frequent connectivity loss. On the
other hand, although, a querying mechanism that aimed to minimize energy and query latency has been
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proposed in [63], it only considers the real-time processing of data already stored in the cloud servers.
Nevertheless, in mission-critical applications WBAN users may need to deliver continuous data streams
at defined time intervals. These streams may reflect emergency situations and have to be processed in
real-time manner as data arrives. Therefore, active real-time querying that implements cooperation
among the cloud platform and the distributed WBAN nodes has to be implemented to address such an
issue.

6.4

A WBAN-Cloud System for Public Safety Management

In this section, we design a distributed multi-databases system that is based on the integration of WBANs
and cloud computing technologies and has the potential to enable efficient and real-time storing and
processing mechanisms of the huge amount of collected data.

6.4.1 WBANs for public safety applications
The assistance of public safety in hazardous environment that may be harsh and hard to access is
becoming a serious concern wide-reaching. The deployment of a fixed sensing infrastructure has its own
drawbacks including the fast degradation of sensing and communication capability due to sensors’
energy depletion and the repetitive destructions of fixed sensors nodes. In this context, we argue that
wearable and mobile sensing technologies such as WBANs will enhance the provision of large-scale
public safety, for example, by enabling effective monitoring of individuals working or living in
hazardous environments as well as their activities and physiological conditions. In addition, further
mechanisms such as tracking of mobile users’ positions and surveillance of environmental conditions
degradation are also provided to improve workers’ safety by notifying them about the occurrence of
possible hazards in their surrounding environment through wearable and real-time communication
sensor devices. These hazards differ from one application to another. For example, an approaching fire
or the presence of flammable materials may be lethal threats for firefighters, while safety of railway
workers may be threatened by trains’ arrival.
Figure 50 illustrates several networked WBAN systems composed of elementary sensors for performing
simple tasks such as sensing and transmitting collected measurements to the corresponding main node.
This latter is a powerful device able to perform some enhanced functionalities to process in a real-time
manner the received data packets (e.g., traffic scheduling and classification). The embedded sensor
nodes are in charge of continuously monitoring valuable information for a specific mission including:
i) vital signs parameters in health monitoring application (e.g., body temperature, electrocardiogram
(ECG), heart rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure, etc.); ii) motion parameters in military and
firefighting applications (e.g., location, velocity, relative proximity to hazards, etc.), and iii)
environmental parameters for hazards environment monitoring and weather forecast applications (e.g.,
ambient temperature, presence of toxic gases and flammable materials, etc.). Besides, by tracking user153

related health status conditions as well as external and environmental conditions, the WBAN system
helps to manage the disaster, to predict its geographical expansion, and to moderate future aggravation.
Communications within the network of WBANs are based on a multi-hop model to allow end-to-end
transmission of sensors readings. Consequently, the collected data packets may pass, if necessary,
through many WBAN nodes to reach the remote monitoring station, where they are stored and processed
continuously to anticipate the disaster occurrence. Multi-hop communications approach helps to reduce
the number of transmissions to longer distances, thereby saving energy as well. Due to WBANs’
mobility the inter-WBANs communication links are maintained temporarily as long as WBANs are in
each other’s communication ranges.
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Figure 50- General Architecture of a Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs)
WBANs allow real-time collection of heterogeneous types of data and consequentially provide potential
profits in public safety applications by predicting disaster occurrence and lessening its scope (e.g.,
saving human lives and reducing damages). However, in real life, coping with large-scale threats
requires cooperation among several public safety organizations, including fire department, police
department, healthcare institutions, and so forth. Such cooperation becomes very difficult to achieve
when WBANs are implemented as standalone systems due to the fact that different information systems
and disaster management tactics are used by these organizations. In addition, several challenges that
have been previously discussed are faced by WBANs in such applications including the storage and the
querying of the huge amount of real-time data and the network connectivity instability in the affected
environment. Accordingly, we investigated in the following sub-section the possibilities of supporting
such an application with the design of a system that relies on the integration of WBANs and cloud
computing technologies in order to have more powerful, massive and scalable infrastructure for data
processing and storage, as well as for real-time and offline data analysis.
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6.4.2 Building public safety multi-databases in infrastructure-less areas
The core idea behind this subsection is to extend the classical concept of WBANs to design an
extensible, interoperable, global, reliable, and real-time system for enhancing large-scale public safety
provision in infrastructure-less environment. In this context, we consider a Sensor-Cloud network
architecture that relies on the integration of WBANs as wireless sensing technologies and Cloud
Computing as illustrated in Figure 51. Such an architecture is divided into three main interactive levels,
namely the public Cloud, the private Cloud, and mobile WBAN-Cloudlets. The proposed model aims
to support long-term environment monitoring and public safety provisioning for users in rural and/or
infrastructure-less areas. The relationship between the various tiers is summarized below.
The mobile WBAN-Cloudlets: cloudlet is an architectural element that represents a fully cloud system
capabilities in small scale in order to bring the cloud capabilities closer to the users [62]. It has been
emerged from the convergence of mobile computing and cloud computing to offer several benefits,
which are ranging from the provision of omnipresent and fast service access, the support of mobility
and locality, the freedom of deployment and use of new services as well as the reduced hardware
maintenance costs [114, 115]. It offers several benefits including the provision of omnipresent and fast
service access, the support of mobility and locality, the freedom of deployment and the use of new
services as well as the reduced hardware maintenance costs [115]. Accordingly, we consider in our
model a network of mobile-cloudlets that is, essentially, formed by a group of nearby mobile users; each
one is equipped with a set of sensor devices on, in, or around its body in the form of a Wireless Body
Area Network (WBAN). The latter is in charge of continuously collecting and monitoring information
regarding the health statuses of users (e.g., vital signs and motion parameters) as well as their
surrounding environment (ambient temperature, humidity level, air quality, radiation level, and hazard
proximity) and transmitting alerts (once a threshold exceeding is detected) wirelessly to a remote safety
provider organization in reasonable delays. These mobile users are defining the cloudlet nodes and are
able to communicate with each other using wireless technologies (e.g., Bluetooth or WiFi) and can send
data to or receive data from their associated cloudlets, from other nodes in the network, or from the
private cloud. We consider that security mechanisms are provided to authorize foreign users to access
the cloudlet environment to transmit their collected information.
Private Cloud System: All the collected information are transmitted to the associated private cloud
system of a given public safety division (e.g., firefighters, police department, and medical units). These
private cloud systems represent the third architectural element of the proposed architecture and define
the centralized management and storage layer, which can be accessed by the different users affiliated to
the relative mobile-cloudlets. This level is composed of a set of private databases where data collected
by the mobile cloudlets are stored in private databases and in the cloudlet nodes themselves, enabling
one to query both in real-time manner. Here, the mobile-cloudlet nodes act as part of the database and
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may receive messages that are transmitted either by the corresponding cloudlet system or by the private
cloud. Since the sensor networks are deployed in dynamic environments, real-time measurements must
be sent to the destination within a specified deadline; otherwise, the collected information expires and
is no longer useful. Consequently, the responses to a specific task have to ensure that the returned data
is conforming to logic and temporal constraints.

Smart cities and
Health monitoring
environment monitoring
applications

Security applications

Military applications

Firefighting applications

Centralized Cloud
Public Databases

Private Cloud
Private Databases

Mobile Cloudlet
Temporary Databases

Figure 51- Global Architecture of Distributed Public Safety Multi-Databases
Public Cloud System: In real life, coping with large-scale threats requires cooperation among several
public safety organizations, including fire department, police, and healthcare institutions. Therefore, the
fourth level is the centralized public cloud that defines the public database(s) where abnormalities’
detection and irregular measurements sent by the private databases are logged to be available for other
organizations (e.g., medical professionals, police, and fire department) that are interested in a certain
type of data and for further analysis. The public cloud system is based on virtualization in order to
encapsulate requested applications in virtual machines (VMs) such that they can be deployed,
configured, suspended, migrated, and consolidated in multicore servers [117, 118].
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6.4.3 Providing a communication platform in infrastructure-less areas
The use of a sensor-cloud based platform is considered a cost-effective solution that offers easy and
global access to the processing and storage infrastructure, allows the integration of heterogeneous
sensors networks having different communication interfaces, operating systems, and hardware
architectures, and eases the collaboration among several public safety providers and users with the cloud
framework [113].
Such architecture is implemented to provide a communication platform in infrastructure-less areas. Let
consider a mobile sensor-cloudlet composed of 𝑛 mobile WBAN nodes with 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑛 as the
respective communication ranges and 𝑃(𝑡) = (𝑝1 (𝑡), 𝑝2 (𝑡), . . . , 𝑝𝑛 (𝑡)) is the vector of sensors’
positions at instant 𝑡. Then we consider that two nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 are in contact at a given instant 𝑡 if they
are in the communication ranges of each other |𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) – 𝑝𝑗 (𝑡)| ≤ 𝑟𝑖 ; otherwise, they are out of contact.
Accordingly, we assume that when a mobile WBAN user is unable to access the cloud platform directly
or through the mobile cloudlets it can employ a discovery process to find nearby mobile WBANs (having
enhanced communication capability) of a given mobile cloudlet to relay the collected information to the
remote private cloud.
At any given instant, a mobile WBAN can be in one of following three scenarios: (i) It is in the
communication coverage of either a private cloud or a given cloudlet domain, so the user can transmit
a data packet directly to its private databases; (ii) It is only in the communication radius of a cloudlet
node, so the sensor-cloud can transmit a data packet using multi-hop communication; and (iii) It is outof-coverage where no communication infrastructure is available. In this case, the collected information
is delayed until one of the previous scenarios is available, thus the user would be able to transmit the
buffered data to the private databases. The waiting delay should be controlled and should not exceed an
authorized threshold that depends on the priority of the generated traffic.

6.5

Querying the public safety storage area network

The proposed sensor-cloud approach aims to build distributed public safety databases where data
collections are continuously queried to allow detecting and tracking behaviors of several indicators
about threats in the monitored environment. Consequently, rather than collecting large amounts of data,
storing it on the database, and then analyzing it, which constitutes a time costly procedure, data streams
are analyzed in real-time to enable safety providers to perform either preventive or proactive actions
just-in-time. Previous work on behavioral tracking applications in very large databases has focused on
techniques that scale well for offline data using map-reduce technique such as SCOPE [119]. However,
map-reduce approach has some limitations to deal with applications having stringent temporal
requirements [115]. This section focuses on designing an active and real-time querying mechanism that
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aims to facilitate the access to the distributed public safety databases while respecting temporal
requirement, logical validity and freshness of the stored information.
Data collections in dynamic and frequently changing environments are time dependent and have a
temporal validity within which the information is no longer useful. In addition, data freshness is another
issue that should be provided since collections are made in discreet points of time; subsequently, as time
advances they become less accurate until they do not reproduce the current state of the captured
phenomenon. In the other hand, unlike traditional storage systems, a real-time database should
emphasize not only on the temporal validity of the stored data but also on the temporal constraints of
the received queries [62]. Indeed, missing queries deadlines or using useless information may cause
disastrous consequences in real-time public safety applications. More formally, to define the structure
of the stored data we use definitions from [115] which denote a data item in a real-time database by a 3tuple of the form: (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 ), where 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 denotes the current state of the data,
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 indicates the time instant of data-related observation and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 denotes the maximum
time interval within which the data is valid. In addition, in public safety monitoring applications,
identification of the different WBANs 𝑖𝑑 as well as their geographic location 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑑 is vital in order to
refine data analysis and to secure data collection. Accordingly, in the following we define a data
structure as a tuple consisting of the following information:
< 𝑖𝑑, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 , 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑑 >
Based on the architecture, previously proposed, it is obvious to consider two main classes of queries,
namely global queries and local queries. The first class provides a query mechanism to retrieve data
stored in the private databases. When a complex global query is received, it is decomposed into a tree
of sub-queries, which are sent to appropriate private cloud databases. These sub-queries are
implemented as local queries within a predefined private cloud to gain access either to the local private
databases or to specific information temporarily stored in cloudlet nodes. Therefore, as illustrated in
Figure 52, a global query can be considered, if necessary, as an amalgamation of several sub-queries
that access individual private databases to allow a broker to express the various choices by which the
user request can be implemented. Accordingly, the private databases may provide their local stored data
as a response to the received sub-queries. The execution of a query in such a manner may generate
duplicates, especially when the same information may be retrieved from different databases.
Consequently we consider that duplication elimination techniques may be applied here by considering
only the freshest information. In addition, to provide comprehensive and valid information smart
management functions may be provided including responses aggregation, temporal, and freshness
requirements validation.
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Figure 52- Global query management scenario
By taking into consideration the constraints related to sensor-cloud based public safety applications, the
implementation of an efficient cloud services brokerage is needed in order to improve services delivery
over heterogeneous cloud environments. A broker, as aforesaid, acts as an intermediary between users
and the provider of a sensor-cloud service that negotiates relationships between them, manages access
to available and basic services, or even creates completely new services [121]. Therefore, we consider
that the execution of a query is coordinated by a broker, who is in charge of constructing the execution
graph and distributing work across available WBANs in the WBAN-cloud. The broker tracks the state
of query execution on each runnable WWAN. Among the selection criteria of a broker: proximity to
data locality and availability. For example, if the user is interested by measuring the level of water
pollution in a given area A during the last 24 hours. Then, if there exist an available broker located in
the same area A this broker is selected. If the the selected broker is temporarily overloaded, the system
may switch to another broker that manages a set of WBANs is close vicinity to the targeted area.
Each time a global query arrives in the public database, it is intercepted by the selected broker to classify
it according to two main classes:
 historical queries, which are run against a set of data previously collected and stored in the public
database to get statistics or to track the long term behavior of a given phenomenon such as the number
of persons affected by a given disease in the last 48 hours, the number of fires detected in a given
zone for the last year, the average level of water pollution for the last three months, and so forth;
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 active queries, which are divided into real-time queries run on the databases (i.e., in both public and
private cloud) during a time interval to retrieve and analyze the recent status of the monitored
phenomenon or alert-based queries executed on the distributed cloudlet nodes in an instant of time
to obtain real-time answers.
In the rest of this subsection, we will focus on designing a query management solution that enables
cooperation among the aggregated clouds and cloudlets to answer the active query. Two main levels of
queries are considered: the Ascendant Queries (AscQ) and the Descendant Queries (DesQ).

6.5.1 Continuous Query Language
In this section, we use the Synchronized SQL (SyncSQL) language as a reference to manage continuous
data streams generated by the WBAN nodes. SyncSQL is among the continuous query languages that
support stored data and continuous data streams. In contrast to other continuous query languages (e.g.,
CQL, StreamSQL) that define a stream as a representation of an append-only relation (this can limit the
set of queries that can produce streams as output), SyncSQL defines the stream as a sequence of modify
operations (such as insert, update, and delete) against a relation with a specified schema. SyncSQL
distinguishes between two types of streams, namely raw and tagged. A raw stream defines a sequence
of tuples that is sent by remote data sources (e.g., WBANs). A tagged stream is a stream of modify
operations such as insert (+), update (u), and delete (-). These operations are executed against a relation
with a specified schema. Before being used as input in a query, a raw stream must be transformed into
a tagged stream. The raw-to-tagged stream transformation is comparable to transforming raw data into
tables in traditional databases.
A continuous query over n tagged streams, 𝑆1 , … , 𝑆𝑛 , is semantically equivalent to a materialized view
that is defined by an SQL expression over the time-varying relations, 𝑅(𝑆1 ), … , 𝑅(𝑆𝑛 ). The output of a
query can be provided either as a COMPLETE output, where, at any time point, the query issuer has
access to a table that represents the complete answer of the query (the output in this case is nonincremental), or as STREAMED output, where the query issuer receives a tagged stream that represents
the deltas (the output in this case supports incremental changes) to the answer. Then, considering
SynchSQL semantics, a simple query may be expressed as follows:
𝑆𝐸𝐿𝐸𝐶𝑇 [𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀𝐸𝐷|𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐸𝑇𝐸] < 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 − 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 >
𝐹𝑅𝑂𝑀 𝑅(𝑆𝑖 )
[𝑊𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 < 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 >]
Typically, in monitoring application the arriving streams may comprise private tuples (e.g., personal
information of users). Restricted access to such information can be achieved in SyncSQL by means of
views that projects out the private attributes [8]. Based on privileges attributed to user groups multiple
views can be defined. SyncSQL implements views as a means for enhancing data privacy.
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CREATE [STREAMED] view <view-name> as
SELECT <select-item>
FROM 𝑅(𝑆𝑖 )
[WHERE <condition>]
Then, any query can be re-written in terms of the created view as follows:

SELECT [𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑀𝐸𝐷|𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐸𝑇𝐸] <select-item>
FROM Rv(<view-name> )
[WHERE <condition>]
Operators like join and some aggregation operators available in SQL are impossible to evaluate over
streams. So, a window operator which divide the stream into possibly overlapping subsets is used after
stream scan to reduce the scope of the query to a window extent. In SyncSQL a sliding window over
streaming of size X time units is essentially a view that, at any point of time T, contains data collections
that are reported between times T − X and T. Such window view is expressed as follows:

CREATE [STREAMED] view XUnitsWindow as
SELECT <select-item>
FROM R(𝑆𝑖 ) Rv
WHERE Now-X < R.TS ≤Now
The view is refreshed when either the streaming Si is updated or Now is changed. This query
encompasses a window that is defined by the clause WHERE and that allows to output a relation
containing all the items collected by a WBAN node and referenced in the clause SELECT up-to current
time Now.

6.5.2 Descending Queries (DesQ)
Descendant Queries (DesQ) are reading queries that can be completed by the content of a query on a
database, but can be also inserted using additional lecture from the cloud or the WBAN nodes. DesQs
are, typically, generated after a query sent by a user. When the answer to the received query is not
available in the database, the database management system decomposes the global query into a one or
several sub-queries, which are sent to appropriate private cloud databases. The sub-queries are
implemented as local queries within the private cloud to deliver information retrieved from the WBAN
nodes. This information takes the form of continuous streaming data (e.g., short video clips) that needs
to be instantaneously analyzed as data arrives.
Each received query describes a logical set of data that the user wants to have and express them based
on definitions in [114] and the following variables: (i)𝑖𝑑𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 , which denotes the identification of the
query; (ii) 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 , which defines the query's execution time (generally it defines the time within
which all the resources for the query processing are available); (iii) 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 , which describes a logical
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set of data that the user is interested in; and (iv) 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 , which represents the time interval within
which the response should be available; otherwise it's no longer useful.
The implementation of a query (we specify, the implementation of queries on real-time video streams)
is coordinated by a broker that, after receiving a query, checks the validity of the stored video streams
and accordingly generates a query execution plan. The latter describes the best possible execution of the
query inside the cloud-sensor platform. Then, it searches for the requested video content in its local
database. We consider that video content are indexed using the id of the WBAN.
Upon receiving a real-time query, the broker analyses it by checking its temporal and logical coherence
and then generates a query execution plan that consists of the best possible execution of the query inside
the storage area networks as follows:
 If the required video data is available in the private database and is recent enough to reply the query
within its response delay, 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 ≤ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 , then the query may be
implemented locally in the public databases and the requested information is sent back to the user.
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 of a real-time video streaming should be short enough to guarantee the freshness and
validity of its content. Such a query can be answered in SyncSQL by maintaining a COMPLETE
(not STREAMED) query that contains the videos that are currently available in the database as
follows:

SELECT [COMPLETE]<video| segment| value>
FROM <(Si)
[WHERE <condition>]
We consider that a query on a stored video may specifies videos, segments of videos, or values of
variables related to the environment where the video was filmed (e.g, the number of captured persons).
The range of the query is specified in the clause FROM. A video is retrieved from a WBAN node, a
segment from a video, and a value may be deduced from a segment. The clause WHERE may specify
temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal, and application query conditions.
If the requested video content is not available or it does not satisfy the temporal and validity
requirements, then the broker should send the query to the nearest cloudlets (which normally provides
fresher data than those stored in the private database) that execute similar processes. To this end, we
consider that the WBANs of a given cloudlet act as part of the database and contribute in event
identification through the collection of additional data. Therefore, If the video is not available each
cloudlet targeted by the user query solicits its affiliated WBAN nodes to collect live video streams for
more detailed views of the monitored phenomenon, if any.
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6.5.3 Ascending Queries (AscQ)
In mission-critical applications WBANs, typically, deliver data in streams continuously. The streamed
data may be in the form of real-time readings, images or even short videos captured by specific sensors
on the WBAN. Queries over those streams keep getting continuously executed and have to be processed
in real-time manner, as data arrives, because they may represent critical issues such as fires detection.
Consequently, it is crucial to react in real-time for every abnormality detection and alert generation.
The Ascendant queries (AscQ) are generated by the WBAN nodes to implement write and read
transactions on the private cloud databases. Indeed, as illustrated in the proposed architecture, the
WBAN nodes are in charge of collecting real-time information to update the private cloud databases
and to generate continuous data streams in the form of alerts. In addition, they are useful to provide
cooperative answer among aggregated actors of the cloud-sensor based system. Ascending data stream
collection is, generally, triggered by an event occurrence and alerts generated by a WBAN user. TinyDB
is a distributed query processor for smart sensor devices that supports events as a mechanism for
initiating real-time data collection using ON EVENT clause. Every time an event occurs, the query is
issued from the detecting node and the required parameters are collected from nearby WBAN nodes
[116]. In this context we propose a querying approach that combine both TinyDB and SyncSQL
languages in order to formulate an ascendant query. Therefore, the latter may expressed by:

ON EVENT event-detection ():
SELECT [STREAMED|COMPLETE]<select-item>
FROM R(Si)
[WHERE <condition>]
The clause WHERE < x > specifies that the received query should be executed once the filtering
condition is satisfied. In our approach, this condition may be temporal, geographical or application.
Application filtering condition specifies that the selected parameters should report on a given
phenomenon to confirm its occurrence. After the accomplishment of its works, the WBAN node should
send the results to its corresponding private cloud, which is in charge of updating its database to provide
a valid query's response while complying with the required temporal constraint (𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 ).
Also, the AscQ queries can be executed to read from the private cloud databases and to request ondemand services. For example, in a healthcare application if the WBAN user is unable to move to a
hospital in case of emergency, it can request the cloud to look for a doctor in its entourage. In this case,
we consider that medical staff, in rural areas, including doctors, nurses, and other health providers should
be equipped with a WBAN system to enable additional medical measurements and enhanced
communication supports.
We consider that multimedia data, such as short videos, can be returned as an answer to an event-driven
query when requested because events may have sub-events related to scenes contained in the filmed
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video. Due to nodes mobility, we consider that temporary channels should be established between the
broker and the targeted cloudlet until the accomplishment of data streaming. During communication
establishment, each cloudlet runs a selection query to acquire collections from its affiliated WBANs
corresponding to the attributes and fields referenced in the received query. Data are then streamed to the
broker directly or using multi-hop communication for real-time delivery to the end user. Depending on
the received data, the safety providers can take immediate actions. In the case of threat confirmation,
the broker can configure the system to change the sampling period in the WBANs and the threshold
limits so that the system can provide improved disaster management results.
In the following sub-sections we evaluate the performance of the proposed solution through two
approaches; namely, a case study and simulations.
 In the case study, we implemented the querying approach on epidemics databases to identify source
of infections, track the progress of diseases, and predict the appearance of new suspected cases. The
investigation of such a scenario is motivated by the fact that managing epidemic diseases in rural
areas is a challenging task for a number of reasons that may impede the undertaken of a wellcoordinated decision. First the source of infection should be, urgently, detected and real-time tracked
in order to prevent additional cases and to save many lives. Second the involvement of various
organizations and the fact that epidemic investigation is carried out at different levels (e.g., the
affected persons, medical staff, and healthcare departments) threaten the fact of undertaken of a wellcoordinated work.
 In the simulation a forest fire detection scenario is adopted. The latter is among the most hazardous
incidents and threats that may cause untold suffering to mankind and irreparable damages in
properties. For instance, more than 1.2 million fires were reported in the United States (US) in 2014.
These fires caused 3,275 civilian deaths, 15,775 civilian injuries and $11.6 billion in property
damage. In such scenarios, collaboration among several firefighting organizations and safety
providers including healthcare professionals and police forces are needed to implement effective
protective tactics and to save many lives. The involved teams can be equipped with wearable sensing
systems in for of WBANs to continuously collect fire-related indicators. Such a collaboration cannot
be successfully attained without designing a system for collecting, storing, and sharing of the
disaster-related information among the safety providers.

6.6

Case Study

In this section, we propose a WBAN-cloud based network deployed in rural areas to continuously
manage the evolution of a specific epidemic disease. The proposed case study describes the tracking of
Ebola Viruses using individuals belonging to healthcare organizations and equipped with WBANs.
However, before introducing our case study, we need to first take a closer look on the concept of
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epidemic diseases. Accordingly, we provide a brief overview on epidemics definition, their causes and
the major symptoms that may be reported using wearable sensors deployed on the human body.
Epidemic Definition: An epidemic may be defined as the occurrence of disease or health related
condition in excess of the common frequency in a given area or among a specified group of people over
a particular period of time. It spreads through human populations by direct contact between individuals
carrying the disease's virus and susceptible members of the population to which they belong. The spread
intensity of epidemics varies depending on the related disease and the geographic locations of infections.
In addition, high human density would increase the spread of epidemic diseases. Some epidemics such
as Ebola, Guinea-worm and Malaria are introduced into the human population through close contact
with infected animals such as chimpanzees, bats, monkeys, mosquitoes, parasitic worms, and so forth.
The major signs and symptoms for deciding whether an individual has critical health condition include
fever, fatigues, diarrhea, and muscle aches.
Epidemic’s Investigation: An investigation of a given epidemic should take into consideration the
detection time and place of the person under test. For some contagious diseases such as viral
hemorrhagic fevers a single suspected case might suffice to start immediate investigation, which is
followed by immediate response. For some other diseases, when a dramatic increase in the number of
affected persons is noticed the investigation process should be initiated. More formally, let's take the
example of Malaria that is principally caused by a parasite transmitted by infected mosquitoes. The
occurrence of such a disease is verified whether a set of specific symptoms have reached some abnormal
values. First symptoms include fever, chills, sweating, muscle pain and headache. In serious cases the
detection of additional symptoms such as anemia, vomiting, kidney failure may reveal the risk of coma
and death consequences on the affected person. While some symptoms such as fever and anemia can be
directly sensed by wearable sensors such as temperature sensors, sweat sensors, and blood saturation
level, information on other symptoms like fatigue and muscle pain can be easily deduced from some
other vital signs. For example surface electromyography (sEMG) has been known to provide fatigue
related information [122].
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, in this case study we consider that a detection
scenario of Ebola virus disease (EVD) is investigated. Indeed, continuous monitoring of patients' health
data will help doctors to intervene earlier for people with suspected cases of Ebola and allow the
confirmed cases to immediately track changes in a patient's condition. The diagnosis of suspected
patients begins by monitoring the early symptoms of Ebola, following an incubation period of 2-21 days,
including fever, severe headache, shivers, muscle aches, and weakness. With the progression of the
disease, suspected patients may develop other additional symptoms such as vomiting, abdominal pain
and diarrhea, nausea, difficult breathing, hypovolemic shock, pharyngitis, conjunctivitis, to dysfunction
organs, and bleeding. The terminal phase of this disease is the death. Accordingly, we propose a scenario
where patients and medical personnel equipped with WBANs are moving in a large scale area. This area
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is divided into adjacent sub-areas. Each is supervised by at least one cloud or one WBAN. Two types of
WBAN systems are considered:
 The Patient-WBAN system is embedded on the monitored patients and encompasses several sensor
nodes to allow direct and indirect measurements of Ebola-related symptoms such as temperature
sensors, sweat sensors, blood saturation level, and motion sensors (accelerometer). Motion sensors
are useful to deduce information on other symptoms like fatigue and muscle pain can be easily
deduced from some other vital signs. Electromyography (sEMG) has been known to provide fatigue
related information.
 The Medical-WBAN system is embedded on medical staff including doctors, nurses, and secondary
healthcare providers. Compared to the previous system, it encompasses additional sensors with
enhanced communication capability and enriched functionalities. For example, video sensors can be
integrated in the Medical-WBAN system to capture real-time videos of the monitored area.
Under these assumptions we describe an active querying approach using successively descending
queries and ascending queries. We consider that the raws Patient-WBANs-Collection and MedicalWBAN-Collection streams are referring to the set of continuous streaming generated by the PatientWBAN system and Medical-WBANs system, respectively. In SyncSQL, the raw Patient-WBANsCollection can be defined by:
< 𝑖𝑑, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑡, 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑, 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 > 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝
The corresponding tagged stream and time-varying relation are denoted 𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑂𝐿 and 𝑅(𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑂𝐿 ),
respectively.
The raw Medical-WBANs-Collection can be defined by:
< 𝑖𝑑, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 > 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝
The corresponding tagged stream and time-varying relation are denoted 𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝑀𝐶𝑂𝐿 and
𝑅(𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝑀𝐶𝑂𝐿 ), respectively.
Case 1. The medical department executes a descending query on the private database that consists to
continuously keep tracking of the temperature measurement of all patients in the monitored area that
have temperature greater than 38°C. Such a query may be expressed by:

Query 1: SELECT STREAMED id; temperature
FROM R(WBANCOL)Rv
GROUP BY id
WHERE R.temperature > 38
In this query, the keyword STREAMED indicates that the output includes either insert or update
operations for patients that qualify the predicat "𝑅. 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 38"and/or delete operations for
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previously qualified patients that disqualify the predicate due to a patients' mobility or temperature
update.
Case 2. As we are dealing with Ebola virus, the medical institution is interested at a given point of time
𝑇 by monitoring additional vital signs of all patients in the monitored that have temperature greater than
38°C for the last two days. The inputs of such a query are the WBAN 𝑖𝑑, the temperature level, the
sweat level, and the blood saturation.

Query 2: CREATE STREAMED view TwoDaysWindow as
SELECT id, temperature, sweat, blood
FROM R(WBANCOL)Rv
WHERE Now - 2 < R.Timestamp ≤Now
GROUP BY id
Query 2-1: SELECT STREAMED id, temperature, sweat, blood
FROM R(TwoDaysWindow)Rv
WHERE R.temperature > 38
In this query a sliding window over 𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑂𝐿 of size 2 time units (i.e., two days in our case) is created.
This sliding window defines a view that, at any point of time, contains all the required information
reported between times 𝑁𝑜𝑤 − 2 and 𝑁𝑜𝑤. To report information belonging to patients that qualify the
predicate "𝑅. 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 > 38", a query 2-1 can be expressed in terms of 𝑇𝑤𝑜𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 view.
Case 3: In this case, we generate a cooperative querying approach between the WBAN nodes and the
private clouds. To this end, we consider that at a given instant of time, an alert generated by the WBANs
generates an ascending query that reports all the information concerning the patient. The generated alert
that we call Health-Degradation(temperature; blood) defines the rapid degradation of vital signs (e.g.,
the temperature and the blood saturation) of the patient in a short period of time.

Query 3- ON EVENT Health-Degradation (temperature, blood):
CREATE STREAMED view ALERT as
SELECT *
FROM R(𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑂𝐿 )Rv
Upon receiving this query the healthcare institution, precisely the medical staff, generates a descending
query that aims to keep tracking the location of the concerned patient.

Query 3-1: SELECT STREAMED id, location
FROM R(ALERT)
ALERT is a view that contains all the information concerning the WBAN node that detected the event
Health-Degradation (temperature, blood). Upon receiving the out-put of this query the healthcare
institution generates a second descending query that aims to check the availability of healthcare
providers (e.g., doctors or nurse) in the close vicinity of the patient.
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Query 3-2: SELECT STREAMED id, location, video
FROM R(𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑁𝑀𝐶𝑂𝐿 )Rv
WHERE distance(R.location , p(id)) < 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 and R.status = 0
Where 𝑝(𝑖𝑑) returns the location of the WBAN node contained in Query 3-1 and status is a Boolean
parameter that refers to the availability of medical staff (available: 0, not available: 1). This query
outputs the id, the location and video from all available medical staff (status = 0) located at a maximum
distance 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 from the patient.

6.7

Simulation

To evaluate the proposed solution using simulation, a detection of a forest fire scenario is described as
a case study. Indeed, forest fires are among the major disasters that threat the public safety and cause
innumerable suffering to mankind and irreparable damages in properties and lives. The assessment of
areas susceptible to take fires such as forest protection companies, fire management agencies, and
researchers. The surveillance should be performed over several fire seasons or even over multiple years.
In this simulation we evaluate the effectiveness of a WBAN-Cloud based system deployed in rural areas
in order to detect the occurrence of fire incidents and to upload alert to the private cloud platform. Here,
the private cloud platform regroups servers of the different firefighting departments.

6.7.1 Simulation model
We consider a simulation area of 5x30 sub-squares (each sub-square has a side length of 3 kilometers)
and divided into two main areas: (i) A covered area that covers an area of 5x5 sub-squares and has a
unique access point placed in its center; and (ii) An infrastructure-less area where no communication
infrastructure is available. We assume that a set of WBAN nodes is randomly deployed. These WBANs
are in charge of detecting fire events and forwarding them to the cloud server through the access point.
The transmission rate in every WBAN node is set to 1Mbps and the packet length to 128 byte. A set of
fire events are randomly generated.

Covered Area

Infrastructure-less Area
Figure 53- Simulation Model

A fire event is characterized by its coordinates (x, y) and is progressing along the monitored area
randomly. During the first time slot, the WBANs are injected in the area. The value of a time slot is set
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to a unit of time, and the duration of the simulation is set to 900 time slots. In each time slot, the WBAN
may either remain at his place or moves randomly to an adjacent sub-square. The velocity of WBANs
is set to 3km/h. The simulation was performed using Matlab.
The objectives of the conducted simulation is to evaluate the impact of the mobility of WBANs on the
mean alert upload time of the detected event and how the cloudlet-WBANs can be used to improve the
alert transmission time from nodes located far-away from the communication infrastructure.

6.7.2 Simulation Results
In the first simulation, we evaluated the mean upload time of a detected fire event as a function of the
number of deployed WBAN-Clouds. The latter defines a set of WBANs that are in charge of detecting
the occurrence of a fire event. Since they are associated to a cloud, the WBANs should also transmit to
the alert associate to the collected event to the cloud server using a near base station. For this we
considered that once a fire is detected, the WBAN moves according to three mobility models. The Free
mobility model, the Restricted mobility model, and the Shortest path based mobility model.
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Figure 54-The mean upload time of a detected fire event as a function of the number of deployed
WBAN-Clouds
Accordingly, the results obtained are illustrated in Figure 54. The obtained results are decreasing curves
in function of the number of WBAN-Clouds. In fact, as the number of WBAN-Clouds decreases, the
time required for the WBAN node to upload the detected event increases. This is more noticeable for
the free-mobility and restricted mobility models where users are randomly moving in the infrastructureless area without being obliged to move to the covered area. Then, the alert is only transmitted when the
WBAN node is under the communication coverage of the cloud. The difference between the obtained
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mean upload times for the three mobility models is important for a limited number of clouds. As the
number of clouds increases, this difference decreases. For the short path based mobility model the
difference between the mean upload times for different number of clouds is negligible compared to the
results obtained for the two others models.
In the second simulation, we considered that a set of WBAN nodes with enhanced communication
capabilities may form a cloudlet-WBANs and act as a gateway node to relay the event from the WBANs
to its destination. The WBAN nodes are moving according to the free mobility model. The results
illustrated in Figure 55 show that the mean alert upload time is inversely proportional to the number of
WBAN-Cloudlets. The upload time decreases with the increase of the number WBAN-Cloudlets.
Therefore, rather than keeping moving in the infrastructure-less area until being under the coverage of
the cloud-WBANs, the WBAN node may minimize the time required to reach the covered area by
forwarding the alert through a cloudlet-WBANs in its close vicinity. The cloudlet-WBANs are mobile
communication infrastructures that are in charge of collecting data from isolated WBAN nodes and
transmitting it to the cloud server. In addition, by increasing the number of WBAN-Clouds, the upload
time is decreased. This is due to the minimization of the number of hops required by the WBAN-cloudlet
nodes to relay the alert to its destination and the minimization of the time required by the WBAN nodes
to reach the covered areas.
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Figure 55-The impact of the number of WBAN-Cloudlets on the alert upload time
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6.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we extended the classical concept of WBANs in order to handle the connectivity issue
associated to topology heterogeneity as well as the limitations faced by the deployment of WBANs in
large-scale hazardous monitoring applications. In particular, we investigated the benefits of integrating
mobile networks of WBANs and Cloud Computing and we proposed a sensor-cloud based architecture
to build distributed public safety databases. The proposed architecture integrates three main layers,
namely a set of mobile cloudlet formed by WBAN nodes that are in charge of collection and reporting
information, private clouds that defines private safety organizations that manage WBAN collections
(e.g., real-time analysis, continuous querying and secure storage) and a central public cloud that
attributes privileges to other groups of users in order to retrieve specific information. In addition an
active querying approach has been described in order to track the evolution of a particular threat by
allowing cooperative answers from the aggregated cloud elements. The querying approach defines a
two-layered solution that supports read and write transactions on the built WBAN-Cloud databases. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach we proposed a case study of epidemic’s detection
(i.e., the Ebola Virus) and we conducted simulation to study the impact of WBAN’s mobility and the
effect of increasing the number of cloudlet nodes and WBAN-Clouds on the mean upload time of alert.
According to the simulation results, the impact of increasing the number of deployed cloudlet WBANs
has considerably optimized the alert upload time. In the next chapter the issues associated to architecture
heterogeneity of sensor networks is investigated.
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is one promising application in the integration of sensing and
consumer electronics technologies. It consists in a collection of smart, low-power, hardwareconstrained, miniaturized and heterogeneous wireless devices attached to (or implanted into) a
moving/fixed body and that cooperate for the benefit of an application. The most important uses of such
network is to measure different markers of the person under test, control the environment surrounding
his body and send this data to a node referred as the main node. The small size and the low cost of
individual sensors are the key factors for the expanse of WBAN’s applications, such as emergency
supporting, pedestrian tracking and environmental monitoring. Indeed additionally to the observation of
human life signs, the opportunity of tracking human behavior and hazard phenomena of the surrounding
environment for users in hazardous workplaces (e.g., firefighters, soldiers, and patients in hospital) will
reduce mistakes. In addition, due to many considerations including extreme resource limitations of
sensor nodes, the vulnerability of the wireless medium in such environments, and the necessity of low
power operations dealing with any issue in WBANs for hazardous workplaces becomes challenging.
The main objective of this thesis was the development of a generic system for WBAN-based applications
in hazardous environments that provides the following functionalities: (i) Providing assisted navigation
system for mobile workers in hazardous environment; (ii) Proposing smart traffic management scheme
for WBANs, operating in hazardous environment, capable of providing constraining end-to-end QoS;
(iii) implementing preventive and proactive maintenance mechanism of a sensor-based environment
surveillance system; and (vi) designing an integrated sensor-cloud platform to extend the classical
concept of WBANs and to provide a querying mechanism for distributed public safety databases.
This chapter summarizes the works that have been achieved within the scope of this Thesis and presents
some remaining perspectives that may be discussed in future works.

Assisted Navigation and Safety Provision of Users in Hazardous Environments
As a first step of our work we focused our interest on the design of a smart navigation solution for
hazardous environments using a BAN-based approach to assist users in finding their way to save human
lives and to combat risks such as fires. In fact, all technical advances working in hazardous workplaces
(e.g., coal mines and building in fire) is a physically demanding and exhausting activity. The dangers
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associated with such activities are the result of a number of factors such as a lack of information
regarding users (e.g., the location and the state of health) and the environment surrounding them (e.g.,
the size and spread of the risk, the surrounding temperature), the poor visibility, and the high level of
mental and physical stress which might cause loss and disorientation. In this context, by considering the
advanced monitoring services provided by wearable and integrated sensing devices, a WBAN-assisted
navigation approach is described. In particular, we proposed a real-time navigation technique that relies
on the management of a graph, named Temporal Mobile Weighted Graph (TMWG), which provides the
management of the safety of groups evolving in hazardous environment, integrates the health status of
users, bounds the errors occurring in risk estimation, and addresses the mobility of teams. Based on the
management of histories of the collected data (i.e., information regarding the users’ health and their
surrounding environment collected every time slot), the hazard have been monitored and predicted using
a library of estimation models. Problems such as setting up real-time techniques that can predict the
isolation moments of users, predict the occurrence of damage aggravation, manage radio connectivity
between WBANs have been be addressed. Managing issues related to inter-team and intra-team
communications have been implemented and discussed.
The nodes in the TMWG reproduce the different locations occupied by the teams of firefighters and
reflect information regarding the history of collections made at these locations at moments where teams
passed by. Although these collections stored in the TMWG are updated each time the location is
revisited by a team, the freshness of the graph can be limited by the fact that some locations may be less
visited than others or the time of the last update of data collections can be rather distant to the point that
it will no longer reflects the current state of the environment. Consequently, we consider that nodes and
their associated collections should be frequently visited and updated to optimize estimate accuracy and
hazard management. Another limitation can be associated to the static library of estimation models.
Indeed, to provide a more effective way for the management of the surrounding risk as well as a safer
navigation for both firefighters and building’s occupants, mechanisms for updating libraries should be
considered. These mechanisms should take into consideration information associated to the monitored
phenomenon including, but not limited to, its nature, spread, and intensity. Finally, the proposed solution
can be effectively applied in indoor environments of small dimensions. However, for very large
environments (e.g., outdoor) we admit that some problems may hinder the proper functioning of our
approach.

QoS-aware Traffic Management in Networks of WBANs (NWBANs)
The emergence of heterogeneous applications with diverse requirements for resource-constrained
WBANs poses significant challenges for provisioning QoS with multi-constraints such as delay,
reliability and priority awareness while preserving energy efficiency. In this context we developed a
smart traffic management approach for a Network of Wireless Body Area Networks (NWBAN) capable
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of providing constraining QoS. In hazardous environment monitoring applications, multi-WBANs need
to collaborate, interact closely and to communicate together forming a network of WBANs in order to
make quick decisions under stress by forwarding each other's packets for delivery to its destination. For
this purpose, we designed an architecture where every WBAN is capable of relaying other WBAN
traffics with its internal traffic while providing real synchronization and efficient scheduling. The
proposed network model implements multi-hop communication to support WBAN's mobility and
energy optimization. In addition a QoS-based scheduling scheme is included in the proposed approach
to handle the network resources taking into account the QoS and the requirements of each packet. Since
it is necessary to logically attach the packets reporting on the same event of interest in a same frame
while complying with required QoS, we considered that the scheduling scheme can be adjusted
according to a smart synchronization function. Besides, the scheduling scheme should be able to
implement self-node adaptation to the dynamic nature of the network conditions to provide better
energy-efficiency, high capacity-utilization. Therefore, a multi-threshold call admission control is

proposed as a proactive mechanism to optimize resource utilization and a traffic regulation
approach is implemented as reactive mechanism in case of network congestion. Although the
proposed approach allows the guarantee of QoS requirements and an acceptable successful rate
of flow synchronization, additional issues associated to the coexistence of multiple WBANs in
a confined area (e.g., communication interference) should be well studied. In addition,
providing handover mechanism can be useful to support users’ mobility and to ensure
communication availability.
Providing Continuous Maintenance for Large-Scale Surveillance System
We developed a real-time and cooperative large-scale environment surveillance solution where several
wireless sensing technologies are integrated and deployed (i.e., using terrestrially deployed WSNs,
mobile WBANs, and aerial UAVs) to complement each other, to extend network lifetime, and to
minimize the need for human involvement. The contributions of this chapter are Five-fold. First, a
hybrid three-layered network model for the surveillance of hazardous environment is designed. The
UAVs are used to interact with the terrestrially deployed WSN and the mobile WBANs in order to
improve the border surveillance, the investigation and maintenance of network failures in both networks,
and the tracking of trespassers. Second, through the integration of WISP (a battery-free and wirelessly
powered platform for sensing and computation) to the sensor nodes, and thanks to the use of Dual-port
nonvolatile memory (an EEPROM with RFID and Serial Interfaces), the configuration state of sensor
devices can powerlessly be read or updated by the quadcopters, allowing to investigate several types of
failures. Third, green techniques for the accurate localization of sensor nodes and the investigation of
coverage problems by quadcopters are developed. Fourth, the developed quadcopters behave as
enhanced mobile sensors, which cooperate with the terrestrially deployed sensors to enhance the
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accuracy of the trespassers detection. They provide an economical and efficient response tool that allows
to quickly respond to various types of incidents in the borderline including, but not limited to, sensor’s
coverage problems, sensors failures, and trespassers detection. Fifth, a priority-aware heuristic-based
tracking algorithm is described to allow the quadcopters in a given intervention area to effectively track
and spot moving targets.
In the proposed approach a set of quad-copters is used to interact with the WSN. The intrusions detected
in the same intervention area are managed by the same quadcopter. However, due to the limited energy
of the quadcopter and the detection of tracking tasks with close exit times, some intruders may succeed
to cross all the borderline without being intercepted by the quadcopter. To alleviate such a problem we
aim to enhance the proposed algorithm by considering the use of overlapping intervention areas, where
a trespasser can be tracked at least by one quadcopter.

Designing and Querying Distributed Databases in Hazardous Environments
The integration of wearable and integrated sensing devices with Cloud computing to provide an
integrated sensor-cloud based platform that enables supporting the continually increasing and incredibly
demands on sensor networks as scalable storage and high capacity computing resources, offers easy and
global access to the processing and storage infrastructure at economical costs, and eases the
collaboration among several public safety providers and users with the cloud framework. In this context,
we proposed a system that relies on the integration of WBANs (i.e., as systems for data collection and
information communication) and cloud platform (i.e., as infrastructure for data storage and processing)
to provide a scalable, interoperable, reliable, distributed, and real-time system for public safety
provisioning in infrastructure-less and rural areas. The main contributions that have been proposed are
two. The first one focused on the design a global architecture that tackles the important issue of
structuring a community of people equipped with wearable sensor networks (with heterogeneous
communication and sensing capabilities) and storage cloud platform as distributed public safety
databases. The sensor networks can form a WBAN worn by a community of individuals structured in
mobile cloudlets and belonging to either public or private cloud databases where their collected
information are logged in order to being processed. The WBANs can also generate a continuous
streamed data that needs to be instantaneously processed without being stored. Such an issue motivated
us to define the second contribution. Accordingly, we proposed in this work an active storage system
that manages the public safety databases either in offline or in real-time manner by means of querying
mechanisms that take into consideration data requirement including temporal and logical validity as well
as data freshness. The querying approach support ascending queries that aim to retrieve real-time data
stored in the cloud databases and descending queries that allow writing in cloud databases by directly
querying the WBAN nodes; which they answer the received query by generating continuous data
streams.
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Future works
This section concludes this Thesis by opening new and emerged fields of research showing issues that
remain still improperly solved or unsolved and which can be discussed in future works.
Extending the use of the TMWG for large-scale monitoring environments: the use of such a graph
is not restricted to indoor firefighting application. Extending the proposed approach to provide assisted
navigation in large-scale hazardous areas, in particular military battlefields and borders, seems to be
promising. To efficiently adapt the proposed navigation approach for outdoor use, additional issues
should be considered including the nature of the monitored risk (i.e., a set of trespassers illegally
crossing the monitored environment), the voluminous data generated by the deployed WBANs, the
traffic heterogeneity, and the new concept of escape routes. In addition, mobility management
techniques should be implemented to allow users to evolve for large distances and to provide proactive
communication management techniques that manages inter-WBAN connectivity.
Providing enhanced QoS-based routing mechanisms and roaming techniques: the proposed traffic
management approach can be extended by considering additional issues that can be faced in WBANbased hazardous environment monitoring. The main issues include, but are not limited to, the provision
of an enhanced QoS-based routing that considers the mobility of WBAN nodes, the support of handover
mechanisms that tries to guarantee communication availability by allowing different networks of
WBANs to cooperate with each other by accepting relaying external traffic from secondary users while
guaranteeing the QoS requirements of primary users.
Designing collaborative multi-UAVs system for border surveillance: have a fleet of geographically
distributed quadcopter that optimally manages the distribution of UAVs network. Anytime there is a
built tree that can route information collected WSN network control center. the proposed system must
guarantee real-time-connectivity. For this aircraft must be present every r seconds for each sensor. More
rapid and dynamic maintenance should be set up, optimization paths traveled by and wait times.
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